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Inclusions of regular local rings R/S of dimension two with a common
quotient field have a very simple structure, as shown by the Local
Factorization Theorem of Zariski and Abhyankar (cf. the lemma on page
538 of [Z3] and Theorem 3 of [Ab1]). They show that R/S can be
factored by a unique finite product of quadratic transforms.
A natural question in dimension 3 is to ask for a factorization of
R/S by a product of monoidal transforms, when R, S have a common
quotient field and are of dimension 3. This is not true, even in dimension
three, for regular local rings essentially of finite type over a field. Counter-
examples are given by Sally [S], Shannon [Sh], and a global counterex-
ample is given by Hironaka [H1, P].
Even when a factorization exists, in dim 3, it may not be unique,
although the number of terms in a factorization of R  S is bounded
(Theorem 1.7 of [J]). This bound naturally depends on R and S.
Valuation theory is a natural vehicle to study local birational questions
in commutative algebra. The geometric analogue of a valuation is a consis-
tent choice of a point on each projective variety with a common function
field. This approach was pioneered by Zariski. For example, Zariski proved
local uniformization in characteristic zero [Z2]. Zariski showed that if k is
a field of characteristic zero,
R=(k[x1 , ..., xn]f )m
is a local domain with quotient field K, and V/K is a valuation ring which
dominates R, then there exists a regular local ring S such that R/S/V.
Zariski used this theorem to prove resolution of singularities in characteristic
zero and dimension 3 [Z1, Z3].
Abhyankar has made the following conjecture on local factorization.
Given the counterexamples of Hironaka, Sally, and Shannon, this is the
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best local factorization theorem which could be hoped for in dimension
three.
Conjecture (Abhyankar [Ab2, p. 237; Ch]). Suppose that K is a field
of algebraic functions over a field k, and R and S are regular local rings,
essentially of finite type over k, with quotient field K. Let V be a valuation
ring of K which dominates R and S. Then there exists a regular local ring T,
essentially of finite type over k, with quotient field K, dominated by V, con-
taining R and S, such that R  T and S  T can be factored by products of
monoidal transforms.
In this paper we prove the following theorem, from which a proof of
Abhyankar’s conjecture in dimension 3 follows (when k has characteristic
zero).
Theorem A.* Suppose that R, S are excellent regular local rings of
dimension 3, containing a field k of characteristic zero, with a common
quotient field K, such that S dominates R. Let V be a valuation ring of K
which dominates S. Then there exists a regular local ring T, with quotient
field K, such that T dominates S, V dominates T, and the inclusions R  T
and S  T can be factored by sequences of monoidal transforms (with non-
singular centers).
V
T
R ww S
We state in Theorem B our positive solution of Abhyankar’s conjecture
in dimension 3.
Theorem B. Suppose that K is a field of algebraic functions over a field
k of characteristic zero, with trdegk K=3; and R and S are regular local
rings, essentially of finite type over k, with quotient field K. Let V be a valua-
tion ring of K which dominates R and S. Then there exists a regular local
ring T, essentially of finite type over k, with quotient field K, dominated
by V, containing R and S, such that R  T and S  T can be factored by
products of monoidal transforms.
The proof of Theorem A consists of algorithms to manipulate polyno-
mials and power series. As such, it produces a ‘‘computable’’ factorization.
* The author has recently proven Theorems A and B in all dimensions [C]. This gives a
complete positive solution to Abhyankar’s conjecture in characteristic zero.
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A factorization
V
T
R ww S
as in the conclusions of Theorem A will be called a ‘‘factorization by a triangle.’’
The proof is based on a case-by-case analysis of the possible types of
valuations & of K, which are trivial on k, considering the dimension,
rational rank, and rank of &.
When the dimension of & is >0, the proof reduces to the case where R,
S have dimension 2, so that the existence of a factorization by a triangle
follows from the Local Factorization Theorem in dimension two.
The case where & has maximal rational rank 3 has been proved by
Christensen in his ‘‘Purdue Thesis’’ [Ch]. When & has maximal rank, the
proof of the existence of a triangle reduces to a problem on lattices. These
techniques are not applicable to general valuations.
Nontrivial examples of rank 1 valuations can be constructed as follows.
Let k be a field; S the set of series
f =: ai t_i,
where the sum is over all ordinals less than or equal to an ordinal \, all
ai # k, _i # R, and _i<_j if i< j. S is a field. Define a valuation & on S by
&( f )=_1 . A k-algebra homomorphism k(x1 , ..., xn)  S determines a
rank 1 valuation on k(x1 , ..., xn).
The essential and most difficult case of the proof of Theorem A is when
& is nondiscrete of rational rank 1 and dimension zero.
The theorem on local factorization in dimension two immediately implies
the classical theorem that a birational morphism of nonsingular projective
surfaces is a product of quadratic transforms.
A global question on factorization, posed by Hironaka (Section 6 of
Chap. 0 in [H]) and by Abhyankar (page 254 in [Ab4]), is to determine
if a birational map 8 : X  Y of nonsingular projective varieties can be
factored by a triangle. That is, does there exist a triangle
Z
X ww Y
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where Z  X and Z  Y are proper morphisms, which are products of
monoidal transforms?
In this same section (Section 6 of Chap. 0 in [H]) Hironaka defines
a complete morphism, which is the analogue of properness for a not
necessarily separated morphism. Hironaka observes that it follows from
Zariski’s Local Uniformization Theorem [Z2] that, for any integral proper
k-scheme X (with k field of characteristic zero), there exists a complete
morphism f : X$  X such that X$ is nonsingular.
We deduce from our Local Factorization Theorem (Theorem A) the
following global theorem proved in Section 9 of this paper. Theorem C can
be viewed as a partial answer to the global question of Hironaka and
Abhyankar.
Theorem C. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, , : X  Y a birational
morphism of integral nonsingular proper excellent k-schemes of dimension
three. Then there exists a nonsingular complete k-scheme Z and birational
complete morphisms : : Z  X and ; : Z  Y making the diagram
Z
X ww Y
commute, such that : and ; are locally products of monoidal transforms.
That is, for every z # Z, there exist affine neighborhoods W of z, U of
x=:(z), V of y=;(z) such that :: W  U and ; : W  V are finite products
of monoidal transforms.
Here a monoidal transform of a nonsingular k-scheme S is the map
T  S induced by an open subset T of Proj( In), where I is the ideal
sheaf of a nonsingular subvariety of S.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter we review some facts about valuations, establish notations,
and derive some preliminary material. A complete treatment of the founda-
tions of valuation theory can by found in [ZS, Ab2, and Sch].
1.1. Valuations
A valuation is an onto homomorphism
v : K*  1v
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where K* is the multiplicitive group of a field K, and 1v is an ordered
abelian group, such that for all a, b # K*,
v(a+b)min(v(a), v(b)).
It follows that if
v(a)<v(b),
then
v(a+b)=v(a).
v can be formally extended to K by defining v(0) to be . The valuation
ring Ov of v is the set of elements of K of nonnegative value. The maximal
ideal mv of Ov is the set of elements of positive value.
A simple valuation which we will use frequently is mult. Let k be a field,
0{ f (z) # k[[z]]. Define mult( f (z))=r if zr | f, zr+1 does not divide f.
Mult extends to a valuation of the quotient field of k[[z]].
Two valuations v, w of K are equivalent if there exists an order
isomorphism f : 1w  1v such that for all a # K*, v(a)= f (w(a)). v and w
are equivalent valuations if and only if Ov=Ow .
A valuation ring Ov of K is said to dominate a local ring R, with maximal
ideal m and contained in K, if R/Ov and mv & R=m. We also say that v
dominates R.
If R/Ov is a subring, the center of v on R is the prime mv & R.
The rank of v (rank(&)) is the (ordinal) number r of proper prime ideals
qr / } } } /q2 /q1
of Ov . If v is a rank 1 valuation, then 1v is order isomorphic to a subgroup
of the reals (cf. page 45 of [ZS]).
The maximum number of rationally independent elements of 1v is called
the rational rank of v (rank(v)).
Let K be a field, L an algebraic extension of K, and &$ an extension to
L of a valuation & of K. Then the value groups of & and &$ have the same
rank and rational rank (Lemmas 1 and 2 of Section 11, Chap. VI [ZS]).
Theorem 1.1 (Abhyankar). Let R be a Noetherian local domain, with
maximal ideal m, K be the quotient field of R, and v be a valuation of K
which dominates R. Let dimR v be the transcendence degree of Ov mv over
Rm. Then
rank(v)+dimR(v)rrank(v)+dimR(v)dim(R).
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Furthermore, if
rank(v)+dimR(v)=dim(R),
then v is discrete.
Proof. See Theorem 1 in [Ab1] or Appendix 2 in [ZS].
Lemma 1.2. Suppose that R is a regular local ring, with quotient field K.
Then R=K & R in the quotient field of R .
Proof. Suppose that f # K & R . Then there exist g, h # R such that
f =gh, with (g, h)=1 in R. If f  R, there exists an irreducible s # R such
that s | h but s does not divide g. Let s$ # R be an irreducible such that
(s$) & R=(s). hf =g in R . s$ | h implies s$ | g in R . Hence s | g in R, a
contradiction.
Lemma 1.3. Suppose that R is a regular local ring, containing a field k,
with maximal ideal m and quotient field K. Then there exists a valuation &
of K which dominates R such that O& m&=Rm.
Proof. Let (x1 , ..., xn) be a system of regular parameters in R, L=Rm.
Then R/R =L[[x1 , ..., xn]]. Let S be the field of formal series f = ait_i,
where the sum is over all ordinals less than or equal to an ordinal \, all
ai # L, _i # R, and _i<_j if i< j. S has a valuation w defined by w( f )=_1
(cf. Example IV, Section 6, Chap. I of [Sch]). By construction, Owmw=L.
Let _1 , ..., _n # R be positive and linearly independent over Q. Define an L
algebra homomorphism R  S by xi [ t_i for 1in. By construction,
this map is 11, and induces an inclusion K  S. Let & be the restriction of
w to K. Then O& dominates R and O& m&=Rm.
Theorem 1.4. Let R be a regular local ring with quotient field K, maxi-
mal ideal m, containing a field k. Let v be a rank-1 valuation of K dominating
R, with value group 1. Then there exists a valuation v$ of the quotient field
K$ of the m-adic completion R of R such that Ov$ dominates R and
(a) Ov$ & K=Ov .
(b) Ov$ mv$=Ov mv .
(c) If v$ has rank 1, then the value group of v$ is 1.
(d) If rank(v$)>1, then v$ is composite with a valuation whose value
group is 1.
Proof. Suppose [ fn] is a Cauchy sequence on R, fn+1& fn # mn for all
n. Let r=&(m). If &( fn+1){&( fn), then min[&( fn), &( fn+1)]=&( fn+1& fn)
nr. So for each n, either &( fn)=&( fn+1), or &( fn)nr and &( fn+1)nr.
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Hence limn   &( fn) exists and is either a real number in the value group
1, or . Let P=[ f # R | &( f )=]. P is a prime ideal in R , there is an
inclusion R/R P, and & extends to a valuation & dominating R P, with
value group 1.
If P=(0), &$=& is the desired valuation. So suppose that P{(0). Let U
be the valuation ring of & . By Lemma 1.3, applied to R P , there exists a
valuation &" of K$ with valuation ring O&" , such that R P /O&" , m&" & R P=
PP , and (R P)P=O&" m&" . Define a ring V by V=?&1(U)/Ov" , where
? : Ov"  Ov"m&" is the residue map.
We will now establish that V is a valuation ring. We must show that
0{x # K$ implies x # V or 1x # V (cf. Proposition 2.14 of [Ab2]). Suppose
x # K$. Then x # Ov" or 1x # Ov" . x # Ov"&V implies ?(x)  U which implies
that there exists y # ?&1(U) such that ?(xy)=1, so that xy=1+t for some
t # mv" . 1(1+t) # Ov" and ?(1(1+t))=1 # U implies y(1+t)=1x #
?&1(U).
Now suppose that x  Ov" . Then 1x # Ov" . The above argument shows
that 1x # ?&1(U)=V.
V necessarily has rank >1. Let v$ be the associated valuation, so that
V=Ov$ . By construction, k=UmU=VmV=Ov$ mv$ .
We have a commutative diagram;
(R )P ww
? (R P)P
K .
In particular, we can regard K as a subring of (R P)P . Hence
Ov$ & K=?&1(U) & K=U & K=Ov .
Suppose that R is a regular local ring, with maximal ideal m. x1 , ..., xd # R
will be called coordinates in R if x1 , ..., xd is a regular system of parameters,
m=(x1 , ..., xd).
Lemma 1.5. Suppose that v is a rank 1 valuation of a field K containing
a field k. Let 1 be the value group of v. Suppose that R/K is a regular local
ring dominated by v, with coordinates (x1 , ..., xn), R contains k, and the
residue field of R is isomorphic to k. Let v be an extension of v to the
quotient field of R which dominates R . Let
f = :

i=0
Ai (x1 , ..., xn&1) xin # R =k[[x1 , ..., xn]]
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and suppose that v ( f )<. Then the set [v (Ai xin)] contains its infimum, and
v ( f )min(v (Ai xin)).
Proof. There exists a positive integer m such that mv(xn)>v ( f ). Hence
v ( f )=v (A0+A1xn+ } } } +Am xmn )
min(v (A0), v (A1 xn), ..., v (Am xmn ))=min(v (Ai x
i
n)).
Lemma 1.6. Let R be an analytically irreducible local domain with
quotient field K and maximal ideal m. Let v be a rank-1 valuation of K
dominating R. Suppose that v has an extension v to the quotient field K$ of
R such that v has rank 1 and v dominates R . Then v is the unique extension
of v to K$ which dominates R .
Proof. We will first prove that v is the unique rank 1 valuation extend-
ing v and dominating R . Suppose that v$ has rank 1, extends v, and
dominates R . Let v(m)=\. Suppose that f # R , v$( f )=:, v ( f )=;. There is
a positive integer n such that n\>max(:, ;). There exists f $ # R such that
f &f $ # mnR . Then v$( f )=v( f $)=v ( f ).
Now suppose that v$ is a valuation of rank >1 extending v, such that
v$ dominates R . Then there exists 0{ f # R such that v$( f )>v(mn) for all
n. Write f =fn+ gn with gn # mnR , fn # R. v$( f )>min(v$( fi), v$(gi)) for all
i implies v( fi)=v$(gi)n\. Hence [ fi] is a Cauchy sequence with
v( fi)  , a contradiction to the assumption that there exists a rank 1
extension of v.
Lemma 1.7. Suppose that R is a local domain, containing a field k. Let
v be a valuation of the quotient field of R which dominates R, such that
k=O&m& .
(1) Suppose that f, g # R and v( f )=v(g). Then there exists a unique
constant c # k such that v( f &cg)>v(g).
(2) Suppose that f1 , ..., fm # R. Then [v(:1 f1+ } } } :m fm) | :1 , ...,
:m # k] is a finite set.
Proof. Suppose f, g # R and v( f )=v(g). Let Ov be the valuation ring of
v with maximal ideal mv . fg # Ov . Let 0{c be the image of fg in Ov mv=k.
Then v(( fg)&c)>0.
v( f &cg)=v(g)+v \ fg&c+>v(g).
The choice of c is necessarily unique.
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Now we will establish (2). After reindexing, we may assume that
v( f1)v( f2) } } } v( fm).
First suppose that
v( f1)<v( f2)< } } } <v( fm).
Then
v \: :i fi+={
v( f1)
v( f2)
b
v( fm)
if :1 {0
if :1=0, :2 {0
b
if :1=:2= } } } =:m&1=0, :m {0.
Now suppose that there exist integers r, s with s>r such that
v( f1)<v( f2)< } } } <v( fr)=v( fr+1)= } } } =v( fs)<v( fs+1).
Then set
fi for 1ir
f $i={ fi&ci fr for r+1isfi for s<im,
where ci # k is the constant making v( fi&ci fr)>v( fr). After reindexing, we
have
v( f $1)<v( f $2)< } } } <v( f $r)<v( f $r+1) } } } v( f $m).
By induction, there exists a k-basis g1 , ..., gm of the k-span of f1 , ..., fm such
that
v(g1)<v(g2)< } } } <v(gm).
Now (2) of the lemma follows from the first part of the proof of (2).
Lemma 1.8 extracts an argument from page 345 of [Z1].
Lemma 1.8. Let R be a regular local ring containing a field of charac-
teristic zero and & be a rank 1 valuation of the quotient field of R which has
nonnegative value on R. Suppose that z1 , ..., zn , ... is an infinite sequence of
elements of R such that
&(z1)<&(z2)< } } } <&(zn)< } } }
is strictly increasing. Then &(zn) has infinity for a limit.
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Proof. Let m be the maximal ideal of R, and K the quotient field of R.
Let [t i] be a transcendence basis of Rm over k. Lift t i to ti # R. Let L be
the field obtained by adjoining the ti to k. Then L/R. Let L$ be the
algebraic closure of L in K. Then L$/R since R is normal. Let L be an
algebraic closure of L$. K =KL$ L is a field (cf. Corollary 2, Section 15,
Chap. III of [ZS]). Let & be an extension of & to K . & has rank 1 since K
is algebraic over K. Let R be the localization of RL$ L at the center
of & . Then R is a regular local ring dominating R. We can extend & to a
valuation & dominating R $L [[x1 , ..., xn]], a power-series ring.
Let \ be a positive real number. Let _=min(& (xi)). Let n\ be the
smallest integer such that n\ _>\. Let g(x1 , ..., xn) # L [[x1 , ..., xn]] be
such that &(g)\. Write g= g$+ g" where g$ is a polynomial of degree
<n\ and g" is a power series with terms of degree n\ . Every form in x,
y, z of degree m has value m_. Hence &(g")n\ _>\. Since &(g)\,
&(g$)=&(g). Thus if a power series has a value \, its value is the value
of a polynomial of degree <n\ . Hence, by Lemma 1.7(2), among the
values assumed by elements of R there is only a finite number of values
which are less than or equal to a given fixed real number \.
Theorem 1.9 (Heinzer and Sally). Let R be an analytically irreducible
normal local domain of dimension >1, with maximal ideal m. Let R be the
m-adic completion of R. Let V be a valuation ring of the quotient field of R
which dominates R. Then
(1) If W is a valuation ring of the quotient field of R dominating R
such that W extends V and every nonzero prime of W lies over either m^ or
a height one prime of R , then W is the unique extension of V to a valuation
ring of the quotient field of R dominating R .
(2) If V does not extend uniquely to a valuation ring of the quotient
field of R , dominating R , then V has infinitely many such extensions of at
least two different ranks.
Proof. This is Theorem C of [HS], and the comment following its
statement.
Suppose that R is a regular local ring, with maximal ideal m, and that
x1 , ..., xn # R are such that x1 , ..., xn can be extended to coordinates
(x1 , ..., xn , xn+1 , ..., xd) in R. Let I be the ideal I=(x1 , ..., xn).
The blow up
? : Proj \ n0 I
n+ spec(R)
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is called a monoidal transform of spec(R). Proj(n0 In) is regular scheme.
Let
p # ?&1(m)/Proj \n0 I
n+ .
p # spec(R[x1 xi , ..., xnxi]) for some i. Then
R  \R _x1xi , ...,
xn
xi &+p
is called a monoidal transform of R. If n=d, so that I=m,
R  \R _x1xi , ...,
xd
xi &+p
is called a quadratic transform.
Definition 1.10. Suppose that K is a field and R is a regular local ring
with quotient field K. A monoidal transform sequence (MTS) is a sequence
of ring homomorphism
R=R0  R1  R2  } } }  Rn (1)
such that each map Ri  Ri+1 is a finite product of monoidal transforms.
If & is a valuation of K such that & dominates Rn , then (1) is a MTS
along &.
Lemma 1.11. Suppose that K is a field, and R is a regular local ring,
containing a field k, of dimension three with quotient field K. Let & be a
nondiscrete valuation of K with dimR(&)=0, of rank 1, dominating R, with
value group 1, and let
R  R1  R2  } } }  Rn
be a MTS along &. Then:
(1) The extensions &i of & to the quotient field of R i , which dominate
R i , are unique (up to equivalence), and their value groups are 1 or Z1,
in the lexicographic ordering. In the second case, &i is compositive with a
prime divisor.
(2) The induced maps on value groups are the natural inclusion 1  Z1
if &i has rank 1, &i+1 has rank 2, and are an isomorphism if &i and &i+1 have
the same rank.
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Proof. Let &$ be the extension of & to the quotient field of R of
Theorem 1.4. If rank(&$)=1, then assertions (1) and (2) for & and &0 follow
from Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 1.6. Suppose that rank(&$)>1. Then the
prime P of the proof of Theorem 1.4 is nonzero, and & extends to a non-
discrete valuation of the quotient field of R P. dim(R P){1 by
Theorem 1.1, since & is not discrete. Hence dim(R P)=2, &$ has rank 2,
and the two proper primes of the valuation ring O&$ intersect R in mR
and P. By (1) of Theorem 1.9, &$ is the unique extension of & (up to equivalence).
The valuation &0 can be constructed explicitly as follows (up to equiv-
alence). There exists t # R such that P=(t). Given 0{ f # R , f =tng for
some g # R such that t does not divide g. Let g be the residue of g in R P.
Then define &0( f )=(n, &(g )) # Z1.
Suppose that &i has rank 1, and the value group of &i is 1. R i+1 is the
completion of a product of monoidal transforms Ti+1 of R i . By the
argument of the previous paragraph, &i has a unique extension (up to
equivalence) to the quotient field of R i+1 which dominates R i+1, and
assertions (1) and (2) hold for &i and &i+1.
Now suppose that &i has rank 2, with value group Z1. If &i+1 has
rank 3, then &i+1 must be discrete by Theorem 1.1, which is impossible, so
that every extension of &i to R i+1 has rank 2. By (2) of Theorem 1.9, &i+1
is the unique extension (up to equivalence).
We will explicitly construct an extension w of &i to the quotient field of
R i+1. R i+1 is the completion of a product of monoidal transforms Ti+1 of
R i . &i is composite with a prime divisor &1i of the quotient field of R i and
a valuation &2i with value group 1 on the quotient field of Ti+1P, where
P is the center of &1i on Ti+1.
Let a be the prime ideal in (Ti+1 P)  of Cauchy sequences in Ti+1P of
infinite value by &2i . &
2
i extends uniquely to a valuation of (Ti+1 P)  a, with
value group 1. Let Q be the kernel of R i+1  (Ti+1 P)  a. Q must be a
prime of height one since 1 is not discrete.
Let s # R i+1 be such that (s)=Q. Define a valuation w dominating R i+1
by w( f )=(n, &2i (g )) # Z1 if f =sng in R i+1, where s does not divide g,
and g is the residue of g in R i+1 Q.
Assertions (1) and (2) hold since T i+1 is excellent, implying PR i+1 is
reduced (cf. EGA IV, Sect. 7.8.3 (viii)).
1.2. Birational Transforms
In this section we state results of Abhyankar and Hironaka in a form
which we will use. The conclusions of Theorems 1.12 through 1.15 and
Theorem 1.17 have been proved by Hironaka [H] in equicharacteristic
zero, and have been proved by Abhyankar [Ab3] in positive characteristic,
for varieties of dimension 3.
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Definition 1.12. Let R be a regular local ring. f # R is said to have
simple normal crossings (SNCs) and to be a SNC divisor, if there exist
coordinates (x1 , ..., xn) in R such that f =unit xa11 } } } x
an
n for some non-
negative integers a1 , ..., an .
Theorem 1.13. Let R be an excellent regular local ring, containing a
field of characteristic zero. Let X be a nonsingular R-scheme, f : X  spec(R)
a projective morphism, h # R. Then there exists a sequence of monoidal
transforms g : Y  X, such that h has SNCs in Y.
Proof. Immediate from Main Theorem II(N) of [H].
Theorem 1.14. Suppose that R, S are excellent regular local rings
containing a field k of characteristic zero such that S dominates R in the
quotient field K of R. Let & be a valuation of K that dominates S, and R  R1
be a monoidal transform such that & dominates R1 . R1 is a local ring on
X=Proj(n0 pn) for some prime p/R. Let
U=[Q # spec(S) : pSQ is invertible],
an open subset of spec(S). Then there exists a projective morphism f : Y 
spec(S) which is a product of monoidal transforms such that if S1 is the local
ring of Y dominated by &, then S1 dominates R1 , and ( f )&1 (U)  U is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Since S is a UFD, we can write pS= gI, where g # S, and I/S
has height 2. Then U=spec(S)&V(I ). By Main Theorem II(N) [H],
there exists a sequence of monoidal transforms ? : Y  spec(S) such that
IOY is invertible, and ?&1(U)  U is an isomorphism. Let S1 be the local
ring of the center of & on Y. We have pS1=hS1 for some h # p. Hence
R[ ph]/S1 , and since & dominates S1 , R1 is the localization of R[ ph]
which is dominated by S1 .
Theorem 1.15. Suppose that R is an excellent local domain containing a
field of characteristic zero, with quotient field K. Let & be a valuation of K
dominating R. Suppose that f # K is such that &( f )0. Then there exists a
MTS along &,
R  R1  } } }  Rn ,
such that f # Rn .
Proof. Write f =ab with a, b # R. By applying Main Theorem II(N) of [H]
to the ideal I=(a, b) in R, there exists a MTS along &, R  Rn such that
IRn=:Rn is a principal ideal. There exist constants c, d, u1 , u2 in Rn such
that a=c:, b=d:, :=u1a+u2b. Then u1c+u2d=1, so that cRn+dRn=Rn ,
and one of c or d is a unit in Rn . If c is a unit, then 0&( f )=&(cd )=&(c)
&&(d ) implies &(d )=0, and since & dominates Rn d is a unit and f # Rn .
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Theorem 1.16 (Abhyankar). Let R, S be two dimensional regular local
rings such that R and S have the same quotient field, and S dominates R.
Then there exists a unique finite sequence
R0  R1  } } }  Rm
of quadratic transforms such that Rm=S.
Proof. This is Theorem 3 of [Ab1].
Suppose that Y is an algebraic scheme, and X, D are subschemes of Y.
Suppose that g : Y$  Y, f : X$  X are the monoidal transforms of Y and X
with center D and D & X respectively. Then there exists a unique isomor-
phism of X$ to a subscheme X" of Y$ such that g induces f (cf. Chap. 0,
Section 2 of [H]). X" is called the strict transform of X, the monoidal
transform of g.
Theorem 1.17. Let R be an excellent regular local ring, containing a
field of characteristic zero. Let W/spec(R) be an integral subscheme,
V/spec(R) be the singular locus of W. Then there exists a sequence of
monoidal transforms f : X  spec(R) such that the strict transform of W is
nonsingular in X, and f is an isomorphism over spec(R)&V.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem I N, n2 [H].
Theorem 1.18. Suppose that R/S are r dimensional local rings with a
common quotient field K, and the respective maximal ideals m and n be such
that S dominates R, SmS is a finite Rm module, and R is normal and
analytically irreducible. Then R=S.
Proof. This is the version of Zariski’s Main Theorem proved in
Theorem 37.4 [N].
Theorem 1.19. Suppose that R is an excellent regular local ring, with
maximal ideal m, S is a regular local ring with maximal ideal n, such that
R/S, dim(R)=dim(S), and the quotient field of S is a finite extension of
the quotient field of R. Then there is an inclusion
R /S
where R is the m-adic completion of R, S is the n-adic completion of S.
Proof. R is a subspace of S by Theorem 10.13 of [Ab3] (‘‘A Version of
Zariski’s Subspace Theorem’’).
2. NONDISCRETE VALUATIONS OF RATIONAL RANK 1
WITH dimR&=0
Throughout this section, we will suppose that R/S is as in the state-
ment of Theorem A, with the further assumptions that k is algebraically
closed, k=Rn where n is the maximal ideal of R, and a valuation &
associated to V is nondiscrete of rational rank 1 and dimR &=0.
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Suppose that the value group of & is 1, which can be identified with a
subgroup of the rationals, Q. Given a MTS
S=S0  S1  } } }  Sn
along &, we will denote by & the unique extension (up to equivalence) by
Lemma 1.11 of & to S i , and say that &( f )= if &( f )  1.
Let (x, y, z) be coordinates in S. Following Zariski [Z1], we will define
a monoidal transform S  S1 along &. Let
&( y)
&(x)
=
:
;
with (:, ;)=1. Let :$, ;$ be nonnegative integers such that
:$;&:;$=1.
Then
& \x
:$
y;$+=:$&(x)&;$&( y)=
&(x)
;
(:$;&;$:)=
&(x)
;
>0.
Furthermore, &( y;x:)=0. Hence there exists a (unique) constant c # k
such that &( y;x:&c)>0. Define
x1=
x:$
y;$
, y1=
y;
x:
&c, z1=z.
Let S1 be the localization of S[x1 , y1] at the maximal ideal generated by
x1 , y1 , and z1 . Then S  S1 is birational and & dominates S1 . Note that
x=x;1( y1+c)
;$, y=x:1( y1+c)
:$, z=z1 .
Lemma 2.1. S  S1 can be factored by a sequence of monoidal transforms.
Proof. We will use the notation on continued fractions of Chap. X of
[HW]. The Euclidean algorithm
:=a0 ;+r1
;=a1 r1+r2
r1=a2 r2+r3
(1)
b
rN&2=aN&1rN&1+1
rN&1=aN
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determines a continued fraction expansion
:
;
=[a0 , a1 , ..., aN].
Suppose that N is even. Equation (1) determines a MTS along &,
x~ 1 =x, y~ 1 =
y
xa0
x~ 2=
x~ 1
y~ a1
1
, y~ 2= y~ 1
x~ 3=x~ 2 , y~ 3=
y~ 2
x~ a2
2
b
x~ N+1=x~ N , y~ N+1=
y~ N
x~ aNN
.
Let
pi
qi
=[a0 , ..., ai]
be the convergent fractions of :;. Then
x~ N+1=
x pN&1
yqN&1
, y~ N+1=
yqN
x pN
. (2)
We have
pN
qN
=
:
;
,
and
pNqN&1& pN&1qN=(&1)N&1=&1.
Hence :=pN , ;=qN , ;pN&1&:qN&1=1. :$;&:;$=1 implies there exists
m # Z such that :$= pN&1+m:, ;$=qN&1+m;.
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x:$
y;$
=
x pN&1
yqN&1 \
x:
y;+
m
=x~ N+1( y~ N+1)&m,
y;
x:
&c=y~ N+1&c
are local coordinates for the center of & on S1 . Suppose N is odd. Then (1)
determines a MTS along &,
x~ 1 =x, y~ 1 =
y
xa0
b
x~ N+1=
x~ N
( y~ N)aN
, y~ N+1= y~ N .
Then
x~ N+1=
x pN
yqN
, y~ N+1=
yqN&1
x pN&1
and the rest of the proof is analogous to the case N even.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S, # # S is a unit,
and a is a positive integer. Let
x 0=#1ax, y 0= y, z 0=z.
Consider the MTS along &, S  S1 , where S1 has coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1)
defined by
x=x;1( y1+c)
;$, y=x:1( y1+c)
:$, z=z1 .
where &( y)&(x)=:; with (:, ;)=1, :$;&:;$=1. There is s # k such that
##s mod (x, y, z). Set c =c1;s&:a;. Then:
(1) S 1 has coordinates (x 1 , y 1 , z 1) defined by
x 0=x ;1 , y 0=x
:
1( y 1+c ), z 0=z 1 .
(2) Let 01 be the value group of the restriction of & to the quotient
field of k[[x 0 , y 0]), and 02 be the value group of the restriction of & to the
quotient field of k[[x 1 , y 1]].
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(a) Suppose that 01 is not discrete. Then 01 has rank 1, and the
natural map 01  02 is the identity.
(b) Suppose that 01 is discrete. Then 01=ZZ, and the map
01  02 is the identity.
(c) Suppose that 01 is discrete. Then the value group of the restriction
of & to the quotient field of k[[x 0 , z 0]] is not discrete.
Proof.
x1=
x:$
y;$
=
#&:$ax :$0
y ;$0
=
#&:$ax ;:$1
x :;$1 ( y 1+c )
;$
=#&:$a( y 1+c )&;$ x 1=unit x 1 in k[[x 1 , y 1 , z 1]].
y1=
y;
x:
&c=
x :;1 ( y 1+c )
;
#&:ax :;1
&c
=( y 1+c ); #:a&c#s:a( y 1+c );&c mod(x 1 , z 1)
#unit y 1 mod(x 1 , z 1).
Hence S 1=k[[x 1 , y 1 , z 1]].
If the rank of 01 is larger than 1, then 01 is discrete of rank 2
(Theorem 1.1). Now (2a) follows immediately from Theorem 1.4, since 02
is also not discrete. Suppose that 01 is discrete of rank 1. Then 01=Z. Let
L be the quotient field of k[[x 0 , y 0]]. There exists ‘ # L such that &(‘)=1.
There are formal expansions
:

i=1
ai‘i and :

i=1
bi‘i
with ai , bi # k such that
LimN   & \x 0& :
N
i=1
ai ‘i+=
and
LimN   & \y 0& :
N
i=1
bi‘i+=.
Consider the map
, : k[[x 0 , y 0]]  k[[t]]
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defined by
,( f (x 0 , y 0))= f \ :

i=1
ai ti, :

i=1
biti+ .
The kernel of , is nontrivial and consists of the elements of k[[x 0 , y 0]] of
infinite value, a contradiction to the assumption that 01 has rank 1. Hence
01 has rank 2. 2b) now follows from an argument as in the proof of
Lemma 1.11.
Suppose that 01 is discrete, and the restriction of & to the quotient field
of k[[x 0 , z 0]] is discrete. Then by (2b), we have power series f, g # k[[x 0 ,
y 0 , z 0]] such that f is an irreducible power series in x 0 and y 0 , g is an
irreducible power series in x 0 and z 0 such that &( f )= and &(g)=.
Since &(x 0)< and f, g are irreducible, f (0, y 0 , 0){0 and g(0, 0, z 0){0.
Thus the ideal ( f, g) has height 2, and & is composite with a valuation
whose center on S is a height two prime, which is impossible by the proof
of Lemma 1.11.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that S =k[[x , y , z ]] and that & restricts to a non-
discrete valuation of the quotient field of k[[x , y ]]. Let m0 be the maximal
ideal of S . Then there exists tr0 such that if
x~ #x mod mt0 , y~ #y mod m
t
0 ,
then & restricts to a nondiscrete valuation of the quotient field of k[[x~ , y~ ]].
Proof. Let
P=[ f # k[[x , y , z ]] | &( f )=].
Then P=(0) or P is a height one prime. If P=(0), then & restricts to a
nondiscrete valuation of the quotient field of k[[x~ , y~ ]] for any t>1, so
suppose that P is a height one prime.
Suppose that for all n>1, there exist x~ n , y~ n in k[[x , y , z ]] such that
x~ n #x mod mn0 , y~ n #y mod m
n
0 , and & restricts to a discrete valuation of
the quotient field of k[[x~ n , y~ n]]. Then P & k[[x~ n , y~ n]]{(0), so there
exists fn(x~ n , y~ n) # k[[x~ n , y~ n]] such that P=( fn). There exist units vn # S
such that fn(x~ n , y~ n)=vn fn+1(x~ n+1 , y~ n+1) for all n.
fn(x , y )#vn fn+1(x , y ) mod mn0
implies there exits un # k[[x , y ]] such that
fn(x , y )#un fn+1(x , y ) mod (x , y )n k[[x , y ]].
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Set gn(x , y )=u1u2 } } } un&1 fn(x , y ). We have
gm #gn mod (x , y )m k[[x , y ]]
if mn. Thus there exists g(x , y ) # k[[x , y ]] such that
g(x , y )#gn(x , y ) mod (x , y )n k[[x , y ]]
for all n.
(g(x , y ))+mn0 =(gn(x , y ))+m
n
0=( fn(x , y ))+m
n
0
=( fn(x~ n , y~ n))+mn0=P+m
n
0
for all n, which implies that P=(g(x , y ), a contradiction to the assumption
that & restricts to a discrete valuation of the quotient field of k[[x , y ]]).
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that R has coordinates (u, v, w) and S has coordinates
(x, y, z) with
u=#x*0, v= y
for some unit # # S, positive integer *0 . Given n0, we can construct a
commutative diagram of MTSs along &
S=S0  S1  S2  } } }  Sn
(1)
R=R0  R1  R2  } } }  Rn
such that R i has coordinates (u i , v i , w i) and S i has coordinates (x i , y i , z i),
which are related by
x 0=#1*0x, y 0=y, z 0=z
(2)
x i=x
;i+1
i+1 , y i=x
:i+1
i+1( y i+1+ci+1), z i=z i+1
for 0in&1.
u 0=u, v 0=v, w 0=w
(3)
u i=u
$i+1
i+1 , v i=u
#i+1
i+1(v i+1+ci+1), w i=w i+1
for 0in&1, such that
u i=x *ii , v i= y i
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for a positive integer *i ; u i , v i , w i , x i , y i , z i have finite value,
&( y i)
&(x i)
=
:i+1
;i+1
,
&(v i)
&(u i)
=
#i+1
$i+1
with
(:i+1 , ;i+1)=1, (#i+1, $i+1)=1, and *i+1=(:i+1, *i;i+1)
for all i. Furthermore, Ri has coordinates (ui , vi , wi) and Si has coordinates
(x$i , y$i , z$i) which are related by
ui=:ui u i
vi={iv i+_i u N$i
wi=w i=w
x$i=:xi x i
y$i=vi
z$i=z i=z0
where {i , :ui are units in R i , _i # R i , :
x
i is a unit in S i , and N$ can be arbitrarily
large.
Proof. Given N>>0, we will inductively construct the MTS
R0  R1  } } }  Rn
so that R i=k[[u i , v i , w i]] for 0in and there exist coordinates
(ui , vi , wi) and (u$i , v$i , w$i) in Ri such that there exists *vi # k[ui , vi];
:ui , _i , {i # k[[u i , v i]] with the properties that *
v
i , :
u
i , {i are units; and the
coordinates are related by
u0=u, v0=v, w0=w
(4)
u$i=ui , v$i=*vi vi , w$i=wi
ui=:ui u i , vi={iv i+_iu
nj=i+1 #jN
i
ui+1=
(u$i)# $i+1
(v$i)$ $i+1
, vi+1=
(v$i)$i+1
(u$i)#i+1
&c$i+1
i+1
where #$i+1$i+1&#i+1$$i+1=1.
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Suppose we have constructed the sequence out to Ri with coordinates
(ui , vi , wi), and we have R i=k[[u i , v i , w i]]. We will inductively construct
Ri+1. Let
Ti+1=k[[u i+1 , v i+1 , w i+1]],
where u i+1 , v i+1, w i+1 are defined by (3). Let *vi be a unit in k[ui , vi]
satisfying
{$i+1i (*
v
i )
$i+1 (:ui )
&#i+1#1 mod (u i , v i)
n
j=i+2 #j N
in k[[ui , vi]]=k[[u i , v i]] (for i=0 we can take *v0=1). By (4), this
defines coordinates (u$i , v$i , w$i) in Ri .
ui+1 =
(u$i)# $i+1
(v$i)$ $i+1
=
(:ui u i)
# $i+1
(*vi ({iv i+_iu
nj=i+1 #j N
i ))
$ $i+1
=unit
(u i+1)# $i+1$i+1
(u #i+1
i+1
(v i+1+ci+1)+_iu
nj=i+1 #j N$i+1
i+1
)$ $i+1
=unit
(u i+1)# $i+1$i+1
(u i+1)#i+1$ $i+1
=unit u i+1 in k[[u i+1 , v i+1]].
vi+1 =
(v$i)$i+1
(u$i)#i+1
&c$i+1i+1=
(*vi ({iv i+_iu
nj=i+1 #j N
i ))
$i+1
(:ui u i)
#i+1
&c$i+1i+1
=
(*vi ({iu
#i+1
i+1(v i+1+ci+1)+_iu
nj=i+1 #j N$i+1
i+1 ))
$i+1
(:ui u
$i+1
i+1)
#i+1
&c$i+1
i+1
={$i+1i (*
v
i )
$i+1 (:ui )
&#i+1 (v i+1+ci+1&_u 
n
j=i+2 #j N$i+1
i+1
)$i+1&c$i+1i+1
for some _ # k[[u i+1 , v i+1]]
#(v i+1+ci+1)$i+1&c
$i+1
i+1 mod (u i+1)
nj=i+2 #jN k[[u i+1 , v i+1]]
#{i+1v i+1 mod (u i+1)
n
j=i+2 #j N k[[u i+1 , v i+1]].
u i+1 , v i+1 , w i+1 have finite value since they are contained in a finite
extension of K.
Now that we have constructed the bottom row of (1), we can construct
the top row.
We will inductively construct the MTS
S=S0  S1  } } }  Sn
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such that S i=k[[x i , y i , z i]] for 1in and there exist coordinates
(xi , yi , zi) and (x$i , y$i , z$i) in Si such that
x$i=:xi x i , vi= y$i , zi=z$i=z
and :xi is a unit.
In S0 set
x$0=x0=x, y$0= y0= y, z$0=z0=z, :x0=#
&1*0.
Suppose that
S0  S1  } } }  Si
has been constructed.
Let Ui+1=k[[x i+1 , y i+1 , z i+1]], where x i+1 , y i+1, z i+1 are defined by
(2).
Define Si  Si+1 by
xi+1=
(x$i): $i+1
( y$i); $i+1
, yi+1=
( y$i);i+1
(x$i):i+1
&c$i+1 , zi+1=zi ,
where :$i+1;i+1&:i+1;$i+1=1, c$i+1 # k is a still to be determined
constant.
&(v i)
&(u i)
=
&( y i)
*i&(x i)
=
:i+1
*i;i+1
implies that
*i+1#i+1=:i+1 and *i+1$i+1=*i;i+1.
xi+1 =
(:xi x i)
:$i+1
v;$i+1i
=
(:xi )
:$i+1 (x i):$i+1
({i v i+_i u 
n
j=i+1 #j N
i )
;$i+1
=
(:xi )
:$i+1 (x i):$i+1
({iy i+_ix *i (
n
j= i+1 #j N)
i )
;$i+1
=
(:xi )
:$i+1 (x i+1);i+1:$i+1
({ix :i+1i+1( y i+1+ci+1)+_ix
;i+1*i (
n
j=i+1 #j N)
i+1 )
;$i+1
=unit x i+1
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if N is sufficiently large. (:xi )
&:i+1 ({i);i+1#s mod (x i , y i , z i) for some
0s # k, so that
(:xi )
&:i+1 ({i);i+1#s mod (x i+1 , z i+1).
yi+1=
({iy i+_i x *i (
n
j=i+1 #jN)
i )
;i+1
(:xi x i)
:i+1
&c$i+1
=(:xi )
&:i+1
({ix
:i+1
i+1( y i+1+ci+1)+_i x
;i+1*i (
n
j=i+1 #j N)
i+1 )
;i+1
x :i+1;i+1
i+1
&c$i+1
=(:xi )
&:i+1 {;i+1i ( y i+1+ci+1+{
&;i+1
i _ix
;i+1*i (
n
j=i+1 #jN)&:i+1
i+1 )
;i+1&c$i+1
#s( y i+1+ci+1);i+1&c$i+1 mod (x i+1 , z i+1)
#unit y i+1 mod (x i+1, z i+1)
for N sufficiently large, where c$i+1=sc;i+1i+1 .
This implies that S i+1=Ui+1. x i+1 , y i+1 , z i+1 have finite value, since
they are contained in a finite extension of K. Set
x$i+1=xi+1 , y$i+1=vi+1 , z$i+1=zi+1.
By induction, the desired MTS can be constructed.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S, and f # k[[x, y]]
is such that &( f )<. Consider the MTS along &,
S=S0  S1  } } }  Sn ,
where Si has coordinates (xi , yi , zi) and (x$i , y$i , z$i) defined by
x0=x, y0=y, z0=z
x$i={i xi , y$i=yi , z$i=zi
where {i # k[[xi , yi]] is a unit,
x$i=x;i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
;$i+1, y$i=x:i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
:$i+1, zi=zi+1
for 0in&1, with
&( y$i)
&(x$i)
=
:
i+1
;i+1
,
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(:i+1 , ;i+1)=1, :$i+1;i+1&:i+1;$i+1=1. Then for all n sufficiently large,
f has the form f =(xn)m | in S n , where m is a nonnegative integer and | is
a unit in S n .
Proof. For n sufficiently large, f will be a simple normal crossing divisor
in S n , since any sufficiently large number of quadratic transforms of k[[x, y]]
will put f in this form.
Since x$n is a local equation for the exceptional divisor in Sn , the
irreducible factors of f in S n will be x$n , and possibly a factor of the form
ax$n+by$n+,, with , # (x$n , y$n)2 k[[x$n , y$n]] and b{0. By considering the
irreducible factors of f separately, we may thus assume that
f =ax$0+by$0+, in S with , # (x$0 , y$0)2 k[[x$0 , y$0]] and b{0.
Expanding f as a power series in x$0 and y$0 , we see that
f =#(x$0)e+: #ij (x$0) i ( y$0) j (1)
where i&(x$0)+ j&( y$0)>e&(x$0) for all nonzero terms in the series, or
f =by$0+: #ij (x$0) i ( y$0) j (2)
where i&(x$0)+ j&( y$0)>&( y$0) for all nonzero terms in the series, or
f =#(x$0)e+by$0+: #ij (x$0) i ( y$0) j (3)
where i&(x$0)+ j&( y$0)>&( y$0) for all nonzero terms in the series and &( y$0)
=e&(x$0).
In the case of Eq. (1), we have
f =#xe;11 ( y1+c1)
e;$1+xe;1+11 4=x
e;1
1 unit in S 1 .
In the case of Eq. (2), we have f =x:11 unit in S 1 . In the case of Eq. (3),
;1 e=:1 and (:1 , ;1)=1, which implies that ;1=1. So after the MTS
S1  S2  } } }  Sn ,
we either have f =xmn | in Sn , where | is a unit, or ;i=1 and &(xi)=&(x0)
for 1in, and xnn divides f in S n . If f does not have the form f =x
m
n |,
where | is a unit for n arbitrarily large, we have &( f )=, a contradiction.
Lemma 2.6. With the notation of the statement of Lemma 2.4, suppose
that
f # k[[x 0 , y 0]]/S
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and &( f )<. Then f (x n)m | in S n , where m is a nonnegative integer and |
is a unit in S n for n>>0 in the sequence (1) of Lemma 2.4.
An analogous statement is true for f # k[[u 0 , v 0]]/R .
Proof. Without loss of generality, f is irreducible in k[[x 0 , y 0]]. Let
f =unit ‘
r
i=1 \y 0& :

j=1
#j (|ix 1r0 )
j+
be the Puiseux series factorization of f, where | is a primitive r th root of
unity (cf. [AM, BK or W]).
We have
x 0=x ;1 } } } ;nn
y 0=c1 x :1 ;10 +c2x
:1 ;1+:1 ;1;2
0 + } } } +x
:1 ;1+:2;1;2+ } } } +:n;1;2 } } } ;n
0 (cn+ y n)
in S n . Hence f has the desired form in S n for n sufficiently large, unless
:

j=1
#j (|ix 1r0 )
j= :

j=1
cjx :1;1+:2 ;1;2+ } } } +:j ;1;2 } } } ;j0
for some i, in which case &( f )=, a contradiction.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that f # R. Then there exist a MTS along &,
R  R$, and coordinates (x$, y$, z$) in R$ such that f =unit(x$)n in R$.
Proof. This is the Lemma of Chap. C I in [Z2]. (It is not necessary
that k be algebraically closed or that k=Rn.)
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that R has coordinates (u, v, w) and S coordinates
(x, y, z) such that u=|xm for some unit | in S, and that S has coordinates
(x , y , z ) with
x =|1mx.
Suppose that
u=x m
(1)
v=x r(:0+:1 x + } } } +:n x n+;4( y , z ) x n+x n+1F(x , y , z ))
with :0 , ;{0, 0{4( y , z ) # k[[ y , z ]], 4(0, 0)=0. Then there exists a MTS
along &,
R  R1  } } }  Rt ,
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such that Rt /S, S has coordinates (x^, y^= y , z^=z ), and Rt has coordinates
(ut , vt , wt) with
ut=x^m$
vt=x^r$(:^+; 4( y^, z^)+x^F $(x^, y^, z^))
and ; {0.
Proof
Case 1. Suppose that r>m. Then we can perform a monoidal trans-
form R  R1 along & such that R1 has coordinates (u1 , v1 , w1) defined by
u=u1 , v=u1v1 , w=w1 .
Then R1 /S and
u1=x m
v1=x r&m(:0+:1x + } } } +:nx n+;4( y , z ) x n+x n+1F(x , y , z )).
Case 2. Suppose that r=m. Then we can perform a monoidal trans-
form R  R1 along & such that R1 has coordinates (u1 , v1 , w1) defined by
u=u1 , v=u1(:0+v1), w=w1 .
Then R1 /S and
u1=x m
v1=x r$(:$0+:$1x + } } } +:$n x n$+;$4( y , z ) x n$+x n$+1F(x , y , z ))
with :$0 , ;${0, or else :$0=0 and we have put v1 in the desired form.
Case 3. Suppose that r<m. For * # Q, we have
(:0+:1 x + } } } +:nx n+;4( y , z ) x n+x n+1F(x , y , z ))*
=:*0 \1+:1:0 x + } } } +
:n
:0
x n+
;
:0
4x n+
1
:0
x n+1F+
*
=:*0 \1+* \:1:0 x + } } } +
:n
:0
x n+
;
:0
4x n+
1
:0
x n+1F+
+
*(*&1)
2! \
:1
:0
x + } } } +
:n
:0
x n+
;
:0
4x n+
1
:0
x n+1F+
2
+ } } } +
=:*0(1+#1 x + } } } +#nx
n+$4( y , z ) x n+x n+1G(x , y , z ))
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with ${0. Make a change of variables in S ,
x~ =x (:0+ } } } +:n x n+;4x n+x n+1F )1r, y~ =y , z~ =z .
We have
u=x~ m(:0+ } } } +:n x n+;4x n+x n+1F )&mr
=x~ m:&mr0 (1+#1x + } } } +#nx
n+$4x n+x n+1G) with ${0
=x~ m:&mr0 (1+#1x~ (:0+ } } } +:nx
n+;4x n+x n+1F )&1r
+#2x~ 2(:0+ } } } +:nx n+;4x n+x n+1F )&2r+ } } }
+#nx~ n(:0+ } } } +:nx n+;4x n+x n+1F )&nr
+$1 4x~ n+x~ n+1P1) with $1 {0,
b
=x~ m(;0+;1x~ + } } } +;nx~ n+#4( y~ , z~ ) x~ n+x~ n+1G(x~ , y~ , z~ ))
with ;0 , #{0,
v=x~ r.
After interchanging u and v (and r and m), we have an expression of the
form (1), with r>m, so that we are in Case 1.
By repeated application of Cases 1, 2, and 3, we can then construct a
MTS along & as desired.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose that the assumptions are as in Lemma 2.8, and we
have the additional assumption that mult(4( y , z ))=1. Then there exist
MTSs S  S1 and R  R1 along & such that R1 /S1 , R1 has coordinates
(u~ 1 , v~ 1 , w~ 1), and S1 has coordinates (x~ 1 , y~ 1 , z~ 1) with
u~ 1=|~ x~ l1 , v~ 1= y~ 1
for some unit |~ in S1 .
Proof. We can assume that the conclusions of Lemma 2.8 hold, so that
u=x m, v=x r(:^+4+x F ).
First suppose that :^{0. We have a MTS R  R1 along &, where R1 has
coordinates (u1 , v1 , w1) defined by
u=u$1(v1+:^
$)$$, v=u#1(v1+:^
$)#$, w=w1 ,
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where
#
$
=
&(v)
&(u)
=
r
m
with (#, $)=1, #$$&#$$=1, *$=(r, m).
u1 =
u#$
v$$
=
x m#$
x r$$(:^+4+x F )$$
=x m#$&r$$(:^+4+x F )&$$
=x *$(:^+4+x F )&$$
v1=
v$
u#
&:^$=
x r$(:^+4+x F )$
x #m
&:^$
=(:^+4+x F )$&:^$
#$:^$&1(4+x F ) mod (x , y , z )2 S .
Hence R1 /S have coordinates of the desired form.
Now suppose that :^=0. Let m be the maximal ideal of S . Given p>1,
there exists # # S such that
#|1m#1 mod m p.
Define x~ in S by x=#x~ . Set |1=#|1m, so that x =|1x~ . Set y~ =vx~ r=
|r1(4+x F ) # K & S =S. Extend to coordinates (x~ , y~ , z~ ) in S. Then
u=|m1 x~
m, v=x~ ry~ .
Set
&( y~ )
&(x~ )
=
:
;
with (:, ;)=1, :$;&:;$=1. We have a MTS S  S1 along &, where S1 has
coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1) defined by
x~ =x;1( y1+c)
;$, y~ =x:1( y1+c)
:$, z~ =z1 .
Then
u=|m1 x
m;
1 ( y1+c)
m;$, v=xr;+:1 ( y1+c)
r;$+:$.
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Set
&(v)
&(u)
=
r;+:
m;
=
#
$
with (#, $)=1, #$$&#$$=1, and *$=(r;+:, m;). We have a MTS R  R1
along &, where R1 has coordinates (u1 , v1 , w1) defined by
u=u$1(v1+d )
$$, v=u#1(v1+d )
#$, w=w1
u1 =
u#$
v$$
=
|#$m1 x
m;#$
1 ( y1+c)
m;$#$
x (r;+:) $$1 ( y1+c)
(r;$+:$) $$
=unit x*$($#$&#$$)1
=unit x*$1 in S1 .
v1=
v$
u#
&d
=
x (r;+:) $1 ( y1+c)
(r;$+:$) $
|#m1 x
m;#
1 ( y1+c)
m;$# &d
=|&#m1 ( y1+c)
(r;$+:$) $&m;$#&d
=|a1( y1+c)
b&d,
where
a= &#m
b=(r;$+:$) $&m;$#=(r;$+:$)
m;
*$
&(r;+:)
m;$
*$
=
m
*$
|&#m1 #1 mod m
p.
v1 #( y1+c)b&d mod m pS 1 #unit y1 mod m pS 1 .
Theorem 2.10. Suppose that u, v # S are such that u and v are analytically
independent. Then there exists a MTS S  Sn along & such that S n has
coordinates (x , y , z ) with
u=x n
v=: 1x n1+ } } } +: gx ng(: + y )
and n1< } } } <ng ; 0{: 1 , ..., : g # k; : # k.
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Proof. There exists a MTS along &, S  S1 , where S1 has coordinates
(x, y, z) with u=|xn, | a unit in S1 by Lemma 2.7. Without loss of
generality, we can replace S by S1 . Let m0 be the maximal ideal of S .
Set x =|1nx, y = y, z =z, so that (x , y , z ) is a system of coordinates in
S . We can write
u=x n
(1)
v=: 1x n
0
1+ } } } +: gx n
0
g4(x , y , z )
in S , where n01< } } } <n
0
g , 0{: 1 , ..., : g # k, and
4(0, y , z )&4(0, 0, 0){0.
Let
r=mult(4(0, y , z )&4(0, 0, 0)),
1r<. If r=1, we can make a change of coordinates to put v in the
desired form, so suppose that r>1. By 2(c) of Lemma 2.2, we can make a
change of variables, replacing y by y +*z for some * # k, and y by y+*z,
to ensure that
r=mult(4(0, 0, z )&4(0, 0, 0))
and that & restricts to a nondiscrete valuation of the quotient field of
k[[x , y ]]. Then 4 has an expression of two possible forms. Either
4=; 1x d
0
1+ } } } +; hx d
0
h4$(x , y )+z F (2)
with d 01< } } } <d
0
h , 0{; 1 , ..., ; h # k, and 4$(0, y )&4$(0, 0){0, or 4 has
an expansion of the form
4=0(x )+z F (3)
where 0(x )=i=1 ; ix
d i
0
. We have an expansion
z F= :
e
i=1
_:i (x , y ) z
:i+ :
d
j=1
,j (x , y ) z ;j+z mH (4)
where _:i (x , y ) z
:i are the minimum value terms, and m&(z )>&(,j z ;j) for
all j.
Case 1. Suppose that 4 has an expansion of the form (2). Set
s=mult(4$(0, y )&4$(0, 0)).
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We have 1s<.
4$=# 1x e
0
1+ } } } +# kx e
0
k+ :
f
i=1
a #i x
mi y #i+: b jx lj y $j, (5)
where # 1 , ..., # k , a #i , b j # k, # 1 , ..., # k , a #1 , ..., a #f {0, #1< } } } <#f , #f {0
&(x e
0
1)< } } } <&(x e
0
k)<&(x m1y #1)= } } } =&(x mf y #f)
and
lj &(x )+$j&( y )>&(x mf y #f)
for all terms in the third series.
First suppose s>1. Choose t0 such that &(mt00 )>&(_:e z
:e) and t0>r.
There exists a unit { # S such that {|1n#1 mod mt00 . Set x0={
&1x # S. Set
#=|&1n{&1#1 mod mt00 . We have x0=#x . Set y0= y , z0=z . Then
(x0 , y0 , z0) are coordinates in S. By taking t0 sufficiently large, we can
assume, by Lemma 2.3, that & restricts to a nondiscrete valuation of the
quotient field of k[[x0 , y0]]. We can also assume that t0 is sufficiently
large that &(_:i (x0 , y0))=&(_:i (x , y )) for all i, and &(,j (x0 , y0))=&(,j (x , y ))
for all j.
Set
4$0=# 1 xe
0
1
0
+ } } } +# k xe
0
k
0
+ :
f
i=1
a #i x
mi
0
y#i
0
+: b jxlj0 y
$j
0
. (6)
4$#4$0 mod mt00
z F# :
e
i=1
_:i (x0 , y0) z
:i
0 + :
d
j=1
,j (x0 , y0) z;j0 +z
m
0 H mod m
t0
0 . (7)
Write
&( y0)
&(x0)
=
a1
b1
with (a1 , b1)=1.
Set \=mib1+#ia1 .
Make the MTS S  S1 where S1 has coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1) defined by
x0=xb11 ( y1+c1)
b$1, y0=xa11 ( y1+c1)
a$1, z0=z1
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where a$1b1&a1b$1=1.
4$## 1 x e
0
1+ } } } +# kx e
0
k+x\1 \ :
f
i=1
a #i ( y1+c1)
mib$1+#i a$1+
+x\+11 h 1(x1 , y1) mod m
t0
0
S 1
# :
k
i=1
# ix ei
0
+x\1( y1+c1)
\b$1b1
_\ :
f
i=1
a #i ( y1+c1)
#i b1+x1h1(x1 , y1)+ mod mt00 S 1 . (8)
Set
s1=mult \ :
f
i=1
a #i ( y1+c1)
#i b1& :
f
i=1
a #i c
#i b1
1 + . (9)
Set
y~ =( y1+c1)1b1&c1b11 .
y~ =unit y1 # k[[ y1]]. Set
,(u )= :
f
i=1
a #i u
#i.
Then
s1=mult(,( y~ +c1b11 )&,(c
1b1
1
)).
1s1#fs. If s1=s, so that there is no reduction in the multiplicity s,
we have ,(u )=a s(u &c1b11 )
s+,(c1b11 ), which implies that a s&1 {0, and
#f &1=s&1. We then have &( y0)=&(xmf&10 ). There then exists l # k such
that &( y0&lxmf&10 )>&( y0), and 4$0 y0 has (s&1) a sy
s&1
0 as a minimum
value term. Thus
&( y0)& \4$0y0 +<.
Make the change of variables y$0= y0&lxmf&10 , and consider the expansion
(6) of 4$0 in terms of the new variables x0 and y$0 .
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If we do not achieve a reduction s1<s, we have #f=s, #f &1=s&1,
&( y$0)=&(xmf&10 ), and
4$0
y$0
=
4$0
y0
with &(4$0 y0)&( y$0)>&( y0). By Lemma 1.8, after replacing y0 with an
expression y0&ti=1 lix
ni
0
, we will achieve a reduction s1<s. This change
in y0 effects the expansion of z F in (7) by a change of variables in the _:i
and ,j :
x1=x1b10 ( y1+c1)
&(b$1b1)=#1b1x 1b1( y1+c1)&(b$1b1).
4#; 1x d
0
1+ } } } +; hx d
0
h \# 1 x e01+ } } } +# k x e0k
+x \b1( y1+c1)&(\b$1b1)+(\b$1b1) #\b1
__ :
f
i=1
a #i ( y1+c1)
#i b1+x1h1(x1 , y1)&+
+z F mod mt00 S 1
#; 1x d
0
1+ } } } +; h# 1x d
0
h+e
0
1+ } } } +; h# kx d
0
h+e
0
k
+; hx d
0
h+(\b1) _ :
f
i=1
a #i ( y1+c1)
#ib1+x1h1(x1 , y1)&+z F mod mt00 S 1 .
Set _1:i(x1 , y1)=_:i (x0 , y0), ,
1
j (x1 , y1)=,j (x0 , y0) for all i, j.
z F# :
e
i=1
_:i (x0 , y0) z
:i
0
+ :
d
j=1
,j (x0 , y0) z;j0 +z
m
0 H mod m
t0
0
# :
e
i=1
_1:i(x1 , y1) z
:i
1
+ :
d
j=1
,1j (x1 , y1) z
;j
1
+zm1 H mod m
t0
0
S 1 . (10)
We have
4#; 11x
d11+ } } } +; 1hx
d 1h4$1+z F mod mt00 S 1
with d11< } } } <d
1
h rational numbers, 0{;
1
1 , ..., ;
1
h # k,
4$1= :
f
i=1
a #i ( y1+c1)
#ib1+x1 h1(x1 , y1) # k[[x1 , y1]].
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Regarding 4 as a series in the coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1=z ) of S 1 , we have
mult(4(0, 0, z1)&4(0, 0, 0))=r,
since t0>r. 4$1 is a series in x1 and y1 with
1s1=mult(4$1(0, y1)&4$1(0, 0))s&1.
Suppose that s1>1. Let n1 be the maximal ideal of k[[x1 , y1]]. Choose
t1>0 and {1 # k[x1 , y1] such that {1 #( y1+c1)b$1b1 mod nt11 and &(n
t1
1
)>
&(_:e z
:e). Set
x$1={1x1=#1b1{1( y1+c1)&(b$1b1) x 1b1
y$1=y1 , z$1=z1 .
& restricts to a nondiscrete valuation of the quotient field of k[[x$1 , y$1]]=
k[[x1 , y1]] by (2a) of Lemma 2.2. We have
x$1=*1 x 1b1 (11)
with *1 #1 mod nt11 S 1+m
t0
0
S 1 . Expand
4$1=# 11(x$1)
e11+ } } } +# 1k(x$1)
e1k+ :
f
i=1
a #i1 (x$1)
mi
1
( y$1)#i
1
+: b j (x$1) l j
1
( y$1)$j
1
(12)
where
&((x$1)e
1
1)< } } } <&((x$1)e
1
k)<&((x$1)m
1
1 ( y$1)#
1
1)= } } } =&((x$1)mf
1
( y$1)#f
1
),
#1f >0, and l
1
j &(x$1)+$
1
j &( y$1)>&((x$1)
mf
1
( y$1)#f
1
) for all terms in the third
series. Set
&( y$1)
&(x$1)
=
a2
b2
.
with (a2 , b2)=1. Set \2=m1i b2+#
1
i a2 . Perform a MTS S1  S2 where S2
has coordinates (x2 , y2 , z2) defined by
x$1=xb22 ( y2+c2)
b$2, y$1=xa22 ( y2+c2)
a$2, z$1=z2 ,
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where a$2b2&a2b$2=1. By (11) and (12), we have
4$1 ## 11 x
e11b1+ } } } +# 1k x
e1kb1+ :
f
i=1
a #i1(x$1)
mi
1
( y$1)#i
1
+: b j (x$1) lj
1
( y$1)$j
1
mod (mt0S 1+n
t1
1
S 1)
## 11 x
e11b1+ } } } +# 1k x
e1kb1+x\22 ( y2+c2)
\2b$2 b2 _ :
f
i=1
a #i1( y2+c2)
#i
1b2
+x2 h2(x2 , y2)& mod (mt00 S 2+nt11 S 2).
Set
s2=mult \ :
f
i=1
a #i1 ( y2+c2)
#i
1 b2& :
f
i=1
a #i1 c
#i
1 b2
2 + .
Set
y~ 2=( y2+c2)1b2&c1b22 .
y~ 2=unit y2 in k[[ y2]]. Set
,(u )= :
f
i=1
a #i1 u
#i
1
.
Then
s2=mult(,( y~ 2+c1b22 )&,(c
1b2
2 )).
We have 1s2#1f s1 . s2=s1 implies #
1
f =s1 so that ,(u )=a s1(u &c
1b2
2 )
s1
+,(c1b22 ). Hence a s1&1 {0 and #
1
f &1=s1&1. We then have &( y$1)=&((x$1)
m1f&1)
and there exists l # k such that &( y$1&l(x$1)m
1
f&1)>&( y$1). 4$1y$1 has
(s1&1)( y$1)s1&1 as a minimum value term. Hence
&( y$1)& \4$1y$1 +<.
Here we are differentiating with respect to the coordinates (x$1 , y$1 , z$1).
Make a change of variables, replacing y$1 with y~ 1= y$1&l(x$1)m
1
f&1 and
consider the expansion (12) of 4$1 in terms of the variables x$1 and y~ 1 . If we
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do not achieve a reduction s2<s1 , we have #1f =s1 , #
1
f &1=s1&1, &( y~ 1)=
&((x$1)m
1
f&1) and 4$1 y~ 1=4$1 y$1 with
& \4$1y~ 1 +=& \
4$1
y$1 +&( y~ 1)>&( y$1).
By Lemma 1.8, after replacing y$1 by an expansion y$1&ni=1 li (x$1)
ti
1
, we
will achieve a reduction s2<s1 .
Set _2:i(x2 , y2)=_:i (x0 , y0), ,
2
j (x2 , y2)=,j (x0 , y0) for all i, j.
z F# :
e
i=1
_2:i(x2 , y2) z
:i
2
+ :
d
j=1
,2j (x2 , y2) z
;j
2
+zm2 H mod m
t0
0
S 2 .
Set
4$2= :
f
i=1
a #i1( y2+c2)
#i
1 b2+x2h2(x2 , y2).
We have
x2=(x$1)1b2 ( y2+c2)&(b$2 b2)=*1b11 x
1b1b2 ( y2+c2)&(b$2 b2).
Thus
4#; 21x d
2
1+ } } } +; 2hx
d 2h4$2+z F mod (mt00 S 2+n
t1
1
S 2).
Regard 4 as a series in x2 , y2 , z2=z and 4$2 as a series in x2 and y2 . Then
mult(4(0, 0, z2)&4(0, 0, 0))=r
and
mult(4$2(0, y2)&4$2(0, 0))=s2 .
We can then thus construct a MTS
S  S1  } } }  Sn0 (13)
along & where Si has coordinates (xi , yi , zi) for in0 and (x$i , y$i , z$i) for
in0&1 such that
x$i ={ixi , {i # k[xi , yi], a unit
=*ix 1b1b2 } } } bi, *i #1 mod (mt00 S i+n
t1
1
S i+ } } } +ntii S i)
y$i = yi& :
m
j=1
lj (x$i)tj
i
,
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where ni=(xi , yi) is the maximal ideal of k[[xi , yi]], ti are sufficiently
large that &(ntii )>&(_:e z
:e), and
x$i=xbi+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
b$i+1, y$i=xai+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
a$i+1, z$i=zi+1 ,
&( y$i)
&(x$i)
=
ai+1
bi+1
,
for in0&1. There exist rational numbers dn01 < } } } <d
n0
h such that
4#; n01 x
d
1
n0+ } } } +; n0h x
d h
n04$n0+z F
mod (mt0
0
S n0+n
t1
1
S n0+ } } } +n
tn0&1
n0&1
S n0)
4$n0=en0+dn0 yn0+xn0 hn0(xn0 , yn0)+ y
2
n0
gn0(xn0 , yn0),
where dn0 {0, mult(4(0, 0, zn0)&4(0, 0, 0))=r, regarding 4 as a series in
xn0 , yn0 , zn0 .
z F# :
e
i=1
_n0:i (xn0 , yn0) z
:i
n0
+ :
d
j=1
,n0j (xn0 , yn0) z
;j
n0
+zmn0 H
mod mt0
0
S n0 ,
where _n0:i (xn0 , yn0)=_:i (x0 , y0), ,
n0
j (xn0 , yn0)=,j (x0 , y0) for all i, j.
Choose a unit {n0 # k[xn0 , yn0] with
x$n0={n0 xn0=*n0x
1b1b2 } } } bn,
where
*n0 #1 mod (m
t0
0
S n0+n
t1
1
S n0+ } } } +n
tn0
n0
S n0),
nn0=(xn0 , yn0) is the maximal ideal of k[[xn0 , yn0]], &(n
tn0
n0
)>&(_:ez
:e). Set
y$n0= yn0 , z$n0=zn0 ,
&( y$n0)
&(x$n0)
=
an0+1
bn0+1
with (an0+1 , bn0+1)=1. Expand
4$n0=#
n0
1
(x$n0)
e
1
n0
+ } } } +# n0k (x$n0)
ek
n0
+,(x$n0 , y$n0)+: b j (x$n0)
l j
n0
( y$n0)
$j
n0
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with en0i bn0+1<\=an0+1 for all i, l
n0
j bn0+1+$
n0
j an0+1>an0+1 for all terms
in the final sum, and for some 0{; # k,
;y$n0
,={or;y$n0+:(x$n0)e with \=an0+1=ebn0+1 , : # k
Perform a MTS Sn0  Sn0+1 along &, where Sn0+1 has coordinates (xn0+1 ,
yn0+1 , zn0+1) defined by
x$n0=x
bn0+1
n0+1
( yn0+1+cn0+1)
b$n0+1,
y$n0=x
an0+1
n0+1
( yn0+1+cn0+1)
a$n0+1,
z$n0=zn0+1 ,
with a$n0+1bn0+1&an0+1b$n0+1=1.
4$n0 ##
n0
1 x
e
1
n 0b1 } } } bn 0+ } } } +# n0k x
ek
n 0b1 } } } bn0+,(x$n0 , y$n0)+: b j (x$n0)
l j
n0 ( y$n0)
$ j
n0
mod (mt0
0
S n0+n
t1
1
S n0+ } } } +n
tn0
n0
S n0)
## n01 x
e
1
n0b1 } } } bn0+ } } } +# n0k x
ek
n0b1 } } } bn0+,(x$n0 , y$n0)
+x\+1n0+1h n0+1(xn0+1 , yn0+1)
mod (mt0
0
S n0+1+n
t1
1 S n0+1+ } } } +n
tn0n0
S n0+1)
with
,(x$n0 , y$n0)=x
\
n0+1
( yn0+1+cn0+1)
\b$n0+1bn0+1 [;( yn0+1+cn0+1)
1bn0+1+:],
where :=0 if we have the first possibility for ,.
xn0+1=(x$n0)
1bn0+1 ( yn0+1+cn0+1)
&(b$n0+1bn0+1)
x\n0+1( yn0+1+cn0+1)
\b$n0+1bn0+1
=(x$n0)
\bn0+1=(*n0 x
1b1 } } } bn0)\bn 0+1
#x \b1 } } } bn0+1 mod(mt0
0
S n0+1+n
t1
1
S n0+1+ } } } +n
tn0
n0
S n0+1).
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We have
4#; n0+1
1
x d1
n0+1+ } } } +; n0+1h x
d h
n0+14$n0+1+z F
mod (mt0
0
S n0+1+n
t1
1
S n0+1+ } } } +n
tn0
n0
S n0+1)
with
4$n0+1=;( yn0+1+cn0+1)
1bn0+1+:+xn0+1hn0+1(xn0+1 , yn0+1).
Regarding 4 as a series in the variables xn0+1 , yn0+1 , zn0+1=z and 4$
as a series in xn0+1 , yn0+1 , we have
mult(4(0, 0, zn0+1)&4(0, 0, 0))=r,
mult(4$n0+1(0, yn0+1)&4$n0+1(0, 0))=1.
Choose {n0+1 # k[xn0+1 , yn0+1] such that
{n0+1 #( yn0+1+cn0+1)
b$n0+1bn0+1 mod ntn0+1
n0+1
,
where nn0+1 is the maximal ideal of k[[xn0+1 , yn0+1]], and &(n
tn0+1
n0+1
)>
&(_:e z
:e). Set
x$n0+1={n0+1 xn0+1={n0+1( yn0+1+cn0+1)
&(b$n0+1bn0+1) (x$n0)
1bn0+1.
Set
*n0+1={n0+1( yn0+1+cn0+1)
&(b$n0+1
bn0+1
) *1bn0+1n0 .
Then
x$n0+1=*n0+1x
1b1b2 } } } bn0+1
with
*n0+1 #1 mod (m
t0
0 S n0+1+n
t1
1 S n0+1+ } } } +n
tn0+1
n0+1
S n0+1).
Set y$n0+1= yn0+1 , z$n0+1=zn0+1.
For given n>n0 , we can construct a MTS
Sn0  Sn0+1  } } }  Sn (14)
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along &, where Si has coordinates (xi , yi , zi) and (x$i , y$i , z$i) for n0in
such that
x$i={ixi=*ix 1b1 b2 } } } bi, y$i= yi , z$i=zi=z
with {i #( yi+ci)b$i bi mod ntii , ni=(xi , yi) the maximal ideal of k[[xi , yi]],
*i #1 mod (ntii S i+n
ti&1
i&1 S i+ } } } +n
t1
1
S i+mt00 S i),
&(ntii )>&(_:e z
:e),
x$i=xbi+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
b$i+1, y$i=xai+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
a$i+1,
&( y$i)&(x$i)=ai+1 bi+1 ,
4#; n1x d
n
1+ } } } +; nnx
d nn4$n+z F mod (mt00 S n+n
t1
1
S n+ } } } +ntn&1n&1S n),
4$n=en+dn yn+xn hn(xn , yn)+ y2n gn(xn , yn)
with dn {0. Regarding 4 as a series in xn , yn , zn=z and 4$n as a series in
xn , yn , we have
mult(4(0, 0, zn)&4(0, 0, 0))=r, mult(4$n(0, yn)&4$n(0, 0))=1.
By Lemma 2.5 and (2a) of Lemma 2.2, there exists n$1 such that for all
nn$, we have _:i=x
mi
n _ :i , where _ :i is a unit in S n for 1ie and
,j=xljn, j where , j is a unit in S n for 1 jd.
z F# :
e
i=1
_ :i (xn , yn) x
mi
n z
:i
n + :
d
j=1
, j (xn , yn) xljnz
;j
n
+zmn H mod m
t0
0
S n .
(15)
Perform a MTS Sn  Sn+1 where Sn+1 has coordinates (xn+1, yn+1 , zn+1)
defined by
xn=xbn+1(zn+1+cn+1)
b$, yn= yn+1 , zn=xan+1(zn+1+cn+1)
a$
(16)
&(zn)
&(xn)
=
a
b
with (a, b)=1 and a$b&ab$=1. Set \=m1b+:1 a. We have mt00 S n+1=
xcn+1S n+1 for some positive integer c. &(m
t0
0 )>&(_:ez
:e)=&(x\n+1), so that
c\+1.
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z F= :
e
i=1
_ :i x
mib+:ia
n+1 (zn+1+cn+1)
mi b$+:ia$
+ :
d
j=1
, jxljb+;jan+1 (zn+1+cn+1)
ljb$+;ja$+xamn+19+x
c
n+10
=x\n+1(zn+1+cn+1)
\b$b _ :
e
i=1
_ :i (zn+1+cn+1)
:ib+xn+1,&
xn+1=x1bn (zn+1+cn+1)
&(b$b)
=[(x$n&1)1bn ( yn+1+cn)&(b$nbn)]1b (zn+1+cn+1)&(b$b)
=[(*n&1x 1b1b2 } } } bn&1)1bn ( yn+1+cn)&(b$nbn)]1b (zn+1+cn+1)&(b$b)
=*1bnbn&1( yn+1+cn)
&(b$nbnb) (zn+1+cn+1)&(b$b) x 1b1b2 } } } bnb
#( yn+1+cn)&(b$nbnb) (zn+1+cn+1)&(b$b) x 1b1b2 } } } bnb
mod (mt00 S n+1+n
t1
1 S n+1+ } } } +n
tn&1
n&1S n+1)
#( yn+1+cn)&(b$nbnb) (zn+1+cn+1)&(b$b) x 1b1b2 } } } bnb
mod x\+1n+1 S n+1
z F#x \b1b2 } } } bnb( yn+1+cn)&(\b$nbnb) _ :
e
i=1
_ :i (zn+1+cn+1)
:ib+xn+1,&
mod x \+1b1b2 } } } bnbS n+1
4=; n1x
dn1+ } } } +; nhx
dnh[en+dn yn+1+xn+1h+ y2n+1 g]
+x \b1b2 } } } bnb( yn+1+cn)&(\b$nbnb) _ :
e
i=1
_ :i (zn+1+cn+1)
:ib+xn+1,&
+x \+1b1b2 } } } bnb8.
Subcase 1.1. Suppose that
dnh<
\
b1 b2 } } } bn b
.
Then v has the form
v=: 1 x n1n+1+ } } } +: gx
ng
n+1(en+dn yn+1+ y
2
n+1 g+x n+10)
where x n+1 is defined by x b1b2 } } } bnbn+1 =x . Set
y n+1=dn yn+1+ y2n+1 g+x n+1 0, z n+1=zn+1.
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Then
u=x nb1b2 } } } bnbn+1 , v=: 1x
n1
n+1+ } } } +: gx
ng
n+1(en+ y n+1)
in S n+1.
Subcase 1.2. Suppose that
dnh=
\
b1 b2 } } } bn b
.
Set
_ :0(xn+1 , yn+1)=;
n
h( yn+1+cn)
\b$nbn b (en+dn yn+1+ y2n+1 g), :0=0.
Then there exists a series ,$ such that
4=; n1x
d n1+ } } } +x d
n
h ( yn+1+cn)&(\b$nbnb)
___ :0+ :
e
i=1
_ : i (zn+1+cn+1)
:i b+xn+1,$& .
Set
r1=mult \ :
e
i=0
_ : i (0, 0)(zn+1+cn+1)
:i b& :
e
i=0
_ :i (0, 0)(cn+1)
:i b+ ,
z~ =(zn+1+cn+1)1b&(cn+1)1b.
z =unit zn+1 in k[[zn+1]]. Set
(u )= :
e
i=0
_ : i (0, 0) u
: i.
Then
r1=mult((z~ +c1bn+1)&(c
1b
n+1)),
1r1:er. Suppose that there is no reduction in r, so that r1=r. Then
r1=:e=r and (u )=_ r(0, 0)(u &c1bn+1)
r+(c1bn+1) so that _ r&1(0, 0){0,
_ r(0, 0){0, and _r&1 {0, _r {0. By (4), we thus have &(_r&1(x , y ))=&(z ).
(x , y , z ) are coordinates in a finite etale extension S$ of S with v # S$. &
extends to a rank 1 valuation of the quotient field of S$. Differentiating
with respect to these coordinates, we have &(vz )<.
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From (1) and (2) we have vz =: gx n
0
g ((z F )z ), which implies with
(4) that
: g rx n
0
g _r(x , y ) z r&1
is a minimum value term of vz , so that &(vz )&(z ). There exists
_~ r&1 # k[x0 , y0 , z0] such that &(_r&1)=&(_~ r&1) and _~ r&1 #_r&1 mod m20 .
Hence there exists l # k such that &(z0&l_~ r&1>&(z0). Now replace the
coordinates (x0 , y0 , z0) of S with (x0 , y0 , z$=z0&l_~ r&1), and consider the
new expansion (1) of v with respect to x , y , and z$. With respect to these
new coordinates, we have
mult(4(0, 0, z$)&4(0, 0, 0))=r.
&(vz$)=&(vz ) since vz$=(vz )(z z$) and z z$ is a unit in S$.
Subcase 1.3. Suppose that
dnh>
\
b1 b2 } } } bn b
.
This case is analogous to the analysis for Subcase 1.2, with the difference
that _ :0=0. As in Subcase 1.2, we can conclude that there exists l # k
and _~ r&1 # k[x0 , y0 , z0] such that &(z0&l_~ r&1)>&(z0) and &(vz )&(z ).
Now consider the expansion (1) of v with respect to x , y and z$=z0&l_~ r&1.
Case 2. Now suppose that 4 has an expression of the form (3). The
argument is essentially a simplification of the argument of Case 1.
Choose t0 such that &(mt00 )>&(_:e z
:e) and t0>r. We have coordinates
x0=#x , y0= y , z0=z in S such that ##1 mod mt00 .
We can perform a MTS
S  S1  } } }  Sn
along & of the form (14), with n0=0, to put z F in the form (15). Now we
can perform the MTS Sn  Sn+1 of (16), to put 4 in the form
4=; n1x
d n1+ } } } +; nhx
dnh+x \b1b2 } } } bnb( yn+1+cn)&(\b$nbnb)
__ :
e
i=1
_ :i (zn+1+cn+1)
:i b+xn+1,&+x \+1b1b2 } } } bnb8.
Then we can make analyzes similar to those of Subcases 1.2 and 1.3.
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After a finite number of iterations, the above process must lead to
Subcase 1.1, or produce a reduction in r, by Lemma 1.8. In this case, we
have coordinates
x n+1=x 1b1b2 } } } bnb, y n+1= yn+1, z n+1=zn+1
in S n+1 , and expansions of u and v of the form (1) with
mult(4(0, 0, z n+1)&4(0, 0, 0))=r1<r.
Then by induction on r, after enough iterations of this algorithm, we get
u=x n, v=: 1 x n1+ } } } +: g x ng (e+ y )
with e # k, and we have reached the conclusions of the theorem.
Lemma 2.11. Suppose that (x, y, z) is a system of coordinates in S, # # S
is a unit, f # S , such that one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) & restricted to the quotient field of k[[#1ax, y]] is not discrete, or
(2) &( f )<.
Then for n sufficiently large in the MTS along &,
S  S1  } } }  Sn ,
defined by the top row of (1) in the statement of Lemma 2.4, we have
f =(x n)m P(x n , y n , z n) in S n , where P(0, 0, z n){0.
Proof. Write
f = :

i=0
_i (x 0 , y 0) z i0 .
Let I be the ideal in S generated by all of the coefficients _i of f. I is
generated by some finite subset, say _0 , _1 , ..., _t of the _i . Condition (1)
or (2) implies that for some k, _k has finite value.
If _i has finite value, there exists a positive integer ni , by Lemma 2.6,
such that
_i=x mini unit
in S ni for some positive integer mi .
If _i has infinite value, then & restricts to a discrete valuation of the
quotient field of k[[x 0 , y 0]]. The value group of this restriction is then
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ZZ, by (2b) of Lemma 2.2. There is then a positive integer l such that
;i=1 for all il in (2) of Lemma 2.4. Then for any nl,
_i=x lin_
n
i =x
li
l _
n
i
where lin&l and _ni # S n is not a unit.
If we take n sufficiently large, we then have IS n=x bnS n for some b0.
Thus
_i=x bn_~ i (x n , y n)
where _~ i # S n for all i, and _~ k is a unit in S n for some k. Set
P(x n , y n , z n)= :

i=0
_~ i (x n , y n) z in .
Then
f =x bnP(x n , y n , z n)
with P(0, 0, z n){0.
Theorem 2.12. Suppose that we have coordinates (u, v, w) in R and
(x, y, z) in S such that
u=|x*0, v= y,
where | # S is a unit. Then there exists a MTS R  R$ along & and a MTS
S  S$ along & such that R$/S$ and there are coordinates (u$, v$, w$) in R$,
(x$, y$, z$) in S$ such that
u$=|$(x$)b, v$= y$, w$=(x$)c W ,
where |$ # S$ is a unit, b is a positive integer, c is a nonnegative integer,
W (0, 0, 0)=0 and W (0, 0, z$){0
Proof. We will construct a commutative diagram of MTSs
S=S0 ww S1 ww S2 ww } } } ww Sn
R=R0 ww R1 ww R2 ww } } } ww Rn ,
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with coordinates (ui , vi , wi) in Ri and (x$i , y$i , z$i) in Si such that
ui={ui (x$i)
*i, vi= y$i ,
for 0in, where {ui is a unit in Si .
We will say that Cond(i) holds if the following conditions 13 hold.
There exist positive integers ;i such that
(1) *i |*i&1 | } } } |*1 | *0 .
(2) (*1 , ;1)=(*2 , ;2)= } } } =(*i ;i)=1
(3) x*i=unit u;1 } } } ;ii in Si .
Suppose that for some mn we are given 4 fl , 4
g
l # Rm and Wl # Sm ,
with expansions
4 fl = :
d
i=1
Bnif (um , vm) w
ni
f
m + :
j  [n f1 ..., n
f
d]
0 j<
b fj (um , vm) w
j
m+w

m F (1)
where B fni(um , vm) w
ni
f
m are the minimum value terms, n
f
1< } } } <n
f
d .
4 gl = :
e
i=1
Cnig (um , vm) w
ni
g
m + :
j  [n
1
g , ..., ne
g]
0 j<
b gj (um , vm) w
j
m+w

mG (2)
where Cnig (um , vm) w
ni
g
m are the minimum value terms, n
g
i < } } } <n
g
e .  is
chosen sufficiently large that
&(Bnif w
ni
f
m )<&(wm),
&(Cnig w
ni
g
m )<&(wm).
We will say that the triple (4 fl , 4
g
l , Wl) is prepared in Rn  Sn if:
(1) For all n fi , Bnif=u
mi
f
n Bnif for some units Bnif in k[[un , vn]] and
b fj =u
mj
f
n b
f
j with &(u
mj
f
n w
j
n)>&(Bnif w
ni
f
m ), for 0 j<, j  [n
f
1 , ..., n
f
d ].
(2) For all n gi , Cnig=u
mi
g
n Cnig for some units Cnig in k[[un , vn]] and
b gj =u
mj
g
n b
g
j with &(u
mj
g
n w
j
n)>&(Cnig w
ni
g
m ), for 0 j<, j  [n
g
1 , ..., n
g
e ].
(3) Wl=(x$n)al unit in Sn .
Set W0=w. S has coordinates (x 0 , y 0 , z 0) where x 0=|1*0 x, y 0= y,
z 0=z. R has coordinates u 0=u, v 0=v, w 0=w. Then
u 0=x *00 , v 0= y 0 , w 0=W0(x 0 , y 0 , z 0).
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There exists f =4 f0 , g=4
g
0 # R such that x= fg. We have expansions of
the forms (1) and (2) of 4 f0 and 4
g
0 in R 0 .
By Lemma 2.4, for n>0, we can construct a commutative diagram of
MTSs;
S0 ww S1 ww S2 ww } } } ww Sn
R0 ww R1 ww R2 ww } } } ww Rn ,
where R i has coordinates (u i , v i , w i) and S i has coordinates (x i , y i , z ),
related by:
x i=x ;i+1i+1 , y i=x
:i+1
i+1
( y i+1+ci+1), z i=z i+1
u i=u $i+1i+1 , v i=u
#i+1
i+1
(v i+1+ci+1), w i=w i+1
for 0in&1. Let (ui , vi , wi) in Ri and (x$i , y$i , z$i) in Si be the coor-
dinates of Lemma 2.4.
ui={ui (x$i)
*i, vi= y$i , wi=W0 , {ui a unit in S i ,
for 0in, and Cond(n) holds.
Lemma 2.6 shows that for n sufficiently large, Bnif=u
mi
f
n B nif where B nif is
a unit in Rn . If &(b fj )<, then for n sufficiently large we have b
f
j =u
mj
f
n b
f
j
where b fj is a unit in Rn . If &(b
f
j )=, then & restricts to a discrete valua-
tion of the quotient field of k[[u0 , v0]] (Theorem 1.1). Then as in the
analysis of _i with infinite value in the proof of Lemma 2.11, for n>>0,
we have b fj =u
mj
f
n b
f
j where &(u
mj
f
n w
j
n)>&(Bnjf w
ni
f
m ). A similar argument is
applicable to the terms Cnig and b
g
j .
Then by Lemma 2.11 applied to W0 , since &(W0)<, for n sufficiently
large, we can either put W0 into the form W0=(x n)s P(x n , y n , z n) in S n
with P(0, 0, 0)=0 and P(0, 0, z n){0, or else (4 f0 , 4
g
0 , W0) is prepared in
Rn  Sn .
First suppose that
W0=(x n)s P(x n , y n , z n) in S n ,
with P(0, 0, 0)=0 and P(0, 0, z n){0. (3)
There exists a unit 9 # S n such that
W0=(x$n)s 9P(x n , y n , z n).
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W0 , x$n # Sn implies 0=9P(x n , y n , z n) # K & S n=Sn . (Recall that K is the
quotient field of Sn .) Now in the notation of Lemma 2.4, we can expand 0
as a power series in (x$n , y$n , z$n).
0(x$n , y$n , z$n)=(9P)((:xn)
&1 x$n , {&1n y$n+_(x$n)
*n N$, z$n)
where _ # S n . Thus
0(0, 0, 0)=9(0, 0, 0) P(0, 0, 0)=0
and
0(0, 0, z$n)=9(0, 0, z$n) P(0, 0, z$n){0,
and we have
un=unit(x$n)*n, vn= y$n , wn=W0=(x$n)s 0,
in the form required by the conclusions of the theorem.
Now suppose that (4 f0 , 4
g
0 , W0) is prepared in Rn  Sn .
Define a monoidal transform Rn  Rn+1 , along &, where Rn+1 has
coordinates (un+1, vn+1, wn+1), defined by
un=(un+1)$n+1 (wn+1+dn+1)$$n+1
vn=vn+1
wn=(un+1)#n+1 (wn+1+dn+1)#$n+1,
where
&(wn)
&(un)
=
#n+1
$n+1
, (#n+1 , $n+1)=1,
#$n+1$n+1&#n+1$$n+1=1.
We have
&(wn)
&(un)
=
a0&(x$n)
*n&(x$n)
=
a0
*n
=
#n+1
$n+1
.
Set *n+1=(*n , a0). *n=$n+1*n+1 , a0=#n+1*n+1. Rn+1 /Sn since
in Sn ,
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un+1 =
(un)#$n+1
(wn)$$n+1
=unit (x$n)*n#$n+1&a0$$n+1=unit (x$n)*n+1
vn+1= y$n
wn+1=
(wn)$n+1
(un)#n+1
&dn+1
=unit (x$n)a0$n+1&*n#n+1&dn+1=unit&dn+1
Set Sn+1=Sn , with coordinates
x$n+1=x$n , y$n+1= y$n , z$n+1=z$n .
Set ;n+1=1.
We have
un+1={un+1(x$n+1)
*n+1, vn+1= y$n+1 , {un+1 a unit in Sn+1,
and Cond(n+1) holds.
Let \ f=$n+1 m f1+#n+1n
f
1 . We have
4 f0 =(un+1)
\ f 4 f1 .
4 f1= :
d
i=1
B nif (wn+1+dn+1)
ni
f #$n+1+mi
f $$n+1+un+1,f
=(wn+1+dn+1)n
f
1 #$n+1+m
f
1 $$n+1 \ :
d
i=1
B nif (wn+1+dn+1)
(ni
f&n f1 )$n+1+
+un+1,f .
where
B nif=B nif ((un+1)
$n+1 (wn+1+dn+1)$$n+1, vn+1).
Hence
4 f1(0, 0, wn+1)
=(wn+1+dn+1)n
f
1#$n+1+m
f
1 $$n+1 \ :
d
i=1
B nif (0, 0)(wn+1+dn+1)
(ni
f&n f1 )$n+1+
{0,
since each B nif (0, 0){0. Set rf=mult(4
f
1(0, 0, wn+1))<.
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A similar argument shows that we have
4 g0 =(un+1)
\ g 4 g1(un+1 , vn+1 , wn+1)
where
4 g1(0, 0, wn+1){0.
Set rg=mult(4 g1(0, 0, wn+1))<.
We continue the proof by induction on rf and rg . Suppose that at least
one of rf , rg is positive. Without loss of generality, suppose rf>0.
S n+1 has coordinates (x n+1 , y n+1 , z n+1) defined by
x n+1=({un+1)
1*n+1 x$n+1 , y n+1= y$n+1 , z n+1=z$n+1.
R n+1 has coordinates (u n+1 , v n+1 , w n+1) defined by
u n+1=un+1 , v n+1=vn+1 , w n+1=wn+1. (4)
We have
u n+1=(x n+1)*n+1, v n+1= y n+1.
Set
W1=wn+1 . (5)
We have expansions of the forms (1) and (2) of 4 f1 and 4
g
1 in R n+1.
By Lemma 2.4, we can construct for n$>n+1 a commutative diagram of
MTSs,
Sn+1 ww Sn+2 ww } } } ww Sn$
Rn+1 ww Rn+2 ww } } } ww Rn$ ,
where Si has coordinates (x i , y i , z i), defined by
x i=(x i+1);i+1, y i=(x i+1):i+1 ( y i+1+ci+1), z i=z i+1
for n+1in$&1, and Ri has coordinates (u i , v i , w i), defined by
u i=(u i+1)$i+1, v i=(u i+1)#i+1 (v i+1+ci+1), w i=w i+1 ,
for n+1in$&1. We have positive integers *i such that
u i=(x i)*i, v i= y i , w i=W1
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for n+1in$. Let (ui , vi , wi) in Ri and (x$i , u$i , z$i) in Si be the
coordinates of Lemma 2.4.
ui={ui (x$i)
*i, vi= y$i , wi=W1 , {ui a unit in S i
for 0in$ and Cond(n$) holds.
By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.11, as in the argument preceding (3), for n$
sufficiently large, we can either put W1 in the form
W1=(x n$)s P(x n$ , y n$ , z n$)
in S n , with P(0, 0, 0)=0 and P(0, 0, z n$){0, so that we have proved
the theorem by the argument following (3), or else we have prepared
(4 f1 , 4
g
1 , W1) in Rn$  Sn$ .
We may thus assume that (4 f1 , 4
g
1 , W1) is prepared.
Define Rn$  Rn$+1 , where Rn$+1 has coordinates (un$+1 , vn$+1 , wn$+1)
related by
un$=(un$+1)$n$+1 (wn$+1+dn$+1)$$n$+1
vn$=vn$+1
wn$=(un$+1)#n$+1 (wn$+1+dn$+1)#$n$+1,
where dn$+1 # k is a constant chosen so that & dominates Rn$+1 ,
&(wn$)
&(un$)
=
#n$+1
$n$+1
(#n$+1 , $n$+1)=1, #$n$+1$n$+1&#n$+1$$n$+1=1.
We have
&(wn$)
&(un$)
=
a1&(xn$)
*n$ &(xn$)
=
a1
*n$
=
#n$+1
$n$+1
.
Set *n$+1=(*n$ , a1), *n$=$n$+1*n$+1 , a1=#n$+1 *n$+1 . Rn$+1 /Sn$ since
in Sn$ ,
un$+1 =
(un$)#$n$+1
(wn$)$$n$+1
=unit(x$n$)*n$ #$n$+1&a1 $$n$+1=unit(x$n$)*n$+1
vn$+1= y$n$
wn$+1=
(wn$)$n$+1
(un$)#n$+1
&dn$+1=unit(x$n$)a1 $n$+1&*n$#n$+1&dn$+1=unit&dn$+1
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Set Sn$+1=Sn$ with coordinates
x$n$+1=x$n$ , y$n$+1= y$n$ , z$n$+1=z$n$ .
Set ;n$+1=1. We have
un$+1={un$+1(x$n$+1)
*n$+1, vn$+1= y$n$+1 ,
{un$+1 a unit in Sn$+1 , and Cond(n$+1) is true.
Let \ f=$n$+1m f1+#n$+1n
f
1 . We have
4 f1=(un$+1)
\ f 4 f2 ,
where
4 f2 = :
d
i=1
B nif (wn$+1+dn$+1)
ni
f#$n$+1+mi
f $$n$+1+un$+18f
=(wn$+1+dn$+1)n
f
1 #$n$+1+m
f
1 $$n$+1
_\ :
d
i=1
B nif (wn$+1+dn$+1)
(ni
f&n f1)$n$+1++un$+18f
with
B nif=B nif ((un$+1)
$n$+1 (wn$+1+dn$+1)$$n$+1, vn$+1)
and each B nif (0, 0){0.
Let ,(t)=di=1 B nif (0, 0) t
(ni
f&n f1)$n$+1. Let
r$f=mult(4 f2(0, 0, wn$+1))=mult(,(wn$+1+dn$+1)).
We have
r$f
n fd&n
f
1
$n$+1
n fdrf .
Suppose that r$f=rf . Then n fd=rf and m
f
d=0. ,(t)={(t&dn$+1)
rf for some
0{{ # k. Hence B rf (0, 0){0, B rf &1(0, 0){0, and Brf (un+1, vn+1){0,
Brf &1(un+1 , vn+1){0, so that &(wn+1)=&(Brf &1(un+1 , vn+1)).
There exists a polynomial Q(un+1 , vn+1) # k[un+1 , vn+1] such that Q
agrees with Brf &1 modulo a sufficiently high power of the maximal ideal of
k[[un+1 , vn+1]] ensuring that &(wn+1)=&(Q).
Since wrfn+1 is a minimum value term of 4
f
1 ,
&(4 f1)rf &(wn+1)&(wn+1).
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There exists _ # k such that &(wn+1&_Q)>&(wn+1). We can make a change
of variables in Rn+1 , replacing wn+1 with w$n+1=wn+1&_Q. This will
affect a corresponding change in Eqs. (4) and (5), and in the expansions (1)
and (2) of 4 f1 , 4
g
1 in R n+1.
Then the algorithm following Eqs. (4) and (5) will either produce a
reduction, r$f<rf , or else we can replace w$n+1 by w"n+1 with
&(4 f1)&(w$n+1)>&(wn+1)
and &(w"n+1)>&(w$n+1). By Lemma 1.8, after repeating this process a finite
number of times, we will achieve a reduction r$f<rf in Rn$+1 .
We can define r$g in an analogous way, with r$grg .
By descending induction on rf and rg , we can either reach the conclu-
sions of the theorem, or construct a commutative diagram of MTSs;
S ww S1 ww } } } ww Sm
R ww R1 ww } } } ww Rm ,
with coordinates (x$m , y$m , z$m) in Sm , (um , vm , wm) in Rm , related by
um={um(x$m)
*m, vm= y$m , {um a unit in Sm
such that
f =u=1m91 , g=u
=2
m92
in Rm , where 91 , 92 are units in Rm , =1 , =2 are nonnegative integers, and
Cond(m) holds. That is,
(1) *m |*m&1 | } } } |*1 | *0 .
(2) (*1 , ;1)=(*2 , ;2)= } } } =(*m , ;m)=1
(3) x*m=unit u;1 } } } ;mm in Sm .
x=
f
g
=u=m9
in Rm , where = is a positive integer and 9 is a unit. By (3), *m | ;1 } } } ;m .
By (2), *m | ;1 } } } ;m&1 . *m | *m&1 , (*m&1 , ;m&1)=1 implies *m | ;1 } } }
;m&2. By induction, *m | ;1 . But *m | *1 and (*1 , ;1)=1, which implies
*m=1. Hence (um , vm , z$m) are coordinates in Sm .
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Write
wm= :

n=0
An(um , vm)(z$m)n
in S m .
Suppose, if possible, that &(wm&A0(um , vm))= and & restricts to a
discrete valuation of the quotient field of k[[um , vm]]. Then we have a
power series 0{B(um , vm) such that &(B)=, and &(wm&A0(um , vm))
=. But then there exists a height two prime in R m which is the intersec-
tion of a prime of the valuation ring of &, a contradiction by Lemma 1.11.
R m has coordinates (u m , v m , w m) defined by
u m=um , v m=vm , w m=wm .
S m has coordinates (x m , y m , z m) defined by
x m=u m , y m=v m , z m=z$m .
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.11, we can construct a commutative diagram of
MTSs,
Sm ww Sm+1 ww } } } ww St
Rm ww Rm+1 ww } } } ww Rt ,
where R i has coordinates (u i , v i , w i), S i has coordinates (x i , y i , z i) related
by
x i=x ;i+1i+1 , y i=x
:i+1
i+1( y i+1+ci+1), z i=z i+1
u i=u ;i+1i+1 , v i=u
:i+1
i+1(v i+1+ci+1), w i=w i+1
for mit&1 such that
wm&A0=x st P(x t , y t , z t) in S t ,
where P(0, 0, z t){0.
Since z m divides wm&A0 , we have P(0, 0, 0)=0. Write A0=A 0+,
where A 0(um , vm) # k[um , vm]/Rm and , # (um , vm)s+1 k[[um , vm]]. Then
wm&A 0=x st P+,=x
s
t P+x
s+1
t ,$=x
s
t P$
in S t , with P$(0, 0, 0)=0 and P$(0, 0, z t){0.
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Now by the argument following (3), we have coordinates (x$t , y$t , z$t) in
St and (ut , vt , wt) in Rt such that
ut=x$t , vt= y$t , wt=(x$t)s 0,
in the form required by the conclusions of the theorem.
Theorem 2.13. Suppose that R  S is as in the statement of Theorem A,
k is algebraically closed, k=Rn where n is the maximal ideal of R and a
valuation & associated to V is nondiscrete of rational rank 1 with dimR(&)
=0. Then there exists MTSs along &, R  R1 and S  S1 such that R1=S1 .
Proof. By Theorem 2.10, Lemma 2.9, and Theorem 2.12, we have sequen-
ces of MTSs R  R$ and S  S$ with R$/S$ such that R$ has coordinates
(u, v, w) and S$ has coordinates (x, y, z) such that
u=#xa
v=y
w=xc4(x, y, z)
with # # S$ a unit, a a positive integer, c a nonnegative integer, 4(0, 0, 0)=0,
and 4(0, 0, z){0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that R=R$
and S=S$. Set K$=K(#1:),
x$=#1ax, y$= y, z$=z.
Let 4$(x$, y$, z$)=#&ca4(x, y, z). We have
u=(x$)a, v= y$, w=(x$)c 4$.
We have an inclusion S[#1a]/S . Let n(x, y, z) S & S[#1a]. Set S$=S[#1a]n .
Then S$ is a regular local ring with maximal ideal n$=(x$, y$, z$). Let
R$=R[x$, y$, 4$](x$, y$, 4$) . R$ is a regular local ring with maximal ideal
m$=(x$, y$, z$). We have R$/S$ and m$=n$ & R$. Since x is in the quotient
field of R, #1a=x$x is in the quotient field of R$ and the quotient field of
R$ is K$.
View 4$ as a power series 4$(x$, y$, z$) in S $, the completion of S$ with
respect to n$.
4$(x$, y$, z$)=(#&ca4)(#&1ax$, y$, z$).
4$(0, 0, 0)=(#&ca4)(0, 0, 0)=0, 4$(0, 0, z$)=(#&ca4)(0, 0, z$){0.
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By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem (cf. Corollary 1, Section 1,
Chap. VII of [ZS]),
4$=unit((z$)r+ar&1(x$, y$)(z$)r&1+ } } } +a0(x$, y$))
in S $ for some r1, where
a0(0, 0)= } } } =ar&1(0, 0)=0.
m$S $=(x$, y$, 4$) S $=(x$, y$, (z$)r). By Zariski’s Main Theorem (cf.
Theorem 18), R$=S$, so that r=1. Since S $=S , (x, y, 4) are coordinates
in S, and after replacing z by 4, we have
u=#xa, v= y, w=xcz
where # is a unit in S.
We will next show that a=1. Consider the MTS S  S1 (which is not
necessarily along &) where S1 has coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1) defined by
x=x1 , y= y1 , z=xd1z1 ,
and d+c=na for some positive integer n. Then
u=#xa1 , v= y1 , w=x
na
1 z1
Consider the MTS R  R1 (which again may not be along &) where R1 has
coordinates (u1 , v1 , w1) defined by
u=u1 , v=v1 , w=un1w1 .
Then
u1=#xa1 , v1= y1 , w1=#
&nz1 .
(u1 , v1 , w1) S1=(xa1 , y1 , z1) so that R1=S1 by Zariski’s Main Theorem
(cf. Theorem 1.18). Hence a=1, and we have
u=#x, v= y, w=xcz
in S, so that R  S can be factored by a product of monoidal transforms.
3. DISCRETE VALUATIONS OF RANK 1 WITH dimR(&)=0
In Chap. 3, we will suppose that R  S is as in the statement of
Theorem A, k is algebraically closed, k=Rn where n is the maximal ideal
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of R and a valuation & associated to V is discrete of rank 1, with dimR(&)
=0. In particular, the value group of & is Z. The proof for this case is
mostly a vast simplification of the rational rank 1, nondiscrete case, but
some alterations in the proof are required.
Theorem 3.1. There exist MTSs R  R1 , S  S1 , and coordinates
(u, v, w) in R1 , (x, y, z) in S1 , such that R1 /S1 , &(u)=1, and u=x.
Proof. By Theorems 1.15 and 1.13, there exists a MTS along &, R  R1
and f # R1 such that f has SNCS in R1 , and &( f )=1. Hence there exist
coordinates (u, v, w) in R1 with &(u)=1. By Theorems 1.14 and 1.15 there
exists a MTS along &, S  S1 such that R1 /S1 , and u has simple normal
crossings in S1 . Since &(u)=1, u extends to a system of coordinates of S1 .
Theorem 3.1 shows that we may assume that R has a system of coor-
dinates (u, v, w) and S has a system of coordinates (x, y, z) such that u=x
and &(x)=1. With this assumption, we need only consider a very simple
type of transformation. There exists a positive integer : and a nonzero
constant c # k such that &( y&cx:)>0. Define S  S1 by
x=x1 , y=x:1(c+ y1), z=z1 . (*)
(*) is a product of monoidal transforms, and S1 is dominated by &. All of
the transformations in this section will be of this kind.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that S has coordinates (x, y, z) with &(x)=1, and
_ # k[[x, y]]. Consider the MTS along &,
S=S0  S1  } } }  Sn ,
where Si has coordinates (xi , yi , zi), related by
x0=x, y0=y, z0=z
xi=xi+1 , yi=x:i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1), zi=zi+1.
Then
_= :
n&1
i=1
:i xin+x
n
n,
in Sn , where each ai # k.
Proof. This is immediate from the fact that
y=c1 x:1+c2x:1+:2+ } } } +x:1+ } } } +:n (cn+ yn)
in Sn .
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Theorem 3.3. Suppose that x # S is such that &(x)=1 and x can be
extended to a system of coordinates, v # S is such that v  k[[x]]/S . Then
there exist coordinates (x, y, z) in S, and a MTS S  S$ along &, such that
S$ has coordinates (x$, y$, z$) with x$=x and
v=: 1(x$)n1+ } } } +: g(x$)ng (c+z$)
with n1< } } } <ng , 0{: 1 , ..., : g # k, and c # k.
Proof. There exist coordinates (x0 , y0 , z0) in S, where x0=x, such that
v=: 1 xn10 + } } } +: gx
ng
0
4(x0 , y0 , z0) (1)
in S, for some 0n01< } } } <n
0
g , nonzero : 1 , ..., : g # k, with 4(0, 0, z0)&
4(0, 0, 0){0. Let
r=mult(4(0, 0, z0)&4(0, 0, 0)). (2)
0<r<. We will prove the theorem by induction on r.
First suppose r=1. After a change of variable (x$, y$, z$) with
x$=x0 , y$= y0 , z$=4&4(0, 0, 0),
we have
v=: 1(x$)n1+ } } } +: g(x$)ng (c+z$)
with c=4(0, 0, 0) # k, and we are done.
Now suppose r2.
4(x0 , y0 , z0)=_(x0 , y0)+ :
e
i=1
abi (x0 , y0) z
bi
0
+ :
$  [b1, ..., be]
0<$<
b$(x0 , y0) z$0+z

0 F (3)
where 0<b1<b2< } } } <be , &(ab1z
b1
0
)= } } } =&(abez
be
0
), &(b$ z$0)>&(abi z
bi
0
)
for all $, i, &(z0)>&(ab1 z
b1
0
). Note that ber. &(ab1 z
b1
0
)< since vz0 # K
implies &(vz0)<.
Let \=&(ab1 z
b1
0
). By Lemmas 3.2 and 2.5, there exists a MTS along &,
S=S0  S1  } } }  Sl ,
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where Si has coordinates (xi , yi , zi), related by
x0=x, y0=y, z0=z
xi=xi+1 , yi=x:i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1), zi=zi+1 ,
such that
_= :
\
i=1
dixil+x
\+1
l ,
in Sl , where each di # k and abi (x0 , y0)=x
mi
l a bi (xl , yl) with a bi a unit for
all i. & extends to a rank 2 discrete valuation of the quotient field of
k[[x0 , y0]]. As in the proof of Lemma 2.11, for l>>0, we have b$=xm$l b $ ,
where &(xm$l z
$
l )>&(abi z
bi
0
) for all $.
4= :
\
i=1
dixil+x
\+1
l ,+ :
e
i=1
(xl)mi a bi (xl , yl)(zl)
bi
+ :
$  [b1, ..., be]
0<$<
xm$l b $(xl , yl)(zl)
$+zl F.
Now perform another MTS Sl  Sl+1 whose coordinates are related by
xl=xl+1 , yl= yl+1, zl=x:l+1l+1(zl+1+cl+1).
Then
4= :
\
i=1
di xil+1+x
\
l+1 \ :
e
i=1
a~ bi (xl+1 , yl+1)(zl+1+cl+1)
bi++x\+1l+1 G
where a~ bi (xl+1 , yl+1)=a bi (xl , yl), b $(xl+1 , yl+1)=b $(xl , yl), G # Rl+1.
Set a~ b0=d\ . Then there exists a power series Q(xl+1 , yl+1 , zl+1),
nonzero :$1 , ..., :$g # k, and nonnegative integers n$1< } } } <n$g such that
v=:$1(xl+1)n$1+ } } } +:$g$(xl+1)n$g$ 41(xl+1 , yl+1, zl+1) (4)
where
41= :
e
i=0
a~ bi (xl+1 , yl+1)(zl+1+cl+1)
bi+xl+1Q(xl+1 , yl+1 , zl+1).
Let
,(u)= :
e
i=0
a~ bi (0, 0) u
bi.
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Let r1=mult(41(0, 0, zl+1)&41(0, 0, 0))=mult(,(zl+1+cl+1)&,(cl+1)).
We have 1r1ber. Suppose there is no reduction in r. Then r1=r,
be=r, and me=0. Hence ,(u)={(u&cl+1)r+* for some 0{{ # k and
* # k. Hence a~ r&1(0, 0){0, a~ r(0, 0){0, ar&1(x0 , y0){0, ar(x0 , y0){0 so
that &(ar&1(x0 , y0))=&(z0).
xng
0
ar(x0 , y0) zr&10 is a term of minimum value in vz0 , so that
>& \ vz0+(r&1) &(z0)&(z0).
Let t be such that &((x0 , y0)t)>&(ar&1(x0 , y0)). Let a$r&1(x0 , y0) #
k[x0 , y0] be a polynomial such that
a$r&1(x0 , y0)#ar&1(x0 , y0) mod (x0 , y0)t.
Then &(a$r&1(x0 , y0))=&(z0).
There exists 0{ g1 # k such that &(z0& g1a$r&1(x0 , y0))>&(z0). We have
a change of coordinates in S0 ,
x$=x0 , y$= y0 , z$=z0& g1 a$r&1(x0 , y0).
In terms of these new coordinates, we have
v=: 1(x$)n1+ } } } +: g(x$)ng 4$(x$, y$, z$)
with r=mult(4$(0, 0, z$)&4$(0, 0, 0)).
If a MTS applied to v, as in the first step of the proof, in the new
variables x$, y$, z$ results in r1=r, there exists a polynomial a"r&1(x$, y$)
such that &(a"r&1(x$, y$))=&(z$). Then
v
z0
=
v
z$
and
& \ vz0+=& \
v
z$+&(z$).
If this process can be repeated indefinitely without achieving a reduction,
then for i arbitrarily large, we have successive changes of variables
x(i)=x (i&1), y(i)= y (i&1), z(i)=z(i&1)& gia (i)r&1(x
(i&1), y(i&1)),
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with
>& \ vz0+&(z(i))>&(z(i&1))> } } } >&(z0)
and &(z(i))=&(a (i&1)r&1 (x
(i&1), y(i&1))). This is a contradiction, by Lemma 1.8,
applied to z0 , z$, ..., z(n), ... in k[x0 , y0 , z0]. Hence there exists a change of
variables
x$0=x0 , y$0= y0 , z$0=z0& :
t
i=1
gi a (i)r&1(x0 , y0) (5)
such that a MTS S0  Sl+1 , as in the first part of the proof, with (x0 , y0 , z0)
replaced by (x$0 , y$0 , z$0), transforms v into the form of (4), with
mult(41(0, 0, zl+1)&41(0, 0, 0))<r.
By induction, we can construct a MTS
S0  } } }  Sn
as desired.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that R has a system of coordinates (u, v, w) such
that &(u)=1, and u can be extended to a system of coordinates in S. Then
there exists a MTS along &, S  S$, and a MTS along &, R  R$, such that
there is an inclusion R$  S$, S$ has coordinates (x$, y$, z$), and R$ has
coordinates (u$, v$, w$) such that u$=x$, v$=z$.
Proof. Let x=u. By Theorem 3.3, there exists a MTS S  S$ such that
S$ has coordinates (x$, y$, z$) with
u=x$
(1)
v=: 1(x$)n1+ } } } +: g(x$)ng (c+z$)
in S$ where 0{: 1 , ..., : g # k, c # k. Set
u0=u, v0=v, w0=w.
(u0 , v0 , w0) are coordinates in R0=R. We can define a MTS R0  R1
along & by
u0=u1 , v0=un11 (v1+: 1), w0=w1
to get
u1=x$, v1=: 2(x$)n2&n1+ } } } +: g(x$)ng&n1 (c+z$).
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By induction, we can construct a MTS
R0  R1  } } }  Rm (2)
where Ri has coordinates (ui , vi , wi) with
ui=ui+1 , vi=uni+1i+1(vi+1+di+1), wi=wi+1
such that Rm /S$, and if c{0,
um=x$, vm=z$, wm=w,
so that we have proved the theorem, and if c=0,
um=x$, vm=(x$)e z$, wm=w
for some nonnegative integer e.
Then we can define a MTS Rm  R$ by
um=u$, vm=v$(u$)e, wm=w$.
We have R$/S$ and the conclusions of the theorem are satisfied.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that R  S is as in the statement of Theorem A,
k is algebraically closed, k=Rn where n is the maximal ideal of R, and a
valuation & associated to V is discrete of rank 1, with dimR(&)=0. Then
there exist MTSs along &
S  S1  } } }  Sm ,
R  R1  } } }  Rn
such that Sm=Rn .
Proof. By Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 we may assume that R has coordinates
(u, v, w) and S has coordinates (x, y, z) such that &(x)=1, u=x, v= y.
Write
w= :

i=0
_i (x, y) zi
in S. &(_i)< for some i>0, since &(wz)<. Set
f =
w&_0(x, y)
z
= :
i>0
_i (x, y) zi&1.
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For simplicity of notation, we will write
f = :

i=0
Ai (x, y) zi.
Consider the MTS
S=S0  S1  } } }  Sn
with coordinates related by
x0=x, y0=y, z0=z,
(1)
xi=xi+1 , yi=x:i+1i+1( yi+1+#i+1), zi=zi+1.
Given a # k[[x, y]], if (xn)n does not divide a in k[[x, yn]], we
have a=(xn)m a where a is a unit in k[[xn , yn]], 0m<n. We have
&(Aj (x, y) z j)< for some j. Let n0=&(Aj). Let n=n0+1. After a MTS
(1) with 0in&1, we have Aj=xn0n A j where A j is a unit, x
n0+1
n | Ai or
Ai=xmin A i where mi<n0+1 and A i is a unit in k[[xi , yi]] for all i. Then
f has the form
f =xtn,
where ,(0, 0, zn){0.
Now perform a MTS
R=R0  R1  } } }  Rn
with coordinates related by
u0=u, v0=v, w0=w,
ui=ui+1 , vi=v:i+1i+1(vi+1+#i+1), wi=wi+1 ,
so that Rn /Sn , and their coordinates are related by
un=xn , vn= yn , wn={(xn , yn)+xtnzn ,
where {(xn , yn)=_0(x, y). There is a polynomial g(xn , yn) # k[xn , yn]
such that ={& g # (xn , yn)t+1. Set
w$n=w& g(un , vn)=(xn , yn)+xtnzn ,.
(un , vn , w$n) are coordinates in Rn . Now perform a transformation Sn  Sn+1
defined by
xn=xn+1 , yn=x:n+1n+1( yn+1+#n+1), zn=zn+1
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and a transformation Rn  Rn+1 defined by
un=un+1 , vn=u:n+1n+1(vn+1+#n+1), w$n=w$n+1
to get Rn+1 /Sn+1 , and
un+1=xn+1 , vn+1= yn+1, w$n+1=xtn+1 4,
where
4(xn+1 , yn+1 , zn+1)=zn+1,$(xn+1 , yn+1 , zn+1)+xn+1h(xn+1 , yn+1)
with
,$(xn+1 , yn+1 , zn+1)=,(xn , yn , zn).
Hence 4(0, 0, 0)=0 and 4(0, 0, zn+1){0.
Then (xn+1 , yn+1 , 4) are coordinates in Sn+1 by an argument as in the
proof of Theorem 2.13. Then Rn+1  Sn+1 easily factors by a sequence of
monoidal transforms and we have proved the theorem.
4. VALUATIONS OF RANK 1, RATIONAL RANK 2,
WITH dimR(&)=0
In Chapter 4, we will suppose that R  S is as in the statement of
Theorem A, k is algebraically closed, k=Rn where n is the maximal ideal,
of R, and a valuation & associated to V has rank 1, rational rank 2, and
dimR(&)=0.
We will begin by defining some special transformations.
Suppose that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S such that &(x), &( y) are
rationally independent. Let {=&( y)&(x). Let fp gp be the convergent
fractions of {. Note that { is irrational.
Consider the transformation S  S1
x=x gp
1
y gp&1
1
, y=x fp
1
y fp&1
1
, z=z1 . (*)
This transformation was defined by Zariski in [Z1]. We have
fp&1 gp& fp gp&1===(&1) p,
and
=, &{+
fp&1
gp&1
, {&
fp
gp
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have the signs. Thus
x=1=
x fp&1
y gp&1
, y=1=
y gp
x fp
.
Then
=&(x1)= gp&1 \ fp&1gp&1 &{+ &(x), =&( y1)= gp \{&
fp
gp + &(x),
and
&(x1)>0, &( y1)>0, &(z1)>0.
We will call a transformation such as (V) a transformation of type 1.
Lemma 4.1. (V) is a product of monoidal transforms.
Proof.
x1=x fp&1 =y&(gp&1 =), y1=x& fp =y gp=
are in K. Hence the quotient field of S1 is K, and the lemma follows from
an argument similar to that of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that &(xcyd)>&(xayb) for some positive integers a,
b, c, d. Then there exists a transformation of type 1, S  S1 , where S1 has
coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1) such that
x=xa11
1
ya12
1
, y=xa21
1
ya22
1
, z=z1 , (1)
and xayb is a factor of xcyd in S1 .
Proof. Since
xayb=xaa11+ba21
1
yaa12+ba22
1
, xcyd=xca11+da21
1
yca12+da22
1
it suffices to choose the transformation (1) so that
aa11+ba21<ca11+da21 and aa12+ba22<ca12+da22 .
a21 a11 , a22 a12 are convergent fractions for &( y)&(x). Hence the transfor-
mation (1) can be chosen so that a21 a11 , a22a12 are arbitrarily close to
&( y)&(x).
a&(x)+b&( y)=&(x) \a+b &( y)&(x)+t&(x) \a+b
a21
a11+=
&(x)
a11
(aa11+ba21)
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and
a&(x)+b&( y)<c&(x)+d&( y)t
&(x)
a11
(ca11+da21).
Hence we can choose our transformation (1) so that
aa11+ba21<ca11+da21 .
A similar argument shows that we can make
aa12+ba22<ca12+da22 .
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that (u, v, w) are coordinates in R and (x, y, z) are
coordinates in S such that &(u), &(v) are rationally independent,
u=xayb unit, v=xcyd unit (1)
in S. Suppose that a transformation of type 1 R  R1 is given, where R1 has
coordinates (u1 , v1 , w1) defined by
u=ue1v
f
1 , v=u
g
1 v
h
1 , w=w1 . (2)
Then there exists a transformation of type 1 S  S1 where S1 has coordinates
(x1 , y1 , z1) defined by
x=x:1 y
;
1 , y=x
#
1 y
$
1 , z=z1 , (3)
such that R1 /S1 , and
u1=xa11 y
b1
1 unit, v1=x
c1
1 y
d1
1 unit
in S1 .
Proof. We will prove the theorem with the assumption that he& gf=1.
Then the case he&gf=&1 will follow by interchanging the roles of x1 and
y1 in the proof. Set &( y)&(x)={. Then
&(u)=a&(x)+b&(y), &(v)=c&(x)+d&( y),
&(v)
&(u)
=
c&(x)+d&( y)
a&(x)+b&( y)
=
c+d{
a+b{
.
Consider the effect of transformation such as (3).
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u1=
uh
v f
=
x (a:+b#) h1 y
(a;+b$) h
1
x (c:+d#) f1 y
(c;+d$) f
1
unit,
v1=
ve
u g
=
x (c:+d#) e1 y
(c;+d$) e
1
x (a:+b#) g1 y
(a;+b$) g
1
unit.
We will choose the transformation (3) so that
(a:+b#) h&(c:+d#) f>0
(a;+b$) h&(c;+d$) f >0
(c:+d#) e&(a:+b#) g>0
(c;+d$) e&(a;+b$) g>0.
The equations are equivalent to the system
\
a+b
#
:
c+d
#
:+> fh
\
a+b
$
;
c+d
$
;+> fh
(4)
\
c+d
#
:
a+b
#
:+>ge
\
c+d
$
;
a+b
$
;+>ge .
The first equation in (4) can be solved as follows. Since (2) is a transfor-
mation of type 1 with he& gf =1, hf>&(v)&(u)=(c+d{)(a+b{) so that
(a+b{)(c+d{)> fh. We can choose :, ;, #, $ so that ((a+b(#:))
(c+d(#:))) is arbitrarily close to (a+b{)(c+d{)), since #:, $; are
convergent fractions for {.
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The second equation in (4) can be solved by the same argument. The
third equation can be solved by the observation that ge<(c+d{)(a+b{).
The fourth equation can be solved in a similar way.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S such that &(x),
&( y) are rationally independent and *&(z)=*1&(x)+*2 &( y) where *1 , *2 ,
* # Z, (*1 , *2 , *)=1, *>0. Then there exists a transformation of type 1,
S  S1 ,
x=xa11
1
ya12
1
, y=xa21
1
ya22
1
, z=z1
such that *&(z1)=:1 &(x1)+:2&( y1) with :1 , :2>0 and (*, :1 , :2)=1.
Proof. We have *1&(x)+*2 &( y)>0. (aij) can be chosen so that a21a11 ,
a22 a12 are arbitrarily close to &( y)&(x).
*&(z1)=(a11*1+a21 *2) &(x1)+(a12*1+a22*2) &( y1)
and
a11*1+a21*2=
a11
&(x) \&(x) *1+
a21
a11
&(x) *2+t a11&(x) (&(x) *1+&( y) *2)>0
a12*1+a22*2=
a12
&(x) \&(x) *1+
a22
a12
&(x) *2+>0.
(*, :1 , :2)=1 since the transformation (aij) is unimodular.
Essentially the same proof shows
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S such that &(x),
&( y) are rationally independent, f # K, such that f =xayb,, where a, b # Z, ,
is a unit in S, and &( f )>0. Then there exists a transformation of type 1,
S  S1 , where S1 has coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1) defined by
x=xa11
1
ya12
1
, y=xa21
1
ya22
1
, z=z1 ,
such that f # S1 .
We will now follow a construction of Zariski [Z2] to define a transfor-
mation of type 2. Continuing to assume that &(x) and &( y) are rationally
independent, we can write
*&(z)=*1&(x)+*2 &( y),
where *, *1 , *2 are integers, with *>0, (*, *1 , *2)=1. By Lemma 4.4, we
can perform a transformation of type 1 to reduce this to the case where
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*1 , *2>0. One of *1 , *2 is not divisible by *. Without loss of generality, *1
is not. Let
*1=*:+*$ with 0<*$<*.
Make the transformation
x=z1 , y= y1 , z=x1z:1 .
Then,
*$&(z1)=*&(x1)&*2&( y1).
By repeating this procedure, we reduce to the case where *=1, *1 , *2>0.
Finally, make the transformation
x=x1 , y= y1 , z=x*11 y
*2
1
(z1+c)
for some (nonzero) constant c # k, defined by the condition &(z1)>0.
The composition of the transformations of the above construction we
will call a transformation of type 2. It has the following form:
x=xa11
1
ya12
1
(z1+c)a13
y=xa21
1
ya22
1
(z1+c)a23 (**)
z=xa31
1
ya32
1
(z1+c)a33.
&(x)=a11&(x1)+a12&( y1), &( y)=a21 &(x1)+a22&( y1)
are rationally independent so that &(x1) and &( y1) are rationally independent
and
a11 a22&a12a21 {0.
Furthermore, det(aij)=\1. By our construction, it is evident that a trans-
formation of type 2 is a product of monoidal transforms.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S such that &(x),
&( y) are rationally independent and 0{ f # S =k[[x, y, z]]. There is a
transformation of type 1, S  S1 ,
x=xa1 y
b
1
y=xc1 y
d
1
z=z1 ,
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such that
f =x:1 y
;
1 P
with P(0, 0, z1){0 in S 1 .
Proof. Let {=&( y)&(x). Let fp gp be the convergent fractions of {.
Write
f (x, y, z)=a0(z) xm0yn0+: ai (z) xmi yni
where a0(z){0, the sum
: ai (z) xmi yni (*)
is over i such that 0{ai (z) # k[[z]] and the value of each xmi yni for i>0
is higher than the value of xm0 yn0. That is,
mi+ni{>m0+n0 {
for all i. Note that &(z)< implies &(ai)< for all i. There exists a
positive integer p0 such that pp0 implies
} fpgp &{ }<
{
2
, } fp&1gp&1 &{ }<
{
2
.
Take
c>
m0+n0
3
2
{
min \1, {2+
.
If mi+nic (and pp0), then
mi+ni
fp
gp
mi+ni
{
2
(mi+ni) min \1, {2+>m0+n0
3
2
{m0+n0
fp
gp
.
In a similar way,
mi+ni
fp&1
gp&1
>m0+n0
fp&1
gp&1
,
if mi+nic (and pp0).
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For the finitely many pairs mi , ni such that mi+ni<c in the series (V),
we can then choose pp0 sufficiently large that
mi+ni
fp
gp
>m0+n0
fp
gp
mi+ni
fp&1
gp&1
>m0+n0
fp&1
gp&1
if mi+ni<c.
Consider the transformation
x=x gp
1
y gp&1
1
y=x fp
1
y fp&1
1
z=z1 .
Then
f =xm0 gp+n0 fp
1
ym0 gp&1+n0 fp&1
1
P
where P=a0(z)+x1 y1H for some H # S 1 .
The following theorem and its proof are essentially due to Zariski [Z2].
Theorem 4.7. Suppose that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S such that &(x),
&( y) are rationally independent and f # S. Then there exists a MTS along &
S=S0  S1  } } }  Sn
where each Si has coordinates (xi , yi , zi) and (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i) related by
x0=x, y0=y, z0=z
(1)
x~ i=xi , y~ i=yi , z~ i=zi&ai (xi , yi)
for some polynomials ai (xi , yi) and
x~ i=xa
i
11
i+1 y
ai12
i+1(zi+1+ci+1)
ai13
y~ i=xa
i
21
i+1 y
ai22
i+1(zi+1+ci+1)
ai23 (2)
z~ i=xa
i
31
i+1 y
ai32
i+1(zi+1+ci+1)
ai33
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or
x~ i=xa
i
11
i+1 y
ai12
i+1
y~ i=xa
i
21
i+1 y
ai22
i+1
z~ i=xi+1
such that
f =xan y
b
n unit in Sn .
Proof. By Lemma 4.6, after a MTS, we can assume that f =xaybP,
where P(0, 0, z){0. It thus suffices to prove the theorem for f such that
f (0, 0, z){0. Set
r=mult( f (0, 0, z)).
We will prove the theorem by induction on r. If r=0, we are done.
Suppose that r>0.
f = :
t
i=1
adi (x, y) z
di+ bei (x, y) z
ei
in S , where the first sum is over terms with adi {0, d1<d2< } } } <dt , and
equal value
\=&(ad1(x, y) z
d1)= } } } =&(adt(x, y) z
dt)&( f )
and bei {0, &(bei (x, y) z
ei)>\ for all terms in the second series. Each
&(adi)< and each &(bei)< since & extends to a rank 1 valuation of the
quotient field of k[[x, y]] by Theorem 1.1. We can rewrite this series as
f = :
t
i=1
adi (x, y) z
di+ :
ei  [d1, ..., dt]
ei\&(z)
bei (x, y) z
ei+ :
ei>\&(z)
bei (x, y) z
ei.
By Lemma 4.6, we can make a transformation of type 1,
x=xa
0
11
1 y
a012
1 , y=x
a021
1 y
a022
1 , z=z1 ,
to make, for 1it,
adi=a di x
:i
1
y;i
1
where a di are units, and for 1i\&(z),
bei=b ei x
:i
e
1
y;i
e
1
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where b ei are units. Let s=[\&(z)]+1 where [*] is the greatest integer in
a real number *. Then
f = :
t
i=1
a di x
:i
1 y
;i
1 z
d1
1 + :
ei  [d1, ..., dt]
ei\&(z)
b ei x
:ei
1 y
;ei
1 z
ei
1 +z
s
1H (*)
for some series H. Now make a transformation of type 2
x1=xa112 y
a12
2
(z2+c)a13
y1=xa212 y
a22
2
(z2+c)a23 (3)
z1=xa312 y
a32
2
(z2+c)a33.
We have
x:i
1
y;i
1
zdi
1
=xa11 :i+a21;i+a31di
2
ya12 :i+a22;i+a32 di
2
(z2+c)a13:i+a23;i+a33di,
for 1it. Thus
(a11 :i+a21 ;i+a31di) &(x2)+(a12 :i+a22;i+a32di) &( y2)
=(a11 :1+a21;1+a31d1) &(x2)+(a12:1+a22;1+a32d1) &( y2)
for 1it. &(x2), &( y2) being rationally independent implies
a11:i+a21;i+a31 di=a11:1+a21;1+a31d1
a12:i+a22;i+a32 di=a12:1+a22;1+a32d1
for 1it. Set
a=a11:1+a21;1+a31 d1
b=a12:1+a22;1+a32 d1
mdi=a13:i+a23;i+a33di
for 1it. By Cramer’s rule, we have
di&d1=
1
det(aij)
(mdi&md1)(a11a22&a21 a12)
for 1it. Set
==
(a11 a22&a21a12)
det(aij)
{0.
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Define a~ di (x2 , y2 , z2)=a di (x1 , y1) to get
f =xa2 y
b
2(a~ d1(z2+c)
md1+a~ d2(z2+c)
md2+ } } } +a~ dt(z2+c)
mdt)
+\ :ei\&(z) b ei x
mi
x
2 y
m i
y
2
(z2+c)mi
z++xsa312 ysa322 (z2+c)sa33 H
where
a&(x2)+b&( y2)=\,
\<&(b ei x
mi
x
2 y
m i
y
2 bei (z2+c)
m i
z
)=mxi &(x2)+m
y
i &( y2)
for ei\&(z) and
sa31&(x2)+sa32 &( y2)=s&(z)>\.
We have
md2&md1 =
d2&d1
=
b
mdt&md1=
dt&d1
=
.
If =>0,
a~ d1(z2+c)
md1+a~ d2(z2+c)
md 2+ } } } +a~ dt(z2+c)
mdt
=(z2+c)md1 (a~ d1+a~ d2(z2+c)
(d2&d1)=+ } } } +a~ dt(z2+c)
(dt&d1)=).
If =<0, then
a~ d1(z2+c)
md1+a~ d2(z2+c)
md2+ } } } +a~ dt(z2+c)
mdt
=(z2+c)mdt (a~ d1(z2+c)
(d1&dt)=+a~ d2(z2+c)
(d2&dt)=+ } } } +a~ dt).
We will assume that =>0. The case =<0 is similar.
By Lemma 4.2, we can make a transformation of type 1,
x2=xa
2
11
3
ya
2
12
3
, y2=xa
2
21
3
ya
2
22
3
, z2=z3 , (4)
to put f in the form
f =xa$3 y
b$
3 [(z3+c)
md1 9+x3 y3 G]
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where
9=a^d1+a^d2(z3+c)
#d2+ } } } +a^dt(z3+c)
#dt
with #di=(di&d1)= and a^di (x3 , y3 , z3)=a~ di (x2 , y2 , z2) for all i.
a^di (0, 0, z3)=a di (0, 0){0.
9(0, 0, z3)=a d1(0, 0)+a d2(0, 0)(z3+c)
#d1+ } } } +a dt(0, 0)(z3+c)
#dt.
dt &(z1)+:t &(x1)+;t&( y1)r&(z1)
implies dtr. Let
,(u)=a d1(0, 0)+a d2(0, 0) u
#d 2+ } } } +a dt(0, 0) u
#dt
Set
r$=mult(,(z3+c)).
r$#dt=
dt&d1
=
r.
Suppose r$=r. Then (dt&d1)==r implies d1=0, dt=r, ==1, and
,(u)=*(u&c)r for some nonzero * # k. Hence there exist nonzero (z3+c)r
and (z3+c)r&1 terms in 9(0, 0, z3), and dt&1=dt&1=r&1. Hence ar is
a unit, and &(ar&1 zr&1)=&(arzr) implies &(z)=&(ar&1(x, y)).
By assumption, &(ar&1(x, y))\. There exists l>0 such that &((x, y) l)>\.
Let a$r&1(x, y) be a polynomial in x and y such that
ar&1&a$r&1=_ # (x, y) l k[[x, y]].
Then &(ar&1)=&(a$r&1). There exists g1 # k such that
&(z& g1a$r&1(x, y))>&(z).
Make a change of variable
x(1)=x, y(1)= y, z(1)=z& g1 a$r&1(x, y).
Repeat the above procedure with these new variables. If this doesn’t result
in a reduction of r, we can make a new change of variables. In this way,
we can construct a sequence
x(i)=x, y(i)= y, z(i)=z(i&1)& gi a (i)r&1(x, y)
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where each a (i)r&1 is a polynomial in x and y such that
&(z)<&(z(1))< } } } <&(z(i)). (**)
Define
f0(x, y, z)=f (x, y, z)
fi (x(i), y(i), z (i))=fi&1(x(i&1), y(i&1), z(i&1)).
Suppose we can construct an infinite sequence in this way without
achieving a reduction of r. Then we have
&( f )&(zr)&(z)
since a unit times zr is a minimum value term in f, and
&( f )=&( fi)&(z(i))
for all i. Hence (**) is bounded. This a contradiction by Lemma 1.8. So
there exists a change of variables
x~ =x, y~ = y, z~ =z&a(x, y)
where a(x, y) is a polynomial, such that the above procedure results in a
reduction of r. By induction, we can put f in the desired form.
Theorem 4.8. Suppose that R has coordinates (u, v, w) and S has
coordinates (x, y, z) such that &(u), &(v) are rationally independent,
u=xayb unit
v=xcyd unit
w=xrys unit
in S. Let R  R$ be a transformation of type 2
u=(u$)a11 (v$)a12 (w$+e)e13
v=(u$)a21 (v$)a22 (w$+e)a23 (*)
w=(u$)a31 (v$)a32 (w$+e)a33.
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Then there exists a transformation of type 1, S  S$,
x=(x$)b11 ( y$)b12
y=(x$)b21 ( y$)b22
z=z$
such that R$/S$ and
u$=(x$)a$ ( y$)b$ unit
v$=(x$)c$ ( y$)d $ unit
in S$.
Proof. We will analyze the construction of a transformation of type 2.
Write
*&(w)=*1 &(u)+*2 &(v)
with *, *1 , *2 integers with *>0 and (*, *1 , *2)=1. By Lemmas 4.4 and
4.3, we can perform transformations of type 1 to reduce to the case
*1 , *2>0. *1 or *2 is not divisible by *. Say *1 is not. Let *1=*:+*$, with
0<*$<*. Make the transformation
u=w1 , v=v1 , w=u1w:1 .
Then
u1=
w
u:
, v1=v, w1=u.
We have
*$&(w1)=*&(u1)&*2&(v1),
u1=xr&:ays&:b unit
v1=xcyd unit
w1=xayb unit.
By Lemma 4.5, since &(u1)>0, we can perform a transformation of type 1,
S  S1 , to get
u1=xa~1 y
b
1 unit
v1=xc~1 y
d
1 unit
w1=xr~1 y
s~
1 unit
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with a~ , b , c~ , d , r~ , s~ >0. By repeating this procedure, we reduce to the case
where *=1. Then make the transformations
u=u1
v=v1
w=u*11 v
*2
1 (w1+e)
&(w)=*1&(u)+*2&(v)=(a*1+c*2) &(x)+(b*1+d*2) &( y)
and
&(w)=r&(x)+s&( y).
&(x), &( y) rationally independent implies
a*1+c*2=r, b*1+d*2=s.
Hence
u1=xayb unit
v1=xcyd unit
w1=xr&*1a&*2 cys&*1b&*2d unit&e=unit&e
are in S$.
Theorem 4.9. There exists a MTS along &
R  R1  } } }  Rm
and a MTS along &
S  S1  } } }  Sn
such that Rm has coordinates (u$, v$, w$) and Sn has coordinates (x$, y$, z$)
such that &(u$), &(v$) are rationally independent, Rm /Sn and
u$=(x$)a ( y$)b unit
v$=(x$)c ( y$)d unit
w$=(x$)r ( y$)s P
where P(0, 0, 0)=0 and P(0, 0, z$){0.
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Proof. There exist f, g # K such that &( f ), &(g) are positive and
rationally independent. By Theorem 1.15, there exists a MTS R  R$ along
&, such that f, g # R$. By Theorem 1.13, there exists a MTS R$  R" along
&, such that fg is a SNC divisor. Then R" has coordinates (u, v, w) such
that &(u), &(v) are rationally independent. By Theorem 1.14, there exists a
MTS S  S$ along &, such that R"/S$. We may thus assume that R has
coordinates (u, v, w) such that &(u), &(v) are rationally independent.
By Theorem 4.7, after a MTS of S, we may assume that R has coor-
dinates (u, v, w), S has coordinates (x, y, z) such that &(u) and &(v) are
rationally independent and
u=xayb unit
v=xcyd unit.
We then have ad&bc{0. Write
x=
f x
gx
, y=
f y
g y
with f x, gx, f y, g y # R.
By Theorem 4.7, there is a MTS
R=R0  R1  } } }  Rn
where each Ri has coordinates (ui , vi , wi) and (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i) related by
u0=u, v0=v, w0=w (*)
u~ i=ui , v~ i=vi , w~ i=wi&ai (ui , vi)
for some polynomials ai (ui , vi) and
u~ i=ua
i
11
i+1v
ai12
i+1
v~ i=ua
i
21
i+1v
ai22
i+1 (1)
w~ i=wi+1
or
u~ i=ua
i
11
i+1v
ai12
i+1(wi+1+ci+1)
ai13
v~ i=ua
i
21
i+1v
ai22
i+1(wi+1+ci+1)
ai23 (2)
w~ i=ua
i
31
i+1v
ai32
i+1(wi+1+ci+1)
ai33
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such that
f x=ua xn v
b x
n unit
gx=uc xn v
d x
n unit
f y=ua yn v
b y
n unit
g y=uc yn v
d y
n unit
in Rn .
Suppose that R  R1 is a transformation such as (1). By Lemma 4.3
there is a transformation of type 1, S  S1 , with coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1)
such that R1 /S1 ,
x=xb
1
11
1
yb
1
12
1
, y=xb
1
21
1
yb
1
22
1
, z=z1
and
u1=xa$1 y
b$
1 unit
v1=xc$1 y
d $
1 unit
in S1 .
Suppose that R  R1 is a transformation such as (2). By Lemma 4.6,
there is a transformation of type 1 S  S1 of x and y, with coordinates
(x1 , y1 , z1) such that
x=xb
1
11
1
yb
1
12
1
, y=xb
1
21
1
yb
1
22
1
, z=z1
and
u~ 0=xa
0
1 y
b 0
1 unit
v~ 0=xc
0
1 y
d 0
1 unit
w~ 0=xr
0
1 y
s 0
1 P
are in S1 , where P(0, 0, z1){0. If P(0, 0, 0)=0, R  S1 satisfies the conclu-
sions of the theorem. If P(0, 0, 0){0, so that P is a unit, there exists
by Theorem 4.8 a transformation of type 1, S1  S2 , with coordinates
(x2 , y2 , z2) such that R1 /S2 ,
x1=xb
2
11
2
yb
2
12
2
, y1=xb
2
21
2
yb
2
22
2
, z1=z2 ,
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and
u1=xa
2
2 y
b2
2 unit
v1=xc
2
2 y
d 2
2 unit.
By induction on n, we either can reach a point were the conclusions of
the theorem are satisfied, or construct a MTS
S  S1  } } }  Sm
such that Rn /Sm and
un=xa
m
m y
b m
m unit
vn=xc
m
m y
d m
m unit
in Sm . We have
x=
f x
gx
=uax&cxn v
b x&d x
n unit
and
y=
f y
g y
=ua y&c yn v
b y&d y
n unit
for some units in Rn . Since &(x), &( y)>0, by Lemma 4.5, there exists a
transformation of type 1 Rn  Rn+1 , with coordinates (un+1, vn+1 , wn+1)
such that
un=ua11
n+1
n+1
va12
n+1
n+1
, vn=ua21
n+1
n+1
va22
n+1
n+1
, wn=wn+1
and x, y # Rn+1 , with
x=u: n+1n+1 v
; n+1
n+1 unit, y=u
# n+1
n+1v
$n+1
n+1 unit
in Rn+1.
By Lemma 4.3, there is a transformation of type 1, Sm  Sm+1 , with
coordinates
xm=xb11
m+1
m+1
yb12
m+1
m+1
, ym=xb21
m+1
m+1
yb22
m+1
m+1
, zm=zm+1,
such that Rn+1 /Sm+1 and
un+1=xa
m+1
m+1 y
bm+1
m+1 unit, vn+1=x
c m+1
m+1 y
d m+1
m+1 unit
in Sm+1.
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Hence
x=u:n+1n+1v
;n+1
n+1 unit=x
:n+1 am+1+; n+1c m+1
m+1 y
: n+1b m+1+; n+1d m+1
m+1 unit
y=u# n+1n+1v
$n+1
n+1 unit=x
#n+1am+1+$ n+1 cm+1
m+1 y
# n+1b m+1+$ n+1dm+1
m+1 unit
in Sm+1. Since S  Sm+1 is a product of transformations of type 1, we
have
det \:
n+1
#n+1
;n+1
$n+1+ det \
am+1
cm+1
bm+1
d m+1+
=det \:
n+1am+1+;n+1cm+1
#n+1am+1+$n+1cm+1
:n+1bm+1+;n+1d m+1
#n+1bm+1+$n+1d m+1+=\1.
Hence
det \a
m+1
cm+1
bm+1
d m+1+=\1.
Define a MTS Rn+1  Rn+2 where Rn+2 has coordinates (un+2 , vn+2 , wn+2)
with
un+1=ua
m+1
n+1 v
b m+1
n+2 , vn+1=u
c m+1
n+2 v
d m+1
n+2 , wn+1=wn+2 .
Then
un+2=xm+1 unit, vn+2= ym+1 unit
in Sm+1, and Rn+2 /Sm+1. We then have coordinates (x$m+1 , y$m+1, z$m+1)
in Sm+1 such that
un+2=x$m+1
vn+2=y$m+1.
Write
wn+2=A0(x$m+1 , y$m+1)+A1(x$m+1 , y$m+1) z$m+1+ } } }
+Ar(x$m+1, y$m+1)(z$m+1)r+ } } }
in S m+1. Make a change of coordinates
u$n+2=un+2 , v$n+2=vn+2 , w$n+2=wn+2&A0(un+2 , vn+2),
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in R n+2. By Lemma 4.6, after a transformation of type 1, Sm+1  Sm+2 ,
where Sm+2 has coordinates (xm+2 , ym+2 , zm+2) defined by
x$m+1=xb11
m+2
m+2
yb12
m+2
m+2
, y$m+1=xb21
m+2
m+2
yb22
m+2
m+2
, z$m+1=zm+2 ,
we have
w$n+2=zm+2xam+2 y
b
m+2P$
in S m+2 , where P$(0, 0, zm+2){0.
Define coordinates
u~ n+2=un+2 , v~ n+2=vn+2 , w~ n+2=wn+2&A 0(un+2 , vn+2)
in Rn+2 , where A 0 is a polynomial in un+2, vn+2 such that
A0&A 0=_ # (un+2 , vn+2)t k[[un+2 , vn+2]],
where t is sufficiently large that &((un+2 , vn+2)t)>a&(xm+2)+b&( ym+2).
w~ n+2=w$n+2+_=zm+2xam+2 y
b
m+2P$+_
in S m+2. Write
_= :
s
i=1
uain+2 v
bi
n+2,i
with ai+bi=t.
_= :
s
i=1
(x$m+1)ai ( y$m+1)bi ,i= :
s
i=1
xb11
m+2ai+b21
m+2 bi
m+2
yb12
m+2 ai+b22
m+2bi
m+2
,i
with &(xb11
m+2ai+b21
m+2bi
m+2
yb12
m+2 ai+b22
m+2bi
m+2
)>&(xam+2 y
b
m+2) for all i. By Lemma 4.2,
there exists a transformation of type 1 Sm+2  Sm+3 where Sm+3 has coor-
dinates (xm+3 , ym+3 , zm+3) with
xm+2=xb11
m+3
m+3
yb12
m+3
m+3
, ym+2=xb21
m+3
m+3
yb22
m+3
m+3
, zm+2=zm+3 ,
such that we have
u~ n+2=x:$m+3 y
;$
m+3, v~ n+2=x
#$
m+3 y
$$
m+3 ,
w~ n+2=xa$m+3 y
b$
m+3(zm+3P$+xm+3 ym+3H)
for some H # Sm+3 , so that the conclusions of the theorem are satisfied.
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Theorem 4.10. Suppose that R  S is as in the statement of Theorem A,
k is algebraically closed, k=Rn where n is the maximal ideal of R, and a
valuation & associated to V has rank 1, rational rank 2, and dimR(&)=0.
Then there exist MTSs along &, R  R$ and S  S$, such that R$=S$.
Proof. By Theorem 4.9, we can assume that R has coordinates (u, v, w)
and S has coordinates (x, y, z) such that &(u), &(v) are rationally independent,
u=:xayb
v=;xcyd
w=xrysP,
where :, ; are units in S, P(0, 0, 0)=0, and P(0, 0, z){0.
Let
$=ad&bc.
${0 since &(u), &(v) are rationally independent.
Set K$=K(:d$;&b$, :&c$;a$). Set
x =:d$;&b$x
y =:&c$;a$y
z =z
Then
u=x ay b
v=x cy d
w=x ry sP (x , y , z )
where P (0, 0, 0)=0 and P (0, 0, z ){0.
We have an inclusion S[:d$;&b$, :&c$;a$]/S . Let n=(x, y, z) S &
S[:d$;&b$, :&c$;a$]. Set S$=S[:d$;&b$, :&c$;a$]n . Then S$ is a regular
local ring with maximal ideal n$=(x , y , z ). Let R$=R[x , y , P ](x , y , P ) . R$ is
a regular local ring with maximal ideal m$=(x , y , P ). We have R$/S$ and
m$=n$ & R$. x and y are in the quotient field of R, so that :d$;&b$ and
:&c$;a$ are in the quotient field of R$, and the quotient field of R$ is K$.
View P as a power series P (x , y , z ) in S $, the completion of S$ with
respect to n$.
By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem (cf. Corollary 1, Section 1,
Chap. VII of [ZS]),
P =unit(z r+ar&1(x , y ) z r&1+ } } } +a0(x , y ))
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in S $ for some r1, where
ar&1(0, 0)= } } } =a0(0, 0)=0.
m$S$=(x , y , P ) S$=(x , y , z r). R$=S$ by Zariski’s Main Theorem (cf.
Theorem 1.18), so that r=1.
Hence (x, y, P) are coordinates in S, and after replacing z by P, we have
u=:xayb, v=;xcyd, w=xrysz
in S.
We will next show that $=ad&bc=\1. Consider the MTS S  S1
(which is not necessarily along &) where S1 has coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1)
defined by
x=x1 , y= y1 , z=xe1 y
f
1z1
where e, f are nonnegative integers, chosen so that r+e=ma and
s+ f=mb for some nonnegative integer m. Then
u=:xa1 y
b
1 , v=;x
c
1 y
d
1 , w=x
ma
1 y
mb
1 z1 .
We have a MTS R  R1 (not necessarily along &), where R1 has coor-
dinates (u1 , v1 , w1) defined by
u=u1 , v=v1 , w=um1 w1 .
Then
u1=:xa1 y
b
1 , v1=;x
c
1 y
d
1 , w1=:
&mz1
Suppose ac. If bd, we can perform a MTS R1  R2 , where R2 has
coordinates (u2 , v2 , w2) defined by
u1=u2 , v1=u2 v2 , w1=w2 (1)
to get
u2=:xa1 y
b
1 , v2=:
&1;xc&11 y
d&b
1 , w2=:
&mz1 .
We have
det \ ac&a
b
d&b+=det \
a
c
b
d+=$.
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Suppose a<c and b>d. There exists e>0 such that b+aed+ce. Define
a MTS S1  S2 , where S2 has coordinates (x2 , y2 , z2) defined by
x1=x2 ye2 , y1= y2 , z1=z2 . (2)
We have
u1=:xa2 y
b+ae
2 , v1=;x
c
2 y
d+ce
2 , w1=:
&mz2
in S2 . Now define a MTS R1  R2 , when R2 has coordinates (u2 , v2 , w2)
given by
u1=u2 , v1=u2 v2 , w1=w2 , (3)
to get
u2=:xa2 y
b+ae
2 , v2=:
&1;xc&a2 y
d+ce&b&ae
2 , w2=:
&mz2 .
We have
det \ ac&a
b+ae
d+ce&(b+ae)+=det \
a
c
b+ae
d+ce+=$.
If a>c (or a=c and b>d ) we can interchange u1 and v1 , which will
change $ to &$, and then perform MTSs of the form (1) or of the forms
(2) and (3).
Proceeding in this way, we will perform the Euclidean algorithm on a
and c, and we can reduce to
u=:xayb, v=;yd, w=z
with ad=\$. Now we perform a MTS S  S1 (which is not necessarily
along &) where S1 has coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1) defined by
x=x1 ye1 , y= y1 , z=z1 ,
where e is a nonnegative integer, chosen so that e+b=nd for some
nonnegative integer n. Then
u=:xa1 y
nd
1 , v=;y
d
1 , w=z1
in S1 . Perform a MTS R  R1 where R1 has coordinates (u1 , v1 , w1)
defined by
u=u1vn1 , v=v1 , w=w1 .
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Then
u1=:;&nxa1 , v1=;y
d
1 , w1=z1
in S1 . By Zariski’s Main Theorem (cf. Theorem 1.18), R1=S1 . Hence
a=d=1 and $=\ad=\1.
We thus have, after a change of variable in S, replacing z with P,
u=:xayb
v=;xcyd
w=xrysz,
where ad&bc=\1 and :, ; are units in S. We can perform a MTS
R  R1 where R1 /S by performing blowups of the form
u$=u, v$=
v
u
, w$=w
and
u$=
u
v
, v$=v, w$=w
to reduce to one of the cases
a>c, d>b
or
a<c, d<b.
Suppose a>c and d>b. We have ad&bc=1.
bc+1=ad(c+1)(b+1)=cb+c+b+1
implies c=b=0 and a=d=1. A similar argument holds if a<c and d<b.
After possibly interchanging u and v, we have reduced to the case
u=x
v=y
w=xrysz
which can be factored by a MTS.
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5. VALUATIONS OF RANK 2, RATIONAL RANK 2
WITH dimR(&)=0
In this chapter, we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that R  S is as in the statement of Theorem A,
k is algebraically closed, k=Rn where n is the maximal ideal of R, and a
valuation & associated to V has rank 2 and rational rank 2, with dimR(&)=0.
Then there exists MTSs along &
S  S1  } } }  Sm
R  R1  } } }  Rn
such that Sm=Rn .
The primes in V are 0/q/m& . & is composite with a rational rank 1
valuation &$ with O&$=Vq , and rational rank 1 valuation &" with O&"=Vq.
Let p be the center of &$ on R. O&$ m&$ has transcendence degree
n<dim(Rp) over (Rp)p by Theorem 1.1. If (Rp)p  O&$ m&$ is not
algebraic, we can lift a transcendence basis of O&$ m&$ over (Rp)p to
t1 , ..., tn # O&$ . After possibly replacing the ti by 1ti , we have &(ti)0 for
all ti . By Theorem 1.15, there exists a MTS R  R$ along & such that ti # R$
for all i. Let p$ be the center of &$ on R$. Then dimR$p$(&$)=0. By
Theorem 1.14, there exists a MTS S  S$ along & such that S$ dominates
R$. Replacing R by R$ and S by S$, we may thus assume that dimRp(&$)=0.
The analysis now breaks up into three cases.
Case 1: dimRp(&$)=0 and dim(Rp)=1. By Theorem 1.17, we can
perform a MTS R  R$ along &, such that if the center of &$ on R$ is p$,
R$p$ is nonsingular. By Theorem 1.14, there exists a MTS S  S$ along &
such that S$ dominates R$. Replacing R by R$ and S by S$, we may thus
assume that Rp is nonsingular of dimension 1.
Let q be the center of &$ on S. dim(Sq)=1 and dim(Rp)=dim(Sq)=2.
By Theorem 1.16, Rp  Sq can be factored by a sequence of quadratic
transforms, whose center is the center of &$. Let R  T be the MTS along
& obtained by blowing up p, then resolving the singularities of the center
of &$ (Theorem 1.17), then blowing up this center, repeating this procedure
until we get T with Ta=Sq , where a is the center of &$ on T and Ta is
nonsingular. By Theorem 1.14, we can perform a sequence of monoidal
transforms S  U along & so that if q$ is the center of &$ on U, Uq$=Sq and
U dominates T. Thus we may assume that Rp=Sq and Rp is nonsingular.
Since Rp has dimension one, Rp=Sq.
Let (u, v, w) be coordinates in R such that p=(u, v).
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Lemma 5.2. Let f # R be such that &"( f )<. Then &( f )=n&(w) for
some nonnegative integer n.
Proof. &"( f )< implies that f has nonzero residue f in R pR =
k[[w]]. f =wn unit for some nonnegative integer n.
(u, v) are regular parameters in Sq=Rp . Hence there is a factorization
u= fga11 } } } g
ar
r
in S, where f, g1 , ..., gr are distinct irreducibles in S, g1 , ..., gr are units in
Sq , and f extends to a system of parameters in Sq . Let Y/spec(S) be the
singular locus of spec(S( f )). Then q  Y. By Theorem 1.17, there exists a
MTS S  S0 along & where &$ has center q0 on S0 , such that the strict
transform of spec(S( f )) is nonsingular, and Sq=(S0)q0 . Hence S0 q0=Sq
=Rp. We can write u=x0 g where S0 (x0) is nonsingular, x0 extends to
a system of regular parameters in (S0)q0 , and g is a unit in (S0)q0 , so that
&"(g)<. Since w is a regular parameter in S0q0 , there exists y0 # S0 such
that x0 , y0 , w are regular parameters in S0 and (x0 , y0)=q0 . Set z0=w.
g=_(z0)+x0a+ y0b
in S 0=k[[x0 , y0 , z0]] with 0{_(z0) # k[[z0]] for some a, b # S 0 . There
exists a nonnegative integer n such that _=zn0* where * is a unit in
k[[z0]]. Define a MTS S0  S1 along & by
x0=x1 zn1 , y0= y1z
n
1 , z0=z1 .
g=zn1(*+x1 a+ y1b) in S 1 , and u=x1z
2n
1 { where { is a unit. Now define
a MTS R  R1 along & by
u=u1w2n1 , v=v1 , w=w1 .
Then u1=x1 { in S1 , and R1 /S1 . Let q1 be the center of &$ on S1 , p1 the
center of &$ on R1 . We have (R1)p1=(S1)q1 and R1 p1=S1q1 . Let x$1=u1 ,
z$1=w1 , and extend x$1 , z$1 to coordinates (x$1 , y$1 , z$1) in S1 such that
q1=(x$1 , y$1).
Write
v1= :
i, j0
_ij (z$1)(x$1) i ( y$1) j
in S 1 . We have _01=(z$1)n { for some n0 and unit {{0 and _00=0 since
(x$1 , v1) are regular parameters in (S1)q1 .
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We have a MTS along &, S1  S2 , defined by
x$1=z2n2 x2 , y$1=z
n
2 y2 , z$1=z2 .
Then
u1=z2n2 x2 , v1=z
2n
2 ({y2+ax2+by
2
2), w1=z2
for some a, b # S2 . Now perform a MTS along &, R1  R2 , defined by
u1=w2n2 u2 , v1=w
2n
2 v2 , w1=w2 .
Then R2 /S2 , and
u2=x2 , v2={y2+ax2+by22 , w2=z2
so that (u2 , v2 , w2) are parameters in S2 and R2=S2 .
Case 2: dimRp(&$)=0, dim(Rp)=2, and &" is nondiscrete of rational
rank 1. After MTSs of R and S we may assume that there exist coor-
dinates (u, v, w) in R and (x, y, z) in S, such that the center of &$ in R is
w=0, the center of &$ in S is z=0, and R(w)  S(z) is birational. There
is a unique extension (up to equivalence) of & of rank 2 to the quotient field
of R which dominates R , since otherwise there would exist an extension of
rank 3, by (2) of Theorem 1.9, which would necessarily be discrete by
Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that f # S, and
f = :

i=d
Ai (x, y) zi
in S , with Ad {0. Then after a MTS
S  S1  } } }  Sl
along &, which is a product of transformations
x0=x, y0= y, z0=z,
xi=x;i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
;$i+1
yi=x:i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
:$i+1 (1)
zi=zi+1
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for 0il&2, and a transformation
xl&1=xl , yl&1= yl , zl&1=zlxml , (2)
we can put f in the form
f =xnl z
d
l unit
in Sl .
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, since & restricts to a rational rank 1, nondiscrete
valuation of the quotient field of k[[x, y]], after a MTS of the form (1),
we can put Ad in the form
Ad=xml&1A d
where A d is a unit in Sl&1. Now make the transformation (2) to put f in
the desired form.
By Lemma 5.3, after replacing S by MTS of S, we can assume that
u=xa unit, w=zxc unit
in S. Make a transformation of the form
x=x1 , y= y1 , z=z1xm1
to reduce to the form
u=|xn, w=zxna unit
in S, where | is a unit. Then perform a transformation
u=u1 , v=v1 , w=w1ua1
to reduce to the form
u=|xn, w=z unit
in S.
Set
x =|1nx, y = y, z =w.
(x , y , z ) are coordinates in S . Write
v=_(x , y )=z Q
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in S . R(w)  S(z) is birational, hence is an inclusion, so the natural map
k[[u, v]]  S (z )$k[[x , y ]] is an inclusion, which implies _(x , y ) 
k[[x ]], since u=x n.
& restricts to a rank 1 valuation of the quotient field of k[[x , y ]], since
&" is not discrete. A simplification of the first part of the proof of
Theorem 2.10 shows that we can construct a MTS along &, S  S1 , where
S 1 has coordinates (x 1 , y 1 , z 1) such that
u=(x 1)*
v=a1(x 1)n1+ } } } +ah(x 1)nh (c+ y 1)+z 1 Q$
w=z 1
with 0{a1 , ..., ah # k, c # k, n1< } } } <nh , and S1 has coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1)
such that
x1=|1x 1 , y1 #y 1 mod (x 1 , y 2 , z 1)2, z1=z 1
for some unit |1 # S 1 . Define S1  S2 by
x1=x2 , y1= y2 , z1=xr*2 z2
where r is chosen so that r*>nh . In S 2 we have coordinates (x 2 , y 2 , z )
such that
x 1=x 2 , y 1= y 2 , z 1=|r*1 x
r*
2 z 2 .
u=(x 2)*
v=a1(x 2)n1+ } } } +ah(x 2)nh (c+ y 2+z 2F )
w=|r*1 x
r*
2 z 2 .
Perform a MTS R  R0 by
u=u0 , v=v0 , w=ur0w0 ,
to get w0=|r*1 z 2 . By Lemma 2.9, we can construct MTSs R0  R1 and
S2  S3 along & such that R1 /S3 , R1 has coordinates (u1 , v1 , w1), and S3
has coordinates (x3 , y3 , z3) such that
u1={xl3 , v1= y3 , w1=z3
for some unit { # S3 . By Zariski’s Main Theorem (Theorem 1.18), R1=S3 .
Case 3: dim(Rp)=2, &" is discrete of rank 1. After replacing R and S
by MTSs of R and S, we may assume that there exist coordinates (u, v, w)
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in R and (x, y, z) in S such that the center of &$ in R is the prime (w), the
center of &$ in S is the prime (z), R(w)  S(z) is birational, and &"(u)=1,
so that u is a generator of the value group of &", and uvw is a SNC divisor
in S, with
u=x, w=xcydz unit.
Set b=&"( y)<. There exists a monoidal transform S  S1 along &
defined by
x=x1 , y=xb1( y1+c1), z=z1
for some 0{c1 # k. We have
u=x1 , w=xc+db1 z1 unit.
Define a monoidal transform R  R1 along & by
u=u1 , v=v1 , w=uc+db1 w1 .
Then R1 /S1 and w1=z1 unit in S1 . Hence we can assume that R has
coordinates (u, v, w), S has coordinates (x, y, z) such that &"(u)=1,
&"(w)=, u=x, w=z, and R(w)  S(z) is birational. Write
v=_(x, y)+zQ
in S . R(w)  S(z) is birational, which implies that the natural map
k[[u, v]]  S (z)$k[[x, y]] is an inclusion, so that _  k[[x]].
A simplification of the proof of Theorem 3.3 shows
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S, such that
&"(x)=1, &"( y)<, &"(z)=, and _ # k[[x, y]]&k[[x]]. Then there
exists a MTS
S  S1  } } }  Sl
along & with coordinates (xi , yi , zi) in Si , defined by
x0=x, y0=y, z0=z
xi=xi+1 , yi=x:i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1), zi=zi+1
for 0il&1 such that
_=a1xn1l + } } } +ag x
ng
l (c+ fyl+{)
in Sl , with n1< } } } <ng , 0{a1 , ..., ag , f # k, c # k, and { # (xl , y2l ).
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With the notation of Lemma 5.4, perform a MTS along &, Sl  Sl+1 ,
where Sl+1 has coordinates (xl+1 , yl+1 , zl+1) defined by
xl=xl+1 , yl= yl+1 , zl=xngl+1zl+1,
and perform a MTS R  R0 , where R0 has coordinates (u0 , v0 , w0), defined
by
u=u0 , v=v0 , w=ung0 w0 .
Then
u0=xl+1
v0=a1 xn1l+1+ } } } +ag x
ng
l+1
(c+ fyl+1+{+zl+1Q$)
w0=zl+1.
Define new coordinates (x$, y$, z$) in Sl+1 by
x$=xl+1 , y$= fyl+1+{+zl+1Q$, z$=zl+1.
Define a MTS R0  R1 by
u0=u1 , v0=un11 (a1+v1), w0=w1 .
Then
u1=x$
v1=a2(x$)n2&n1+ } } } +ag(x$)ng&n1 (c+ y$)
w1=z$.
By induction, we can construct a MTS
R0  R1  } } }  Rm
where Ri has coordinates (ui , vi , wi) defined by
ui=ui+1 , vi=u:ii+1(vi+1+ci+1), wi=wi+1
such that if c{0,
um=x$, vm= y$, wm=z$
so that Rm=Sl+1 and we have proved the theorem, or if c=0,
um=x$, vm=(x$)e y$, wm=z$
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for some e>0. Then define a MTS along &, Rm  Rm+1 , by
um=um+1, vm=uem+1 vm+1 , wm=wm+1
to get
um+1=x$, vm+1= y$, wm+1=z$,
so that Rm+1=Sl+1 , and we have proved the theorem.
6. VALUATIONS OF RATIONAL RANK 3 WITH dimR(&)=0
Theorem 6.1 (Christensen). Suppose that R  S is as in the statement
of Theorem A, and a valuation & associated to V has rational rank 3,
dimR(&)=0. Then there exist MTSs along &,
S  S1  } } }  Sm
R  R1  } } }  Rn
such that Sm=Rn .
This is proved by Christensen in [Ch]. The rational rank 3 condition
and Theorem 1.1 imply that & is discrete, hence the value group 1 of & is
a free Z-module of rank 3. Let f1 , f2 , f3 # V be such that &( f1), &( f2), &( f3)
are a Z basis of 1. There exists a MTS R  R1 along & such that
f1 , f2 , f3 # R1 and f1 f2 f3 has SNCs. Hence there exist coordinates (u, v, w)
in R1 such that &(u), &(v), &(w) are a basis of 1. There exists a MTS S  S1
along & such that R1 /S1 and uvw has SNCs in S1 . Hence
u=$1xa11 ya12 za13
v=$2xa21 ya22 za23
w=$3xa31 ya32 za33
where the $i are units in S1 , and
Det(aij)=\1 (*)
since &(x), &( y), &(z) must also be a basis of 1. With this assumption (*),
Christensen constructs an algorithm for producing a factorization R1  S2
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by a MTS, where S2 is obtained from S1 by a MTS. The MTS S1  S2 has
the form
x=:1xb111 y
b12
1
zb13
1
y=:2xb211 y
b22
1
zb23
1
z=:3xb311 y
b32
1
zb33
1
where the :i are units in S2 , and Det(bij)=\1. The MTS R1  S2 has the
form
u=;1xc111 y
c12
1
zc13
1
v=;2xc211 y
c22
1
zc23
1
z=;3xc311 y
c32
1
zc33
1
where the ;i are units in S2 , and Det(cij)=\1.
7. NONCLOSED GROUND FIELDS
In this section we show how to extend the results of Sections 26 to the
case where k is an arbitrary field of characteristic zero. Throughout this
section we will use the notation of the statement of Theorem A.
Let & be a valuation associated to a valuation ring V of K dominating
S (and R) such that dimR(&)=0. Let n be the maximal ideal of R. Let [t i]
be a transcendence basis of Rn over k. Let ti be lifts of t i to R. Then the
field L obtained by adjoining all of the ti to K is contained in R, and & is
trivial on L&[0]. Hence we can replace k by L. Let k$ be the algebraic
closure of k in K. Then & is trivial on k$&[0] since & is trivial on k&[0]
and k$ is algebraic over k. Suppose that T is a regular local ring with
quotient field K containing k. Then T is normal, so that k$ is contained in
T. Thus without loss of generality, we may suppose that k is algebraically
closed in K.
Let k be an algebraic closure of k. Then K =Kk k is a field (cf.
Corollary 2, Section 15, Chap. III of [ZS]). Let & be an extension of & to
K , with valuation ring V . & has the same rank and rational rank that & does
(Lemmas 1 and 2 of Section 11, Chap. VI of [ZS]). We will also denote
the extension & by &.
Suppose that T is a regular local ring with quotient field K containing k.
Then Tk k is a regular semi-local ring with quotient field K . We will
denote by T the localization of Tk k at the center of &. dim T =dim Y
since Tk k is integral over T and T dominates T.
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Nondiscrete Valuations of Rational Rank 1 with dimR &=0
Suppose that the extension & of & to K is nondiscrete of rational rank 1
with dimR (& )=0. Suppose that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S. We can
define a MTS along & , S  T1 , by the construction preceding Lemma 2.1.
T1 is a localization of S [x:$y;$, y;x:] at a maximal ideal (x:$y;$, y;x:&c, z),
where 0{c # k . Let p1 be the maximal ideal of T1 . T1 has coordinates
x1=
x:$
y;$
, y1=
y;
x:
&c, z1=z.
A MTS S  S1 along & such that S 1=T1 can be constructed by setting S1
to be the localization of S[x:$y;$, y;x:] at p1 & S[x:$y;$, y;x:]. Let m1
be the maximal ideal of S1 .
Lemma 7.1. Given t>0, there exist coordinates (x~ 1 , y~ 1 , z~ 1) in S1
such that x~ 1=x1 , z~ 1=z1 , and y~ 1= y1+Q with Q # ( y1)t k(c)[[ y1]]=
( y~ 1)t k(c)[[ y~ 1]].
Proof. Let ci be the distinct conjugates of c in k over k. Set y$1=
>( y;x:&ci) # m1 . Set x$1=x1 , z$1=z1 . Then (x$1 , y$1 , z$1) are coordinates
in S1 . Let U1 be the localization of k[ y;x:] at m1 & k[ y;x:]. U1 is a
regular local ring with coordinate y$1 . Then U 1=k(c)[[ y$1]]=k(c)[[ y1]].
Hence y1 # U 1 and there exits y~ 1 # U1 such that y~ 1& y1 # ( y1)t k(c)[[ y1]].
Remark 7.2. Suppose * # Q, t>0 are given. Then there exists {~ 1 # U1/S1
such that {~ 1&( y1 c+1)* # ( y1)t k(c)[[ y1]].
This follows since (( y1 c)+1)* # k(c)[[ y1]]=U 1 .
Lemma 7.3 (Lemma 2.4 for Nonclosed k). Suppose that R has coor-
dinates (u, v, w) and S has coordinates (x, y, z) and maximal ideal m0 with
u==x0 #x
*0, v= y
for some unit # # S , ##1 mod m0S , =x0 # Sm0 , and positive integer *0 . Given
n0, we can construct a commutative diagram of MTSs along &,
S=S0 ww S1 ww S2 ww } } } ww Sn
(1)
R=R0 ww R1 ww R2 ww } } } ww Rn ,
such that R i has coordinates (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i) and S i has coordinates (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i),
which are related by
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x~ 0=#1*0x, y~ 0= y, z~ 0=z, (2)
x~ i=d;$i+1i+1 x~
;i+1
i+1 ,
y~ i=
1
= yi
x~ :i+1i+1 \
d:$i+1&1i+1
;i+1
y~ i+1+d:$i+1i+1+ ,
z~ i=z~ i+1
for 0in&1.
u~ 0=u, v~ 0=v, w~ 0=w
u~ i=c$$i+1i+1u~
$i+1
i+1,
v~ i=u~ #i+1i+1 \
c#$i+1&1i+1
$i+1
v~ i+1+c#$i+1i+1+ , (3)
w~ i=w~ i+1
for 0in&1, such that
u~ i==xi x~
*i
i , v~ i==
y
i y~ i
for a positive integer *i , with =xi , =
y
i # k ; u~ i , v~ i , w~ i , x~ i , y~ i , z~ i have finite value,
&( y~ i)
&(x~ i)
=
:i+1
;i+1
,
&(v~ i)
&(u~ i)
=
#i+1
$i+1
with
(:i+1 , ;i+1)=1, (#i+1, $i+1)=1, and *i+1=(:i+1, *i;i+1)
(4)
for all i. Furthermore, Ri has coordinates (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i) and Si has coordinates
(x~ $i , y~ $i , z~ $i) which are related by
u~ i=:~ ui u~ i
v~ i={~ i v~ i+_~ i
w~ i=w~ i=w
x~ $i=:~ xi x~ i
y~ $i=v~ i
z~ $i=z~ i=z
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where {~ i , :~ ui , _~ i # k(c1 , c2 , ..., ci)[[u~ i , v~ i]]/R i , {~ i and :~
u
i are equivalent to 1
modulo (u~ i , v~ i), and _~ i # (u~ i , v~ i)N where N can be arbitrarily large. :~ xi is a
unit in S i such that :~ xi #1 mod mi S i , where mi is the maximal ideal of Si .
Proof. Given N>>0, we will inductively construct the MTS
R0  R1  } } }  Rn
where Ri has maximal ideal ni , R i has coordinates (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i) for 0in,
and there exist coordinates (ui , vi , wi) in R i , (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i) and u$i , v$i , w$i) in Ri .
We will simultaneously inductively construct a sequence of regular local
rings Ti contained in Ri which are defined by T1=k[(u$0)#$1(v$0)$$1, (v$0)$1(u$0)#1]n~ 1
where n~ 1=n1 & k[(u$0)#$1(v$0)$$1, (v$0)$1(u$0)#1], Ti+1=Ti[(u$i)#$i+1(v$i)$$i+1,
(v$i)$i+1(u$i)#i+1]n~ i where n~ i+1=ni+1 & Ti[(u$i)#$i+1(v$i)$$i+1, (v$i)$i+1(u$i)#i+1].
We will have T i=k(c1 , ..., ci)[[u~ i , v~ i ]].
The coordinates are related in the following way. There exists * vi # Ti ; :~
u
i ,
_~ i , {~ i # T i with the properties that * vi , :~
u
i , {~ i are units, congruent to 1
modulo (u~ i , v~ i). We define :~ u0=1, {~ 0=1, _~ 0=0, *
v
0=1. The coordinates are
related by
u~ 0=u, v~ 0=v, w~ 0=w
u$i =u~ i , v$i=* vi v~ i , w$i=w~ i (5)
u~ i=:~ ui u~ i , v~ i={~ i v~ i+_~ i , w~ i=w~ i
ui+1=
(u$i)#$i+1
(v$i)$$i+1
, vi+1=
(v$i)$i+1
(u$i)#i+1
&ci+1, wi+1=w$i (6)
u~ i+1=ui+1, v~ i+1=vi+1+Qi+1 ,
Qi+1 # (ui+1 , vi+1 )N k(ci+1 )[[ui+1 , vi+1 ]], w~ i+1=wi+1
where (#i+1, $i+1)=1 and #$i+1$i+1&#i+1 $$i+1=1.
Suppose we have constructed the sequences out to Ri and Ti , along with
coordinates (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i) in Ri and (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i) in R i . We will inductively
construct Ri+1 and Ti+1. Let * vi be a unit in Ti satisfying
* vi #({~
&$i+1
i (:~
u
i )
#i+1)1$i+1 mod (u~ i , v~ i)N k(c1 , ..., ci)[[u~ i , v~ i]],
where #i+1 , $i+1 are defined by (4). Then ci+1 # k is defined by (5) and (6).
Let (u~ i+1 , v~ i+1 , w~ i+1) be defined by (3).
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ui+1 =
(u$i)#$i+1
(v$i)$$i+1
=
(:~ ui u~ i)
#$i+1
(* vi ({~ iv~ i+_~ i))
$$i+1
=
(:~ ui c
$$i+1
i+1u~
$i+1
i+1)
#$i+1
\* vi \{~ iu~ #i+1i+1 \
c#$i+1i+1
$i+1
v~ i+1+c#$i+1i+1++_~ i++
$$i+1
=
(:~ ui c
$$i+1
i+1)
#$i+1 (* vi )
&$$i+1 u~ i+1
\{~ i \
c#$i+1i+1
$i+1
v~ i+1+c#$i+1i+1++ _~ iu~ #i+1i+1+
$$i+1
=:~ ui+1u~ i+1.
For N>>0, :~ ui+1 in k(c1 , ..., ci+1)[[u~ i+1 , v~ i+1]], and :~
u
i+1 #
1 mod(u~ i+1 , v~ i+1),
vi+1=
(v$i)$i+1
(u$i)#i+1
&ci+1=
(:~ ui )
&#i+1 (* vi ({~ i v~ i+_~ i))
$i+1
(u~ i)#i+1
&ci+1
=
(* vi )
$i+1 (:~ ui )
&#i+1 \{~ i \u~ #i+1i+1 \
c#$i+1&1i+1
$i+1
v~ i+1+c#$i+1i+1+++_~ i+
$i+1
c#i+1$$i+1i+1 u~
#i+1$i+1
i+1
&ci+1
=
{~ $i+1i (*
v
i )
$i+1 (:~ ui )
&#i+1
c#i+1 $$i+1i+1 \\
c#$i+1&1i+1
$i+1
v~ i+1+c#$i+1i+1++ _~ i{~ iu~ #i+1i+1+
$i+1
&ci+1
#
1
c#i+1$$i+1i+1 \
c#$i+1&1i+1
$i+1
v~ i+1+c#$i+1i+1+
$i+1
&ci+1
mod(u~ i+1)N k(c1 , ..., ci+1)[[u~ i+1 , v~ i+1]].
Hence there is an expression v~ i+1={~ i+1v~ i+1+_~ i+1 as desired. u~ i+1 , v~ i+1 ,
w~ i+1 have finite value since they are contained in a finite extension of K.
Now that we have constructed the bottom row of (1), we can construct
the top row.
We will inductively construct the MTS
S=S0  S1  } } }  Sn
so that S i has coordinates (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i) for 1in and there exist coor-
dinates (xi , yi , zi) in S i , (x~ $i , y~ $i , z~ $i) in Si , with maximal ideal mi , such that
x~ $i=:~ xi x~ i , y~ $i=v~ i , z~ $i=z~ i=z
and :~ xi is a unit in S i such that :~
x
i #1 mod miS i .
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In S0 set
x~ $0=x0=x, y~ $0= y0= y, z~ $0=z0=z, :~ x0=#
&1*0, = y0 =1.
Suppose that
S0  S1  } } }  Si
has been constructed.
Define a MTS Si  Si+1 along & by
xi+1=
(x~ $i):$i+1
( y~ $i);i+1
, yi+1=
( y~ $i);i+1
(x~ $i):i+1
&di+1 , zi+1=z~ $i
where :$i+1;i+1&:i+1;$i+1=1. Let (x~ i+1 , y~ i+1 , z~ i+1) be defined by (2).
&(&~ i)
&(u~ i)
=
&( y~ i)
*i&(x~ i)
=
:i+1
*i;i+1
implies that
*i+1#i+1=:i+1 and *i+1 $i+1=*i;i+1.
xi+1 =
(:~ xi x~ i)
:$i+1
v~ ;$i+1i
=
(:~ xi x~ i)
:$i+1
({~ i v~ i+_~ i);$i+1
=
(:~ xi x~ i)
:$i+1
({~ i = yi y~ i+_~ i)
;$i+1
=
(:~ xi d
;$i+1
i+1 x~
;i+1
i+1)
:$i+1
\{~ ix~ :i+1i+1 \
d:i+1&1i+1
;i+1
y~ i+1+d:$i+1i+1++_~ i+
;$i+1
=:~ xi+1 x~ i+1 ,
where
:~ xi+1=
(:~ xi d
;$i+1
i+1)
:$i+1
\{~ i \
d:$i+1&1i+1
;i+1
y~ i+1+d:$i+1i+1++ _~ ix~ :i+1i+1+
;$i+1
.
:~ xi+1 # k [[x~ i+1 , y~ i+1 , z~ i+1]] since _~ i # (x~ i+1)
N k [[x~ i+1 , y~ i+1]].
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yi+1 =
({~ i = yi y~ i+1+_~ i)
;i+1
(:~ xi x~ i)
:i+1
&di+1
=
\{~ ix~ :i+1i+1 \
d:$i+1&1i+1
;i+1
y~ i+1+d:$i+1i+1++_~ i+
;i+1
(:~ xi d
;$i+1
i+1x~
;i+1
i+1)
:i+1
&di+1
=(:~ xi )
&:i+1 d&;$i+1:i+1i+1 {~
;i+1
i \\
d:$i+1&1i+1
;i+1
y~ i+1+d:$i+1i+1++ _~ i{~ ix~ :i+1i+1+
;i+1
&di+1
#unit y~ i+1 mod (x~ i+1, z~ i+1) k [[x~ i+1, y~ i+1, z~ i+1]].
This implies that (x~ i+1 , y~ i+1 , z~ i+1) are coordinates in S i+1. x~ i+1 , y~ i+1 ,
z~ i+1 have finite value, since they are contained in a finite extension of K.
u~ $ i+1
i+1
=
u~ i
c$$i+1i+1
=
=xi x~
*i
i
c$$i+1i+1
=
=xi
c$$i+1i+1
d;$i+1*ii+1 x~
;i+1 *i
i+1
Set
=xi+1=\ =
x
i
c$$i+1i+1
d;$i+1*ii+1 +
1$i+1
.
Then
u~ i+1 ==xi+1x~
;i+1*i $i+1
i+1 ==
x
i+1x~
*i+1
i+1 in S i+1.
v~ i =u~ #i+1i+1 \
c#$i+1&1i+1
$i+1
v~ i+1+c#$i+1i+1+
=(=xi+1)
#i+1 x~ #i+1*i+1i+1 \
c#$i+1&1i+1
$i+1
v~ i+1+c#$i+1i+1+ .
v~ i == yi y~ i
== yi
1
= yi
x~ :i+1i+1 \
d:$i+1&1i+1
;i+1
y~ i+1+d:$i+1i+1+ .
Hence
(=xi+1)
#i+1
c#$i+1&1i+1
$i+1
v~ i+1=
d:$i+1&1i+1
;i+1
y~ i+1.
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Set
= yi+1=
d:$i+1&1i+1
;i+1
$i+1
c#$i+1&1i+1
(=xi+1)
&#i+1 # k .
Then v~ i+1== yi+1 y~ i+1.
Set
x~ $i+1=xi+1 , y~ $i+1=v~ i+1 , z~ $i+1=zi+1.
By induction, the desired MTS can be constructed.
Lemma 7.4 (Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 for Nonclosed k). Suppose that R has
coordinates (u, v, w) and S has coordinates (x , y , z ) such that
u=:x m
(1)
v=x r(:0+:1x + } } } +:nx n+;4( y , z ) x n+x n+1F )
in S , where m is the maximal ideal of S, :, :0 , ..., :n , ; # Sm, :, :0 , ;{0,
mult(4( y , z ))=1.
Then there exists a MTS along &
R  R1  } } }  Rt ,
and a MTS S  S1 such that Rt /S1 , S1 has coordinates (x~ 1 , y~ 1 , z~ 1), and
Rt has coordinates (ut , vt , wt) with
ut=|~ x~ l1 , vt= y~ 1
for some unit |~ # R1 .
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.8, there are three cases to consider.
Case 1. Suppose that r>m. Then we can perform a MTS along &
R  R1 so that R1 has coordinates (u1 , v1 , w1) defined by
u=u1 , v=u1v1 , w=w1 .
Then R1 /S,
u=:x m
v=x r&m \:0: +
:1
:
x + } } } +
:n
:
x n+
;
:
4( y , z ) x n+ } } } +x n+1
F
: + .
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Case 2. Suppose that r=m. Then we can perform a monoidal trans-
form R  R1 along & such that R 1 has coordinates (u1 , v1 , w1) defined by
u=u1 , v=u1 \:0: +v1+ , w=w1 ,
and R1 has coordinates (u~ 1 , v~ 1 , w~ 1) defined by
u~ 1=u1 , v~ 1= ‘
n
i=1 \
v
u
&\:0: + i + , w~ 1=w1 ,
where (:0 :) i are the distinct conjugates of :0 : over k. R1=
(R[u, vu])(u~ 1, v~ 1, w~ 1) .
v=u~ 1 _
:0
:
+
v~ 1
‘
n
i=2 \
v
u
&\:0: + i+& .
v
u
=\:0: +
:1
:
x + } } } +
:n
:
x n+
;
:
4( y , z ) x n+x n+1
F (x , y , z )
: + .
Set
Hi =\\:0: &\
:0
: + i ++
:1
:
x + } } } +
:n
:
x n+
;
:
4( y , z ) x n+x n+1
F
: + .
v~ 1=\:1: x + } } } +
:n
:
x n+
;
:
4( y , z ) x n+x n+1
F
: + ‘
n
i=2
Hi
=\‘
n
i=2
:1
: \
:0
:
&\:0: + i+ x + } } } +_
;
:
‘
n
i=2 \
:0
:
&
:0
: + i& 4x n+x n+1G+
=x r$(:$0+:$1x + } } } +:$n$x n$+;$4x n$+x n$+1F $)
in S , with :$0 , ..., :$n , ;$ # k , :$0 , ;${0, or else :$0=0 and v1 has the form
v=x r(:0+;4( y , z )+x F $) in S 1 .
Case 3. Suppose that r<m. Make a change of coordinates in S :
x~ =x \1+:1:0 x + } } } +
:n
:0
x n+
;
:
4x n+x n+1
F
: +
1r
, y~ = y, z~ =z.
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We have
u=:x m=:x~ m \1+:1:0 x + } } } +
:n
:0
x n+
;
:
4x n+x n+1
F
: +
&mr
=x~ m(;0+;1x~ + } } } +;nx~ n+#4( y~ , z~ ) x~ n+x~ n+1G) with ;0 , #{0
v=:0x~ r.
After interchanging u and v (and r and m) we have an expression of the
form (1), with r>m, so that we have Case 1.
By repeated application of Cases 1, 2, and 3, we can construct a MTS
R  Rn along & such that after possibly making a change in the coordinates
(x , y , z ), we have coordinates (un , vn , wn) in Rn which have the form
un=:x m
(2)
vn=x r(:0+4( y , z )+x F )
in S , where mult(4( y , z ))=1.
First suppose that :0 {0 in (2). Then by making a MTS Rn  Rn+1 of
the form of case 2 above, and making a change of coordinates in S, we can
put u~ n+1, v~ n+1 in the desired form in S.
Now suppose that :0=0 in (2). We have un=|xm where x # S can be
extended to a system of coordinates in S, | # S is a unit. |:=(x x)m
implies (|:)1m # S . There exists # # S such that #(|:)1m#1 mod m2. Set
x~ =#&1x, |1=#(|:)1m. Then |1 x~ =x . Set y~ =vnx~ r=|r1(4+x F ) # S.
Extend to coordinates (x~ , y~ , z~ ) in S. Then
un=:|m1 x~
m, vn=x~ ry~
in S . There exists a MTS S  S1 along & such that S 1 has coordinates
(x1 , y1 , z1) with
x~ =xb1( y1+c)
b$, y~ =xa1( y1+c)
a$, z~ =z1 .
S1 has coordinates (x~ 1 , y~ 1 , z~ 1) with
x~ 1=x1 , y~ 1= y1+Q with Q # ms1S 1 , z~ 1=z1 ,
where m1 is the maximal ideal of S1 and s>>0. Then
un=:|m1 x
mb
1 ( y1+c)
mb$, vn=xrb+a1 ( y1+c)
rb$+a$.
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Set
&(vn)
&(un)
=
rb+a
mb
=
#
$
with (#, $)=1. Set *1=(rb+1, mb). We have a MTS Rn  Rn+1 along &
where R n+1 has coordinates (un+1, vn+1 , wn+1) defined by
un=u$n+1(vn+1+d )
$$, vn=u#n+1(vn+1+d )
#$, wn=wn+1 .
Rn+1 has coordinates (u~ n+1 , v~ n+1 , w~ n+1) where
u~ n+1=un+1 , w~ n+1=wn+1 , v~ n+1= ‘
m
i=1 \
v$n
u#n
&di+
where the di are the distinct conjugates of d over k.
u~ n+1=
u#$n
v$$n
=unit x*11
vn+1=
v$n
u#n
&d#unit y1 mod m21S 1
so that
v~ n+1 #unit y1 mod (x1 , z1) S 1 .
Theorem 7.5 (Theorem 2.10 for Nonclosed k). Suppose that u, v # S are
such that u and v are analytically independent. Then there exists a MTS
S  Sn along & such that S n has coordinates (x , y , z ), maximal ideal mn , with
u=ax n
v=: 1x n1+ } } } +: gx ng (: + y )
and n1< } } } <ng ; 0{a; : 1 , ..., : g # Sn mn ; : # Snmn .
Proof. After replacing S by a MTS of S along &, we may assume that
S has coordinates (x, y, z) with u=|xn, | a unit in S. Let m0 be the
maximal ideal of S. Let a be the residue of | in Sm0 . Then |=a |~ in S
with |~ #1 mod m0 . Hence |~ 1n # S .
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Set x =|~ 1nx # S , y = y, z =z. (x , y , z ) is a system of coordinates in S .
After a change of coordinates, replacing y with y +*z , * # k, we have an
expansion
u=a x n
(1)
v=: 1x n
0
1+ } } } +: n
0
g
g x
n0g4(x , y , z )
with n01< } } } <n
0
g , 0{a , : 1 , ..., : g # Sm0 , similar to (1) of Theorem 2.10
in S , with 4(0, 0, z )&4(0, 0, 0){0 in Sm0 , and such that & restricts to a
nondiscrete valuation of the quotient field of k [[x , y ]].
We have an expansion of 4 of the form of (2) or (3) of Theorem 2.10
in S , with the ; i # Sm0 , and an expansion of z F of the form of (4) of
Theorem 2.10 in S .
Case 1. Suppose that 4 has an expansion of the form of (2) of
Theorem 2.10. We have an expansion of 4$ of the form of (5) of Theorem 2.10
with all # i , a #i , b j # Sm0 .
Suppose that s>1. Choose t0 such that &(mt00 )>&(_:e z
:: e ) and t0>r.
There exists a unit { # S such that {|~ 1n#1 mod mt0
0
. Set x0={&1x # S. Set
*0=|~ &1n{&1#1 mod mt00 . We have x0=*0x . Set y0= y , z0=z . (x0 , y0 , z0)
are coordinates in S. By taking t0 sufficiently large, we can also assume that
&(_:i (x0 , y0))=&(_:i (x , y )) for all i, &(,j (x0 , y0))=&(,j (x , y )) for all j, and
& restricts to a nondiscrete valuation of the quotient field of k [[x0 , y0]]
(by Lemma 2.3).
We have expressions 4$0 and z F in S of the form of (6) and (7) of
Theorem 2.10. Write
&( y0)
&(x0)
=
a1
b1
with (a1 , b1)=1.
Set \=mib1+#ia1 . Make the MTS
S  S1 (2)
along & such that S 1 has coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1) with
x0=xb11 ( y1+c1)
b$1, y0=xa11 ( y1+c1)
a$1, z0=z1 .
By Lemma 7.1, S1 has coordinates (x~ 1 , y~ 1 , z~ 1) such that
x~ 1=x1 , z~ 1=z1 , y~ 1= y1&Q1
with Q1 # (x~ 1 , y~ 1)t0 k(c1)[[x~ 1 , y~ 1]]. We have
x0=x~ b11 ( y~ 1+Q1+c1)
b$1, y0=x~ a11 ( y~ 1+Q1+c1)
a$1, z0=z~ 1 .
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In S 1 we have an expansion of 4$ of the form of (8) of Theorem 2.10. As
in the analysis following (8) of Theorem 2.10, we have that s1=s implies
a s , a s&1 {0. &( y0)=&(xmf&10 ) implies a1=mf &1 , b1=1, and we can take
a$1=1, b$1=0. In the notation of Theorem 2.10,
:
f
i=1
a #i ( y1+c1)
#i=a s ys1+,(c1).
From
:
f
i=1
a #i ( y1+c1)
#i=a s ys1+(sc1 a s+a s&1) y
s&1
1 + } } }
we get sc1 a s=&a s&1 so that c1=&a s&1sa s # Sm0 .
y0
xmf&10
=
xa1
1
( y1+c1)a$1
xb1mf&1
1
( y1+c1)b$1mf&1
=( y1+c1).
Hence y0 xmf&10 has residue c1 in S1 m1 /V mV . Set l=c1 # Sm0 . Then
y0&lxmf&10 # S and &( y0&lx
mf&1
0
)>&( y0). We have
&( y0)& \4$0y0 +<.
Choose t 0>t0 such that if y$0 #y0&lxmf&10 mod m
t 0
0 S 0 , then & restricts to a
nondiscrete valuation of k [[x$0 , y$0]] with &( y$0)=&( y0&lxmf&10 ), and if
h # mt 0
0
, then &(hy0)>&(4$0 y0).
Set
4"0(x0 , y$0)=4$0(x0 , y$0+lxmf&10 )
#4$0(x0 , y0) mod mt00 S .
4"0(x0 , y$0) # Sm0[[x0 , y$0]]/S .
4"0
y$0
=

y$0
[4$0(x0 , y0)+h]=_4$0(x0 , y0)y0 +
h
y0&
y0
y$0
with h # mt 00 so that
& \4"0y$0 +=& \
4$0
y0 + .
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If we do not achieve a reduction in the multiplicity s1<s after a MTS
of the form of (2), with y0 replaced by y$0 , then by the argument following
(2) applied to 4"0(x0 , y$0) we have
& \4"0y$0 +>&( y$0)>&( y0)
and &( y$0)=&(xmf&10 ). By Lemma 1.8, after replacing y0 with an expression
y$0 equivalent to y0& ljxt$j0 mod m
t0
0
S , we get a reduction s1<s. This
change in y0 effects the expansion of z F in the form of (7) of Theorem 2.10
(mod mt0
0
S ) by a change of variables in the _:i and ,j .
x~ 1=*1b10 x
1b1 \y1c1 +1+
&b$1b1
c&b$1b11 .
*1b10 , x1 , c1 , ( y1 c1+1)
&b$1 b1 # S 1 imply that (x c&b$11 )
1b1 # S 1 . Set x 1=
(x c&b$11 )
1b1. Then x =x b11 c
b$1
1 and x1=*
1b1
0 x 1( y1c1+1)
&b$1 b1.
:
f
i=1
a #i x
mi
0 ( y$0)
#i+: b j xlj0 ( y$0)
$j # S 1
has an expansion
x\1( y1+c1)
\b$1b1 \ :
f
i=1
a #i ( y1+c1)
#i b1+c1 h1(x1 , y1)+
=*\b10 x
\
1 c
\b$1 b1
1 \ :
f
i=1
a #i ( y1+c1)
#i b1+x1 h1(x1 , y1)+ in S 1 .
Set
4$1=c\b$1 b11 \ :
f
i=1
a #i ( y1+c1)
#i b1+x1h1(x1 , y1)+ # S 1 .
4$1 # S1 m1[[x1 , y1]]=S1 m1[[x~ 1 , y~ 1]].
mult(4$1(0, y~ 1)&4$1(0, 0))=s1<s.
We have u=a x n=a cnb$11 x
nb1
1 in S 1 .
In S 1 , 4 has an expansion
4#; 1cb$1d
0
1
1
x b1d
0
1
1
+ } } } +; hcb$1d
0
h
1
x b1d
0
h
1
(# 1cb$1e
0
1
1
x b1e
0
1
1
+ } } } +# kcb$1e
0
k
1
x b1e
0
k
1
+x \1 4$1)
+z F mod mt0
0
S 1 .
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Regarding 4 as a series in (x~ 1 , y~ 1 , z~ 1) in S 1 , we have
mult(4(0, 0, z~ 1)&4(0, 0, 0))=r.
Set
_1:i(x~ 1 , y~ 1)=_:i \x~ b11 ( y~ 1+Q1+c1)b$1, x~ a11 ( y~ 1+Q1+c1)a$1
+:
k
lkx~ b1 t$kk ( y~ 1+Q1+c1)
b$1 t$k+
=_:i \x0 , y$0+:k lk x
t$k
0 +
#_:i (x0 , y0) mod m
t0
0
S 1 .
Note that _1:i(x~ 1 , y~ 1) # S1 m1[[x~ 1 , y~ 1]]. Set
,1j (x~ 1 , y~ 1)=,j \x0 , y$0+:k lkx
t$k
0 +#,j (x0 , y0) mod mt00 S 1 .
Then we have an expansion of z F in S 1 analogous to (10) of Theorem 2.10:
z F# :
e
i=1
_1:i(x~ 1 , y~ 1) z~
:i
1
+ :
d
j=1
,1j (x~ 1 , y~ 1) z~
;j
1
+z~ m1 H mod m
t0
0
S 1 .
Fix t1 >>0 such that &(mt11 )>&(_:e z
:e). Let n1 be the maximal ideal of
k(c1)[[x1 , y1]]. k[x1 , y1]/S1 . Set m~ 1=n1 & k[x1 , y1]. Choose {~ 1 #
(k[x1 , y1])m~ 1 such that
{~ 1 #\y1c1 +1+
b$1b1
mod nt1
1
.
Set
x$1={~ 1 x~ 1={~ 1*1b10 x 1 \y1c1 +1+
&b$1b1
y$1=y~ 1
z$1=z~ 1 .
& restricts to a nondiscrete valuation on k [[x$1 , y$1]]=k [[x1 , y1]] by
2(a) of Lemma 2.2. We have an expression
x$1=*1 x 1
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with *1 #1 mod mt00 S 1+m~
t1
1
S 1 , as in (11) of Theorem 2.10. We then have
an expansion of 4$1 in S1m1[[x$1 , y$1]] of the form of (12) of Theorem 2.10.
We can inductively construct a MTS along & similar to (13) of Theorem 2.10,
S  S1  } } }  Sn0 ,
where Si has coordinates (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i) and (x$i , y$i , z$i), S i has coordinates
(xi , yi , zi) such that, for in0&1,
x$i=xbi+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
b$i+1, y$i=xai+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
a$i+1, z$i=zi+1.
x~ i=xi , z~ i=zi ,
y~ 0=y0
y~ i=yi&Qi with Qi # (xi , yi)ti k(ci)[[xi , yi]] for i1.
Let ni be the maximal ideal of k(ci)[[xi , yi]]. k[xi , yi]/Si . Let m~ i=ni &
k[xi , yi]. Choose ti sufficiently large that &(ntii )>&(_:ez
:e) and choose
{~ i # k[xi , yi]m~ i such that
{~ 0=1
{~ i #\yici +1+
b$i bi
mod ntii for i1
x$i={~ i x~ i , z$i=z~ i ,
y$i #y~ i&:
j
lj (x$i)t$j mod mtii S i with all lj # Si mi
and ti is sufficiently large that & restricts to nondiscrete valuation of
k [[x$i , y$i]]. Further, there exist x i # S i such that cb$ii x
bi
i =x i&1 , x$i=*ix i
with
*i #1 mod (mt00 S i+m~
t1
1
S i+ } } } +m~ tii S i).
4#; n0
1
x d 1
n
0
n0
+ } } } +; n0h x
d h
n
0
n0
4$n0+z F
mod (mt00 S n0+m
t1
1 S n0+ } } } +m
tn0&1
n0&1
S n0).
mult(4(0, 0, z~ n0)&4(0, 0, 0))=r
4$n0 # Sn0 mn0[[xn0 , yn0]]=Sn0 mn0[[x~ n0 , y~ n0]]
4$n0=en0+dn0 yn0+xn0 hn0(xn0 , yn0)+ y
2
n0
gn0(xn0 , yn0)
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with dn0 {0.
z F# :
e
i=1
_n0:i (x~ n0 , y~ n0) z~
:i
n0
+ :
d
j=1
,n0j (x~ n0 , y~ n0) z~
;j
n0
+z~ mn0H
mod (mt0
0
S n0+ } } } +m
tn0&1
n0&1
S n0).
The _n0:i and ,
n0
j are defined recursively for 1+n0 by
_+:i(x~ + , y~ +)=_
+&1
:i \{~ &1+&1x~ b++ ( y~ ++Q++c+)b$+, x~ a++ ( y~ ++Q++c+)a$+
+:
k
lk x~ b+ t$k+ ( y~ ++Q++c+)
b$+ t$k+
=_+&1:i \{~ &1+&1x$+&1, y$+&1+:k lk(x$+&1)
t$k+
#_+&1:i (x~ +&1, y~ +&1) mod m
t+&1
+&1S + .
,+j (x~ + , y~ +)=,
+&1
j \{~ &1+&1 x$+&1 , y$+&1+:k lk(x$+&1)
t$k+
#,+&1j (x~ +&1 , y~ +&1) mod m
t+&1
+&1S + .
For n>n0 , we can then construct a MTS similar to (14) of Theorem 2.10,
Sn0  Sn0+1  } } }  Sn
such that Si has coordinates (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i) and (x$i , y$i , z$i), S i has coordinates
(xi , yi , zi) such that for n0in&1
x$i=xbi+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
b$i+1, y$i=xai+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
a$i+1, z$i=zi+1
x~ i=xi , y~ i= yi&Qi , Qi # (xi , yi)ti k(ci)[[xi , yi]], z~ i=zi
x$i={~ ix~ i , {~ i # k[xi , yi]m~ i /Si & k(ci)[[xi , yi]], y$i= y~ i , z$i=z~ i
{~ i #( yici+1)b$i bi mod ntii where ni is the maximal ideal of k(ci)[[xi , yi]],
ti is sufficiently large that &(ntii )>&(_:e z
:e). There exist x i # S i such that
cb$ii x
bi
i =x i&1, x$i=*i x i ,
*i #1 mod (mt00 S i+m~
t1
1 S i+ } } } +m~
ti
i S i).
4#; n1x
d n1
n + } } } +;
n
hx
d nh
n 4$n+z F
mod (mt0
0
S n+ } } } +mtn0&1n0&1S n+m~
tn0
n0
S n+ } } } +m~ tn&1nn&1 S n).
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4$n # Sn mn[[xn , yn]]/S n with
4$n=en+dn yn+xnhn(xn , yn)+ y2n gn(xn , yn).
_n0:i (x~ n0 , y~ n0)=x~
mi
n _ :i , _ :i a unit in Snmn[[x~ n , y~ n]] for 1ie and
,n0j =x~
lj
n , j , , j a unit in Snmn[[x~ n , y~ n]] for 1 jd.
z F# :
e
i=1
_ :i (x~ n , y~ n) x~
mi
n z~
:i
n + :
d
j=1
, j (x~ n , y~ n) x~ ljn z~
;j
n +z~
m
n H
mod(mt0
0
S n+ } } } +mtn0&1n0&1 S n)
analogous to (15) of Theorem 2.10. Perform a MTS Sn  Sn+1 along & as
in (16) of Theorem 2.10 where S n+1 has coordinates (xn+1 , yn+1 , zn+1)
defined by
x~ n=xbn+1(zn+1+cn+1)
b$, y~ n= yn+1 , z~ n=xan+1(zn+1+cn+1)
a$.
Sn+1 has coordinates (x~ n+1 , y~ n+1 , z~ n+1) defined by
x~ n+1=xn+1 , y~ n+1= yn+1 ,
z~ n+1=zn+1&Qn+1 , Qn+1 # (xn+1 , zn+1)tn+1 k(cn+1)[[xn+1 , zn+1]]
where tn+1 is sufficiently large that &((xn+1 , zn+1)tn+1)>&(_:ez
:e). There
exists x n+1 # S n+1 such that cb$n+1x
b
n+1=x n . There exist numbers ‘i such
that mtii S n+1=x
‘i
n+1S n+1 for 0in0&1.
&(x‘in+1)=&(m
ti
i )>&(_:e z
:e)=&(x\n+1)
so that ‘i\+1 for all i. Set ‘=min(‘i).
z F=x\n+1(zn+1+cn+1)
\b$b _ :
e
i=1
_ :i (zn+1+cn+1)
:i b+xn+1/&
in S n+1.
x~ n+1=x~ 1bn (zn+1+cn+1)
&b$b=x1bn (zn+1+cn+1)
&b$b
=(x$n&1)1bbn ( yn+cn)&b$nbnb (zn+1+cn+1)&b$b
=(*n&1)1bbn (x n&1)1bbn ( yn+1+Qn+cn)&b$nbnb (zn+1+cn+1)&b$b
=(*n&1)1bbn cb$bn+1c
b$nbbn
n x n+1( yn+1+Qn+cn)
&b$nbnb (zn+1+cn+1)&b$b
#cb$bn+1c
b$nbbn
n x n+1( y~ n+1+Qn+cn)
&b$nbn b(zn+1+cn+1)&b$b
mod x\+1n+1 S n+1
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z F#c\b$bn+1c
\b$nbbn
n x
\
n+1( y~ n+1+Qn+cn)
&\b$nbnb
__ :
e
i=1
_ :i (z~ n+1+Qn+1+cn+1)
:i b+x~ n+1/&
mod x \+1n+1 S n+1
4=; n+11 x
d
1
n+1
n+1+ } } } +;
n+1
h x
d h
n+1
n+1[en+dn( y~ n+1+Qn)+x~ n+1h+ y~
2
n+1 g]
+x \n+1c
\b$b
n+1 c
\b$nbbn
n ( y~ n+1+Qn+cn)
&\b$nbnb
__ :
e
i=1
_ :i (z~ n+1+Qn+1+cn+1)
:i b+x~ n+1/&+x \+1n+1 ..
Subcase 1.1. Suppose that dn+1h <\. Then S n+1 has coordinates
(x n+1, y n+1 , z n+1) such that
u=a x fn+1
v=: 1x n1n+1+ } } } +: gx
ng
n+1(en+ y n+1)
in S n+1; : i , en , a # Sn+1 mn+1.
Subcase 1.2. Suppose that dn+1h =\.
4=; 1x d 1
n+1
n+1
+ } } } +x d
h
n+1
n+1
c\b$bn+1 c
\b$n bbn
n ( yn+1+cn)
&\b$nbnb
___ :0+ :
e
i=1
_ :i (zn+1+cn+1)
:ib+cn+1/&
r1=mult \ :
e
i=0
_ :i (0, 0)(zn+1+cn+1)
:i b& :
e
i=0
_ :i (0, 0)(cn+1)
:i b+ .
If there is no reduction r1<r, then r1=:e=r. Set
,(u )= :
e
i=0
_ :i (0, 0) u
:i.
,(u )=_ r(0, 0)(u &c1bn+1)
r+,(c1bn+1).
This shows that _ r&1(0, 0){0, _ r(0, 0){0, so that :e&1=r&1, &(_r&1(x , y ))
=&(z ),
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_:i (x , y ) z
:i#_:i (x0 , y0) z
:i
0
mod mt0
0
S 0
#_1:i(x~ 1 , y~ 1) z~
:i
1
mod mt0
0
S 1
b
#_n0:i (xn0 , yn0) z~
:i
n0
mod (mt0
0
S n0+ } } } +m
tn0&1
n0&1
S n0)
b
#x~ min _ :i z~
:i
n mod (m
t0
0
S n+ } } } +mtn0&1n0&1S n)
#x\n+1_ :i (zn+1+cn+1)
mi b$+:i a$
mod x\+1n+1 S n+1
_ r #_r mod x\n+1S n+1 and _ r(0, 0)=_r(0, 0) # Sm0 , with me=0. Also,
&(z~ n)=&(x~ me&1n ) implies a=me&1 , b=1, so we can take b$=0, a$=1.
z
_r&1(x , y )
=
_rz r
_r_r&1z r&1
=
x\n+1[_ r(zn+1+cn+1)
meb$+:ea$+xn+181]
x\n+1[_ r_ r&1(zn+1+cn+1)
me&1b$+:e&1 a$+xn+1 82]
has residue cn+1 _ r&1(0, 0) in Sn+1 mn+1.
_ r(0, 0) zrn+1+,(cn+1)= :
e
i=0
_ :i (0, 0)(zn+1+cn+1)
:i
=_ r(0, 0) zrn+1+(rcn+1_ r(0, 0)
+_ r&1(0, 0)) zr&1n+1+ } } } .
Hence rcn+1_ r(0, 0)+_ r&1(0, 0)=0, so that z _r&1(x , y ) has residue
l=&1r_r(0, 0) in VmV . Thus l # Sm and z &l_r&1(x , y ) # S , with
&(z &l_r&1(x , y ))>&(z ).
As in Subcase 1.2 of Theorem 2.10, we have >&(vz )&(z ).
There exists z$ # S such that z$#z &l_r1&1 (x , y ) mod m
r+1
0 S and &(z$)>&(z ).
Now replace the coordinates (x0 , y0 , z0) of S with (x0 , y0 , z$), and consider
the new expansion (1) of v with respect to x , y , and z$. With respect to
these new coordinates, we have
mult(4(0, 0, z$)&4(0, 0, 0))=r
and &(vz$)=&(vz ).
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We have arguments for Subcase 1.3 (dn+1h >\) and Case 2 (4 has an
expression of the form (3) of Theorem 2.10) similar to those of Theorem 2.10,
with the changes analogous to those of Subcase 1.2 of this theorem.
After a finite number of iterations, the above process must lead to
Subcase 1.1 or produce a reduction in r, by Lemma 1.8. In this case, we
have coordinates (x n+1, y n+1, z n+1) in S n+1 , and expansions of u and v of
the form (1) with
mult(4(0, 0, z n+1)&4(0, 0, 0))=r1<r.
Then by induction on r, after enough iterations of this algorithm, we get
expressions for u and v as required by the conclusions of the theorem.
Lemma 7.6 (Lemma 2.11 for Nonclosed k). Suppose that (x, y, z) is a
system of coordinates in S, # # S is a unit, with ##1 mod m, f # S , such that
one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) & restricted to the quotient field of k [[#1ax, y]] is not discrete, or
(2) &( f )<.
Then for n sufficiently large in the MTS along &
S  S1  } } }  Sn ,
defined by the top row of (1) in the statement of Lemma 7.3, we have
f =(x~ $n)m P(x~ $n , y~ $n , z~ $n) in Sn , where P(0, 0, z~ $n){0.
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.11.
Theorem 7.7 (Theorem 2.12 for Nonclosed k). Suppose that we have
coordinates (u, v, w) in R and (x, y, z) in S such that
u=|x*0, v= y,
where | # S is a unit. Then there exists a MTS R  R$ along & and a MTS
S  S$ along & such that R$/S$ and there are coordinates (u$, v$, w$) in R$,
(x$, y$, z$) in S$ such that
u$=|$(x$)b, v$= y$, w$=(x$)c W ,
where |$ # S$ is a unit, b is a positive integer, c is a nonnegative integer,
W (0, 0, 0)=0, and W (0, 0, z$){0.
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Proof. We will construct a commutative diagram of MTSs
S=S0 ww S1 ww S2 ww } } } ww Sn
R=R0 ww R1 ww R2 ww } } } ww Rn
with coordinates (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i) in Ri and (x~ $i , y~ $i , z~ $i) in Si such that
u~ i={ui (x~ $i)
*i, v~ i= y~ $i ,
for 0in, where {ui is a unit in Si . Let mi denote the maximal ideal of
Si , ni the maximal ideal of Ri .
We will say that Cond(i) holds if the following conditions 13 hold.
There exist positive integers ;i such that
(1) *i |*i&1 | } } } |*1 | *0 .
(2) (*1 , ;1)=(*2 , ;2)= } } } =(*i , ;i)=1
(3) x*i=unit u~ ;1 } } } ;ii in Si .
Suppose that for some mn we are given 4 fl , 4
g
l # Rm and Wl # Sm ,
with expansions
4 fl = :
d
i=1
Bnif (u~ m , v~ m) w~
ni
f
m + :
j  [n f1 , ..., n
f
d]
0 j<
b fj ( y~ m , v~ m) w~
j
m+w~

mF (1)
where B fni(u~ m , v~ m) w~
ni
f
m are the minimum value terms, n
f
1< } } } <n
f
d .
4 gl = :
e
i=1
Cnig (u~ m , v~ m) w~
n i
g
m + :
j  [ng
1
, ..., ne
g]
0 j<
b gj (u~ m , v~ m) w~
j
m+w~

mG (2)
where Cn ig (u~ m , v~ m) w~
n i
g
m are the minimum value terms, n
g
1 < } } } <n
g
e .  is
chosen sufficiently large that
&(Bnif w~
ni
f
m )<&(w~ m),
&(Cnig w~
ni
g
m )<&(w~ m).
We will say that the triple (4 fl , 4
g
l , Wl) is prepared in Rn  Sn if
(1) For all n fi , Bnif=u~
mi
f
n Bnif for some units Bnif in Rn nn[[u~ n , v~ n]]
and b fj =u~
mj
f
n b
f
j with &(u~
mj
f
n w~
j
n)>&(Bnif w~
ni
f
m ), for 0 j<, j  [n
f
1 , ..., n
f
d ].
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(2) For all n gi , Cnig=u~
mi
g
n Cnig for some units Cnig in Rn nn[[u~ n , v~ n]]
and b gj =u~
mj
g
n b
g
j with &(u~
mj
g
n w~
j
n)>&(Cnig w~
ni
g
m ), for 0 j<, j  [n
g
1 , ..., n
g
e ].
(3) Wl=(x~ $n)al unit in Sn .
Set W0=w. Write w==x0 # where =
x
0 # Sm0 , ##1 mod m0 . S has coor-
dinates (x~ 0 , y~ 0 , z~ 0) where x~ 0=#1*0x, y~ 0= y, z~ 0=z. R has coordinates
u~ 0=u, v~ 0=v, w~ 0=w. Then
u~ 0==x0 x~
*0
0
, v~ 0= y~ 0 , w~ 0=W0(x~ 0 , y~ 0 , z~ 0)
There exist f =4 f0 , g=4
g
0 # R such that x= fg. We have expansions of
the forms (1) and (2) of 4 f0 and 4
g
0 in R 0 .
By Lemma 7.3, for n>0, we can construct a commutative diagram of
MTSs,
S0 ww S1 ww S2 ww } } } ww Sn
R0 ww R1 ww R2 ww } } } ww Rn ,
where R i has coordinates (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i), S i has coordinates (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i), related
by:
x~ i=d;$i+1i+1 x~
;i+1
i+1 ,
y~ i=
1
= yi
x~ :i+1i+1 \
d:$i+1&1i+1
;i+1
y~ i+1+d :$i+1i+1 + ,
z~ i=z~ i+1
u~ i=c$$i+1i+1u~
$i+1
i+1 ,
v~ i=u~ #i+1i+1 \
c#$i+1&1i+1
$i+1
v~ i+1+c#$i+1i+1+ , (3)
w~ i=w~ i+1
for 0in&1. Let (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i) in Ri and x~ $i , y~ $i , z~ $i) in Si be the coordinates
of Lemma 7.3.
u~ i={ui (x~ $i)
*i, v~ i= y~ $i , w~ i=W0 , {ui a unit in S i ,
for 0in, and Cond(n) holds.
A modification of the argument of Lemma 2.6 shows that for n suf-
ficiently large, Bnif=u~
m i
f
n B nif where B nif is a unit in Rn . If &(b
f
j )<, then
for n sufficiently large, we have b fj =u~
mj
f
n b
f
j where b
f
j is a unit in Rn . If
&(b fj )=, then & restricts to a discrete valuation of the quotient field of
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k [[u~ 0 , v~ 0]] (Theorem 1.1). Then as in the analysis of _i with infinite value
in the proof of Lemma 2.11, for n>>0, we have b fj =u~
m j
f
n b
f
j where &(u~
m j
f
n w~
j
n)
>&(Bnif w~
ni
f
m ). A similar argument is applicable to the terms Cnig and b
g
j .
Then by Lemma 7.6 applied to W0 , since &(W0)<, for n sufficiently
large, we can either put W0 into the form W0=(x~ $n)a0 P(x~ $n , y~ $n , z~ $n) in Sn
with P(0, 0, 0)=0 and P(0, 0, z~ $n){0, so that we have reached the conclu-
sions of the Theorem, or else (4 f0 , 4
g
0 , W0) is prepared in Rn  Sn .
Suppose that (4 f0 , 4
g
0 , W0) is prepared in Rn  Sn .
Define a monoidal transform Rn  Rn+1 , along &, where R n+1 has coor-
dinates (un+1 , vn+1 , wn+1) and Rn+1 has coordinates (u~ n+1 , v~ n+1 , w~ n+1),
defined by
u~ n=(un+1)$n+1 (wn+1+dn+1)$$n+1
v~ n=vn+1
w~ n=(un+1)#n+1 (wn+1+dn+1)#$n+1,
where
&(w~ n)
&(u~ n)
=
#n+1
$n+1
, (#n+1 , $n+1)=1,
#$n+1$n+1&#n+1$$n+1=1.
u~ n+1=un+1 , v~ n+1=vn+1
w~ n+1=wn+1+Qn+1 , Qn+1 # (wn+1)t k(dn+1)[[wn+1]]
for t>>0. We have
&(w~ n)
&(u~ n)
=
a0&(x~ $n)
*n&(x~ $n)
=
a0
*n
=
#n+1
$n+1
.
Set *n+1=(*n , a0). *n=$n+1*n+1 , a0=#n+1*n+1 . In S n ,
un+1 =
(u~ n)#$n+1
(w~ n)$$n+1
=unit(x~ $n)*n#$n+1&a0$$n+1=unit(x~ $n)*n+1
vn+1= y~ $n
wn+1=
(w~ n)$n+1
(u~ n)#n+1
&dn+1=unit(x~ $n)a0$n+1&*n#n+1&dn+1
=unit &dn+1.
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Thus Rn+1=K & R n+1 /K & S n=Sn . Set Sn+1=Sn , with coordinates
x~ $n+1=x~ $n , y~ $n+1= y~ $n , z~ $n+1=z~ $n .
Set ;n+1=1.
We have
u~ n+1={un+1(x~ $n+1)
*n+1, v~ n+1= y~ $n+1 , {un+1 a unit in Sn+1,
and Cond(n+1) holds.
Let \ f=$n+1 m f1+#n+1n
f
1 . We have
4 f0=(u~ n+1)
\ f 4 f1 .
In R n+1 ,
4 f1 = :
d
i=1
B nif (wn+1+dn+1)
ni
f #$n+1+mi
f $$n+1+un+1,f
=(wn+1+dn+1)n
f
1 #$n+1+m
f
1 $$n+1 \ :
d
i=1
B n if (wn+1+dn+1)
(ni
f&n f1)$n+1+
+un+1,f ,
where
B nif=B nif ((un+1)
$n+1 (wn+1+dn+1)$ $n+1, vn+1).
Hence
4 f1 (0, 0, wn+1)
=(wn+1+dn+1)n
f
1#$n+1+m
f
1$$n+1 \ :
d
i=1
B nif (0, 0)(wn+1+dn+1)
(ni
f&n f1)$n+1+
{0,
since each B nif (0, 0){0. Set rf=mult(4
f
1(0, 0, wn+1))<.
A similar argument shows that we have
4 g0 =(un+1)
\ g 4 g1(un+1 , vn+1 , wn+1)
where
4 g1(0, 0, wn+1){0.
Set rg=mult(4 g1(0, 0, wn+1))<.
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We continue the proof by induction on rf and rg . Suppose that at least
one of rf , rg is positive. Without loss of generality, suppose rf>0.
Write {un+1==
x
n+1#
x
n+1 with =
x
n+1 # Sn+1 mn+1 and #
x
n+1 #1 mod mn+1.
S n+1 has coordinates (x~ n+1 , y~ n+1 , z~ n+1) defined by
x~ n+1=(#xn+1)
1*n+1 x~ $n+1 , y~ n+1= y~ $n+1 , z~ n+1=z~ $n+1.
R n+1 has coordinates (u~ n+1 , v~ n+1 , w~ n+1) defined by
u~ n+1=u~ n+1 , v~ n+1=v~ n+1 , w~ n+1=w~ n+1. (4)
We have
u~ n+1==xn+1(x~ n+1)
*n+1, v~ n+1= y~ n+1.
Set
W1=w~ n+1 . (5)
We have expansions of the forms (1) and (2) of 4 f1 and 4
g
1 in R n+1.
By Lemma 7.3, we can construct for n$>n+1 a commutative diagram of
MTSs
Sn+1 ww Sn+2 ww } } } ww Sn$
Rn+1 ww Rn+2 ww } } } ww Rn$ ,
where S i has coordinates (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i), defined by
x~ i=d;$i+1i+1 x~
;i+1
i+1 ,
y~ i=
1
= yi
x~ :i+1i+1 \
d:$i+1&1i+1
;i+1
y~ i+1+d :$i+1i+1+ ,
z~ i=z~ i+1 ,
for n+1in$&1 and R i has coordinates (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i), defined by
u~ i=c$i+1i+1u~
$i+1
i+1,
v~ i=u~ #i+1i+1 \
c#$i+1&1i+1
$i+1
v~ i+1+c#$i+1i+1+ ,
w~ i=w~ i+1
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for n+1in$&1. We have positive integers *i and =xi , =
y
i # Simi such
that
u~ i==xi (x~ i)
*i, v~ i== yi y~ i , w~ i=W1
for n+1in$. Let (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i) in Ri and (x~ $i , y~ $i , z~ $i) in Si be the coor-
dinates of Lemma 2.4.
u~ i={ui (x~ $i)
*i, v~ i= y~ $i , w~ i=W1 , {ui a unit in S i ,
for 0in$, and Cond(n) holds.
As in the argument following (3), for n$ sufficiently large, we can either
put W1 in the form
W1=(x~ $n$)a1 P(x~ $n$ , y~ $n$ , z~ $n$)
in S n$ , with P(0, 0, 0)=0 and P(0, 0, z~ $n$){0, so that we have proved the
theorem, or else we have prepared (4 f1 , 4
g
1 , W1) in Rn$  Sn$ .
We may thus assume that (4 f1 , 4
g
1 , W1) is prepared.
Define a MTS Rn$  Rn$+1 along &, where R n$+1 has coordinates
(un$+1, vn$+1 , wn$+1) and Rn$+1 has coordinates (u~ n$+1 , v~ n$+1 , w~ n$+1)
related by
u~ n$=(un$+1)$n$+1 (wn$+1+dn$+1)$$n$+1
v~ n$=vn$+1
w~ n$=(un$+1)#n$+1 (wn$+1+dn$+1)#$n$+1,
where
&(w~ n$)
&(u~ n$)
=
#n$+1
$n$+1
(#n$+1 , $n$+1)=1, #$n$+1$n$+1&#n$+1$$n$+1=1.
u~ n$+1=un$+1 , v~ n$+1=vn$+1
w~ n$+1=wn$+1+Qn$+1 , Qn$+1 # (wn$+1)t k(dn$+1)[[wn$+1]]
for t>>0. We have
&(w~ n$)
&(u~ n$)
=
a1&(x~ n$)
*n$ &(x~ n$)
=
a1
*n$
=
#n$+1
$n$+1
.
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Set *n$+1=(*n$ , a1), *n$=$n$+1*n$+1 , a1=#n$+1 *n$+1 . Rn$+1 /Sn$ since
in S n$ ,
un$+1 =
(u~ n$)#$n$+1
(w~ n$)$$n$+1
=unit(x$n$)*n$#$n$+1&a1 $$n$+1=unit(x~ $n$)*n$+1
vn$+1= y~ $n$
wn$+1=
(w~ n$)$n$+1
(u~ n$)#n$+1
&dn$+1=unit(x~ $n$)a1$n$+1&*n$ #n$+1&dn$+1
=unit&dn$+1.
Set Sn$+1=Sn$ , with coordinates
x~ $n$+1=x~ $n$ , y~ $n$+1= y~ $n$ , z~ $n$+1=z~ $n$ .
Set ;n$+1=1. We have
u~ n$+1={un$+1(x~ $n$+1)
*n$+1, v~ n$+1= y~ $n$+1 ,
{un$+1 a unit in Sn$+1 , and Cond(n$+1) is true.
Let \ f=$n$+1m f1+#n$+1n
f
1 . We have
4 f1=(u~ n$+1)
\ f 4 f2 ,
where
4 f2= :
d
i=1
B nif (wn$+1+dn$+1)
ni
f #$n$+1+mi
f $$n$+1+un$+18f
=(wn$+1+dn$+1)n
f
1 #$n$+1+m
f
1 $$n$+1
_\ :
d
i=1
B nif (wn$+1+dn$+1)
(ni
f&n f1 )$n$+1)++un$+18f
with
B nif=B nif ((un$+1)
$n$+1 (wn$+1+dn$+1)$$n$+1, vn$+1)
and each B nif (0, 0){0.
Let ,(t)=di=1 B nif (0, 0) t
(ni
f&n f1)$n$+1. Let
r$f=mult(4 f2(0, 0, wn$+1))=mult(,(wn$+1+dn$+1)).
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We have
r$f
n fd&n
f
1
$n$+1
n fdrf .
Suppose that r$f=rf . Then $n$+1=1, n fd=rf , and m
f
d=0. Since w~
rf
n+1 is
a minimum value term of 4 f1 ,
&(4 f1)rf &(w~ n+1)&(w~ n+1).
,(t)={(t&dn$+1)rf for some 0{{ # k . Hence B rf (0, 0){0, B rf &1(0, 0)
{0, and Brf (u~ n+1, v~ n+1){0, Brf &1(u~ n+1, v~ n+1){0, so that &(w~ n+1)=
&(Brf &1(u~ n+1 , v~ n+1)), with Brf &1(u~ n+1, v~ n+1) # Sn+1mn+1[[u~ n+1, v~ n+1]]/
S n+1.
w~ n+1
Brf &1(u~ n+1 , v~ n+1)
=
Brf (w~ n+1)
rf
Brf Brf &1(w~ n+1)
rf &1
=
(un$+1)\
f B rf (wn$+1+dn$+1)
n fd #$n$+1+m
f
d $$n$+1
(un$+1)\
f B rf B rf &1(wn$+1+dn$+1)
n fd&1 #$n$+1+m
f
d&1$$n$+1
has residue
dn$+1
B rf &1(0, 0)
in Rn$+1 nn$+1 since n fd=rf , n
f
d&1=rf&1, &(w~ n$)=&(Brf &1)=m
f
d&1&(u~ n$)
imply $n$+1=1, #n$+1=m fd&1 and we can take $$n$+1=0, #$n$+1=1.
B rf (0, 0)(wn$+1)
rf
= :
d
i=1
B nif (0, 0)(wn$+1+dn$+1)
(n i
f&n f1)$n$+1
= :
d
i=1
B nif (0, 0)(wn$+1+dn$+1)
ni
f
=B rf (0, 0)(wn$+1)
rf+(rf dn$+1B rf (0, 0)+B rf &1(0, 0))(wn$+1)
rf &1+ } } }
implies rf dn$+1 B rf (0, 0)+B rf &1(0, 0)=0. Hence w~ n+1 Brf &1(u~ n+1 , v~ n+1)
has residue
l=
dn$+1
&rf dn$+1B rf (0, 0)
=&
1
rfB rf (0, 0)
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in VmV , so that l # Rn+1 nn+1 , and lBrf &1 # Rn+1 nn+1[[u~ n+1, v~ n+1]]/
R n+1 , with &(w~ n+1&lBrf &1)>&(w~ n+1). There exists Q n+1 # Rn+1 such
that
Q n+1 #lBrf &1 mod m
t
n+1 R n+1
for t sufficiently large that &(w~ n+1&Q n+1)>&(w~ n+1) and u~ n+1, v~ n+1 ,
w~ n+1&Q n+1 are coordinates in Rn+1 .
We can make a change of variables in Rn+1 , replacing w~ n+1 with
w~ $n+1=w~ n+1&Q n+1 . This will affect a corresponding change in Eqs. (4)
and (5), and in the expansions (1) and (2) of 4 f1 , 4
g
1 in R n+1.
Then the algorithm following Eqs. (4) and (5) will either produce a
reduction, r$f<rf , or else we can replace w~ $n+1 by w~ "n+1 with
&(4 f1 )&(w~ $n+1)>&(w~ n+1)
and &(w~ "n+1)>&(w~ $n+1). By Lemma 1.8, after repeating this process a finite
number of times, we will achieve a reduction r$f<rf in Rn$+1 .
We can define r$g in an analogous way, with r$grg .
By descending induction on rf and rg , we can either reach the conclu-
sions of the theorem, or construct a commutative diagram of MTSs,
S ww S1 ww } } } ww Sm
R ww R1 ww } } } ww Rm ,
with coordinates (x~ $m , y~ $m , z~ $m) in Sm , (u~ m , v~ m , w~ m) in Rm , related by
u~ m={um(x~ $m)
*m, v~ m= y~ $m , {um a unit in Sm ,
such that
f =u~ =1m91 , g=u~
=2
m92
in Rm , where 91 , 92 are units in Rm ; =1 , =2 are nonnegative integers; and
Cond(m) holds. That is,
(1) *m |*m&1 | } } } |*1 | *0 .
(2) (*1 , ;1)=(*2 , ;2)= } } } =(*m , ;m)=1
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(3) x*m=unit u~ ;1 } } } ;mm in Sm .
x=
f
g
=u~ =m9
in Rm , where = is a positive integer and 9 is a unit. By (3), *m | ;1 } } } ;m .
By (2), *m | ;1 } } } ;m&1 . *m | *m&1 , (*m&1 , ;m&1)=1 implies *m | ;1 } } }
;m&2. By induction, *m | ;1 . But *m | *1 and (*1 , ;1)=1, which implies
*m=1. Hence (u~ m , v~ m , z~ $m) are coordinates in Sm .
There exists , # Smmm such that Sm mm=(Rmnm)(, ). , # Smmm /S m .
For t arbitrarily large, there exists , # Sm such that ,#, mod mtm . Write
,=4 f04
g
0 with 4
f
0 , 4
g
0 # Rm .
By Lemma 7.3, for n >m, we can construct a commutative diagram of
MTSs,
Sm ww Sm+1 ww Sm+2 ww } } } ww Sn
(6)
Rm ww Rm+1 ww Rm+2 ww } } } ww Rn ,
where R i has coordinates (ui , vi , wi), S i his coordinates (xi , yi , zi), Ri has
coordinates (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i), and Si has coordinates (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i) related by
x~ i=x;i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
;$i+1, y~ i=x:i+1i+1 ( yi+1+ci+1)
:$i+1, z~ i+1=zi+1
x~ i=xi , z~ i=zi ,
y~ i=yi+Qi , Qi # (xi , yi)t k(ci)[[xi , yi]]/S i
u~ i=u;i+1i+1(vi+1+ci+1)
;$i+1, v~ i=u:i+1i+1(vi+1+ci+1)
:$i+1, w~ i+1=wi+1
u~ i=ui , w~ i=wi ,
v~ i=vi+Qi .
We have u~ i=x~ i , v~ i= y~ i , ui=xi , vi= yi for all min and
Sn mn =Smmm(cm+1 , ..., cn ), Rn nn =Rmnm(cm+1 , ..., cn ).
By taking n sufficiently large in (6), we can either reach the conclusions
of the theorem or prepare (4 f0 , 4
g
0 , w~ m) in Rn  Sn . Then in Sn ,
u~ n =x~ n , v~ n = y~ n , w~ n =unit(x~ n )a 0.
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Define a monoidal transform Rn  Rn +1 , along &, where R n +1 has coor-
dinates (un +1 , vn +1 , wn +1) and Rn +1 has coordinates (u~ n +1 , v~ n +1 , w~ n +1),
defined by
u~ n =un +1, v~ n =vn +1 , w~ n =(un+1)a 0 (wn +1+cn +1),
u~ n +1=un +1 , v~ n +1=vn +1
w~ n +1=wn +1+Qn +1 , Qn +1 # (wn +1)t k(cn +1)[[w n+1]].
Set Sn +1=Sn with coordinates
xn +1=xn , yn +1= yn , zn +1=zn .
We have Rn +1 /Sn +1 with
u~ n +1=x~ n +1 , v~ n +1= y~ n +1.
We can continue as in the first part of this proof, either reaching the
conclusions of the theorem, or constructing a commutative diagram of
MTSs,
Sm ww Sm+1 ww } } } ww Sm
Rm ww Rm+1 ww } } } ww Rm ,
with coordinates (x~ m , y~ m , z~ m ) in Sm , (u~ m , v~ m , w~ m ) in Rm , such that
u~ m =x~ m , v~ m = y~ m ,
Rm nm =Rmnm(cm+1 , ..., cm ), Sm mm =Smmm(cm+1 , ..., cm ),
and , =u~ :m / where / is a unit in Rm . &(, )=0 implies :=0 and , # Rm .
Hence Rm nm =Sm mm .
Write
w~ m = :

n=0
An(u~ m , v~ m )(z~ m )n
in S m .
Suppose, if possible, that &(w~ m &A0(u~ m , v~ m ))= and & restricts to a
discrete valuation of the quotient field of k [[u~ m , v~ m ]]. Then we have a
power series 0{B(u~ m , v~ m ) such that &(B)=, and &(w~ m &A0(u~ m , v~ m ))
=. But then there exists a height two prime in R m which is the intersec-
tion of a prime of the valuation ring &, a contradiction by Lemma 1.11.
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R m has coordinates (u m , v m , w m ) defined by
u m =u~ m , v m =v~ m , w m =w~ m .
S m has coordinates (x m , y m , z m ) defined by
x m =u m , y m =v m , z m =z~ m .
By Lemma 7.3, we can construct a commutative diagram of MTSs,
Sm ww Sm +1 ww } } } ww St
Rm ww Rm +1 ww } } } ww Rt ,
where R i has coordinates (ui , vi , wi), S i has coordinates (xi , yi , zi), Ri has
coordinates (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i), and Si has coordinates (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i) related by:
x~ i=x;i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
;$i+1, y~ i=x:i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
:$i+1, z~ i+1=zi+1
x~ i=xi , z~ i=zi ,
y~ i=yi+Qi , Qi # (xi , yi)s k(ci)[[xi , yi]]/S i ,
s>>0
u~ i=u;i+1i+1(vi+1+ci+1)
;$i+1, v~ i=u:i+1i+1(vi+1+ci+1)
:$i+1, w~ i+1=wi+1
u~ i=ui , w~ i=wi ,
v~ i=vi+Qi .
We have u~ i=x~ i , v~ i= y~ i , ui=xi , vi= yi , and Rini=Si mi for all m it.
By taking t sufficiently large,
u~ t=x~ t , v~ t= y~ t ,
w~ t&A0=x~ a 1t z~ t P(x~ t , y~ t , z~ t) in St ,
where P(0, 0, z~ t){0. If a 1=0, w~ m(0, 0, z~ m){0 and we have reached the
conclusions of the theorem. So suppose that a 1>0. Since A0 # R t , given
s>0, there exists , # R t such that A0 #, mod (nt)s R t . Define new coor-
dinates (u~ $t , v~ $t , w~ $t) in Rt by
u~ $t=u~ t , v~ $t=v~ t , w~ $t=w~ t&,.
Then
w~ $t #x~ a 1t z~ t P(x~ t , y~ t , z~ t) mod (x~ t , y~ t)
s S t .
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Now perform a commutative diagram MTSs along &,
St ww St+1
Rt ww Rt+1 ,
where R t+1 has coordinates (ut+1 , vt+1 , wt=1), S t+1 has coordinates
(xt+1 , yt+1 , zt+1), Rt+1 has coordinates (u~ t+1 , v~ t+1 , w~ t+1), and St+1 has
coordinates (x~ t+1, y~ t+1, z~ t+1) related by
x~ t=x;t+1t+1( yt+1+ct+1)
;$t+1, y~ t=x:t+1t+1( yt+1+ct+1)
:$t+1, z~ t=zt+1
x~ t+1=xt+1, z~ t+1=zt+1,
y~ t+1=yt+1+Qt+1, Qt+1 # (xt+1, yt+1)s k(ct+1)[[xt+1, yt+1]]/S t+1
u~ t=u;t+1t+1(vt+1+ct+1)
;$t+1, y~ t=u:t+1t+1(vt+1+ct+1)
:$t+1, w~ t=wt+1
u~ t+1=ut+1 , w~ t+1=wt+1 ,
v~ t+1=vt+1+Qt+1.
We have u~ t+1=x~ t+1 , v~ t+1= y~ t+1 , and in St+1 we have
w~ t+1 =x~ a 1;t+1t+1 ( y~ t+1+Qt+1+ct+1)
a 1;t+1z~ t+1P+x~ st+1,$
=x~ a ;t+1
t+1
(unit z~ t+1+x~ t+1 ,")
in the form of the conclusions of the theorem.
Theorem 2.13 holds for nonclosed k, if we substitute Theorem 7.5, Lemma 7.4,
and Theorem 7.7 for Theorem 2.10, Lemma 2.9, and Theorem 2.12 in the
proof of Theorem 2.13, and then make the arguments of Theorem 2.13 in
R /S to conclude that (x, y, 4) are coordinates in R with a=1.
Discrete Valuations of Rank 1 with dimR(&)=0
Now suppose that R  S is as in the statement of Theorem A, and valua-
tions & associated to V and & associated to V are discrete of rank 1, with
dimR(&)=0. In particular, the value group of & is Z. The proof of
Theorem 3.1 is valid when k is not closed, so we may assume that R has
a system of coordinates (u, v, w), S has a system of coordinates (x, y, z)
such that u=x and &(x)=1.
We will make use of a modification of the transformation (*) defined
after Theorem 3.1.
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There exists a positive integer : and a nonzero constant c # k such that
&( y&cx:)>0. Define S  T1 by
x=x1 , y=x:1(c+ y1), z=z1 . (*)
Let S1 be the localization of S[ yx:] at the maximal ideal dominated by
&. Let m1 be the maximal ideal of S1 . Then S 1=T1 . k(c)[[ y1]]/S 1 , so
given t>0, there exist coordinates (x~ 1 , y~ 1 , z~ 1) in S1 such that
x~ 1=x1 , z~ 1=z1
y~ 1=y1+Q1 with Q1 # ( yt1) k(c)[[ y1]].
Lemma 3.2 must be modified as follows.
Lemma 7.8. Suppose that S has coordinates (x, y, z) with &(x)=1, and
_ # Sm[[x, y]]. Consider the MTS along &
S=S0  S1  } } }  Sn
where S i has coordinates (xi , yi , zi) and Si has coordinates (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i) related
by
x0=x~ 0=x, y0=y~ 0= y, z0=z~ 0=z
x~ i=xi+1 , y~ i=x:i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1), z~ i=zi+1.
x~ i=xi , z~ i=zi
y~ i=yi+Qi with Qi # ( yti ) k(ci)[[ yi]].
Then
_= :
n&1
i=1
ai xin+x
n
n,
in S n , where each ai # Sn mn .
The statement of Theorem 3.3 must be modified by requiring that the
expression
v=: 1(x$)n1+ } } } +: g(x$)ng (c+z$)
is in S $, with 0{: 1 , ..., : g # S$m$ and c # S$m$.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. We will indicate the necessary
changes. We must take the expansions (1) and (3) of the proof of
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Theorem 3.3 to be in S , with the : i # Sm. We can then perform a MTS
along &, S  Sl as in Lemma 7.8 to get
_= :
\
i=1
dix~ il+x~
\+1
l ,
in S l , where each di # Slml and abi (x0 , y0)=x~
mi
l a bi (x~ l , y~ l) with a bi a unit
in S l for all i. & extends to a rank 2 discrete valuation of the quotient field
of k [[x0 , y0]]. As in the proof of Lemma 2.11, for l>>0, we have
b$=x~ m$l b $ , where &(x~
m$
l z~
$
l )>&(abi z
bi
0
) for all $.
4= :
\
i=1
dix~ il+x~
\+1
l ,+ :
e
i=1
(x~ l)mi a bi (x~ l , y~ l)(z~ l)
bi
+ :
$  [b1, ..., be]
0<$<
x~ m$l b $(x~ l , y~ l)(z~ l)
$+z~ l F.
Now perform another MTS Sl  Sl+1 , so that S l+1 has coordinates
(xl+1 , yl+1 , zl+1) and Sl+1 has coordinates (x~ l+1 , y~ l+1, z~ l+1) whose coor-
dinates are related by
xl=xl+1, yl=yl+1 , zl=x:l+1l+1(zl+1+cl+1),
x~ l+1=cl+1 , y~ l+1= yl+1
z~ l+1=zl+1+Ql+1 with Ql+1 # (ztl+1) k(cl+1)[[zl+1]].
If the resulting multiplicity r1=r, then we can argue as in the proof of
Subcase 1.2 of Theorem 7.5 that z0ar&1(x0 , y0) has residue
l=&1ra~ r(0, 0) # Sm/VmV .
As in the argument of Subcase 1.2 of Theorem 7.5, we can replace z0 by
z$#z0&b(x0 , y0) mod mt0S 0 for some appropriate series b(x0 , y0) #
Sm[[x0 , y0]], to get a reduction in r1 . By induction, this algorithm can
be repeated to achieve the conclusions of Theorem 3.3
We can achieve the conclusions of Theorem 3.4, that is, construct a MTS
along & S  S$ and a MTS along & R  R$ such that there is an inclusion
R$  S$, S$ has coordinates (x$, y$, z$), and R$ has coordinates (u$, v$, w$)
such that u$=x$, v$=z$ by a special case of the argument of Lemma 7.4.
We now will indicate the changes which are necessary in Theorem 3.5.
We may assume that R has coordinates (u, v, w) and S has coordinates
(x, y, z) such that &(x)=1, u=x, v= y. Write
w= :

i=0
_i (x, y) zi
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in S . &(_i)< for some i>0, since &(wz)<. Set
f =
w&_0(x, y)
z
= :
i>0
_i (x, y) zi&1.
For simplicity of notation, we will write
f = :

i=0
Ai (x, y) zi.
We can perform a MTS
S=S0  S1  } } }  Sn
where S i has coordinates (xi , yi , zi) and Si has coordinates (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i)
related by
x0=x~ 0=x, y0=y~ 0= y, z0=z~ 0=z,
(1)
x~ i=xi+1 , y~ i=x:i+1i+1( yi+1+#i+1), z~ i=zi+1 ,
x~ i=xi , z~ i=zi
y~ i=yi+Qi with Qi # ( yti) k(#i)[[ yi]]
for t>>0, so that f has the form
f =x~ sn,
where ,(0, 0, z~ n){0.
Now perform the MTS
R=R0  R1  } } }  Rn
where R i has coordinates (ui , vi , wi) and Ri has coordinates (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i)
related by
u0=u~ 0=u, v0=v~ 0=v, w0=w~ 0=w,
(2)
u~ i=ui+1 , v~ i=v:i+1i+1(vi+1+#i+1), w~ i=wi+1
u~ i=ui , w~ i=wi
v~ i=vi+Qi with Qi # ( yti) k(#i)[[ yi]]
so that Rn /Sn , and their coordinates are related by
u~ n=x~ n , v~ n= y~ n , w~ n={(x~ n , y~ n)+x~ snz~ n , (3)
where {(x~ n , y~ n)=_0(x, y).
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We can construct a series of MTSs of the form of (1) and (2) to get an
expression of the form (3) where
{=: :ix~ in+x~
s
n
with the ai # Snmn . Now we perform a MTS Rn  Rm similar to that of
Lemma 7.4 to reduce to the case where x~ sn divides {. Then we have
w~ n=(x~ n)s 4, where 4(0, 0, z~ n){0 and 4(0, 0, 0)=0. We can perform the
MTS Rn  Rn+1 where Rn+1 has coordinates (x~ n+1 , y~ n+1 , z~ n+1) defined
by
x~ n=z~ n+1 , y~ n= y~ n+1 , z~ n=x~ sn+1z~ n+1
to get Rn+1=Sn , and the desired factorization has been constructed.
Valuations of Rank 1, Rational Rank 2, with dimR(&)=0
Suppose that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S such that &(x), &( y) are
rationally independent. Let {=&( y)&(x). Let fp gp be the convenient
fractions of {. Note that { is irrational. In Chap. 4 a transformation of type
1, S  S1
x=x gp
1
y gp&1
1
, y=x fp
1
y fp&1
1
, z=z1 , (*)
was defined. This transformation is defined even when k is not algebraically
closed. Lemmas 4.14.6 and their proofs are thus valid when k is not closed.
However, the definition of a transformation of type 2 (following Lemma 4.5)
must be modified when k is not closed.
Assume that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S and &(x), &( y) are rationally
independent. As in the argument following Lemma 4.5, we can perform a
transformation S  S$ along &, where S$ has coordinates (x$, y$, z$) with
x=(x$)b11 ( y$)b12 (z$)b13
y=(x$)b21 ( y$)b22 (z$)b23
z=(x$)b31 ( y$)b32 (z$)b33
to get to the case where &(x$), &( y$) are rationally independent and &(z$)=
*1 &(x$)+*2&( y$) with *1 , *2 positive integers.
The transformation of type 2 (for closed k) was defined by composing
S  S $ with the transformation S $  T1 , where T1 has coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1)
defined by
x$=x1 , y$= y1 , z$=x*11 y
*2
2
(z1+c)
for some (nonzero) constant c # k , defined by the condition &(z1)>0.
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As in the argument of Lemma 7.1, we can define S1 as a localization of
S$[x$, y$, (z$(x$)*1 ( y$)*2)] so that T1=S 1 and, given t>0, S1 has coor-
dinates (x~ 1 , y~ 1 , z~ 1) such that
x1=x~ 1 , y1= y~ 1
x1=z~ +Q with Q # zt1k(c)[[z1]].
A transformation of type 2 S  S1 can then be written in the form
x=x~ a11
1
y~ a12
1
(z~ 1+Q+c)a13
y=x~ a21
1
y~ a22
1
(z~ 1+Q+c)a23 (**)
z=x~ a311 y~
a32
1 (z~ 1+Q+c)
a33
in S 1 .
&(x)=a11&(x~ 1)+a12&( y~ 1), &( y)=a21&(x~ 1)+a22&( y~ 1)
are rationally independent so that &(x~ 1) and &( y~ 1) are rationally inde-
pendent and
a11 a22&a12a21 {0.
Furthermore, det(aij)=\1.
The statement of Theorem 4.7 must be modified by constructing coor-
dinates (xi , yi , zi) in S i and (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i) in Si , defined by
x~ i=xi , y~ i= yi
z~ i #zi&ai (xi , yi) mod mti S i ,
where ai (xi , yi) # Simi[[xi , yi]] and t can be arbitrarily large. We must
substitute transformations (**) as above for the transformations (2) in the
statement of Theorem 4.7. Since the first part of the proof of the theorem
uses only transformations of type 1, the proof is valid for nonclosed k up
until it is necessary to make the transformation (3). Then we have coor-
dinates (x2 , y2 , z2) in S 2 , defined by (2) of Theorem 4.7, and (x~ 2 , y~ 2 , z~ 2)
in S2 defined as in (**) by
x1=x~ a112 y~
a12
2
(z~ 2+Q2+c)a13
y1=x~ a212 y~
a22
2
(z~ 2+Q2+c)a23 (1)
z1=x~ a312 y~
a32
2
(z~ 2+Q2+c)a33
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The transformation (4) of Theorem 4.7 is of type 1 involving x2 and y2
only, so we have S2  S3 where S 3 has coordinates (x3 , y3 , z3) defined by
(3) of Theorem 4.7, and S3 has coordinates (x~ 3 , y~ 3 , z~ 3) defined by
x~ 2=x~ a
2
11
3
y~ a
2
12
3
, y~ 2=x~ a
2
21
3
y~ a
2
22
3
, z~ 2=z~ 3 .
Suppose that the multiplicity r$ defined after (4) of Theorem 4.7 does not
drop, so that r$=r. Then &(z)=&(ar&1(x, y)). d1=0, dt=r, dt&1=r&1.
adt=a dt implies :t=;t=0. &(adt&1)=&(z) implies
&(z1)=&(z)=&(a dt&1 x
:t&1
1 y
;t&1
1 )=:t&1&(x1)+;t&1 &( y1).
Hence the transformation of type 2 in (3) of Theorem 4.7 is
x1=x2 , y1= y2 , z1=x:t&12 y
;t&1
2
(z2+c)
and
a11 a12 a13 1 0 0
\a21 a22 a23+=\ 0 1 0+ .a31 a32 a33 :t&1 ;t&1 1
z
ar&1(x, y)
=
arzr
arar&1 zr&1
=
adt z
dt
adt adt&1z
dt&1
=
a dt z
dt
1
a dt a dt&1 x
:t&1
1
y;t&1
1
zdt&1
1
=
(z~ 3+Q2+c)
a dt&1
which has residue
c
a dt&1(0, 0)
in S3 m3 /VmV .
a~ r(0, 0) zr3= :
t
i=1
a di (0, 0)(z3+c)
di
=a dt(0, 0) z
r
3+(rca dt(0, 0)+a dt&1(0, 0)) z
r&1
3 + } } }
so that a dt&1(0, 0)=&rca dt(0, 0) and zar&1(x, y) has residue
l=
c
a dt&1(0, 0)
=&
c
rca dt(0, 0)
=&
1
radt(0, 0)
# Sm.
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ladt&1(x, y) # S and &(z&ladt&1)>&(z). Hence there exists a$r&1 # S such that
a$r&1 #ladt&1 modulo a power of m sufficiently high that
x(1)=x, y(1)= y, z(1)=z&a$r&1
are coordinates in S and &(z(1))=&(z&ladt&1)>&(z). Now we can make the
argument of (**) of Theorem 4.7 to effect a reduction of r, so that we have
proved Theorem 4.10, in the case when k is not closed, by induction.
The proof of Theorem 4.8 is valid when k is not closed.
Now we will make the changes in the proof of Theorem 4.9 which are
required when k is not closed.
In the first part of the proof the only alteration that must be made is to
modify the change of coordinates (*) of Theorem 4.9 for i1 to
u~ i=ui , v~ i=vi , w~ i=wi&ai (ui , vi)+Qi ,
where ai (ui , vi) # Ri ni[[ui , vi]], Qi # nti R i , and t is arbitrarily large.
(ui , vi , wi) are coordinates in R i and (u~ i , v~ i , w~ i) are coordinates in Ri . In
this way we can construct MTSs R  Rn+2 and S  Sm+1 as in the proof
of Theorem 4.9 such that Rn+2 /Sm+1 , Rn+2 has coordinates (u~ n+2 ,
v~ n+2 , w~ n+2) and Sm+1 has coordinates (x$m+1 , y$m+2 , z$m+2) such that
u~ n+2=x$m+1 , v~ n+2= y$m+1.
There is a series
A0(x$m+1 , y$m+1) # Sm+1 mm+1[[x$m+1 , y$m+1]]/S m+1
such that R n+2 has coordinates
u$n+2=u~ n+2 , v$n+2=v~ n+2 , w$n+2=w~ n+2&A0(u~ n+2 , v~ n+2)
and z$m+1 divides w$n+2 in S m+1. We can now construct a MTS Sm+1 
Sm+2 as in the proof of Theorem 4.9 where Sm+2 has coordinates (xm+2 ,
ym+2 , zm+2) defined by
x$m+1=xb11m+2 y
b12
m+2 , y$m+1=x
b21
m+2 y
b22
m+2 , z$m+1=zm+2 ,
and we have
w$n+2=zm+2xam+2 y
b
m+2P$
in S m+2, where P(0, 0, zm+2){0. Now perform a MTS Rn+2  Rn+3 so
that Rn+3 has coordinates (u~ n+3 , v~ n+3 , w~ n+3) defined by
u~ n+2=u~ b11n+3v~
b12
n+3 , v~ n+2=u~
b21
n+3v~
b22
n+3 , w~ n+2=w~ n+3.
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Then we have
u~ n+3 =xm+2
v~ n+3= ym+2
w~ n+3=A(xm+2 , ym+2)+xam+2 y
b
m+24
where 4(0, 0, 0)=0 and 4(0, 0, zm+2){0,
A(xm+2, ym+2) # Sm+2 mm+2[[xm+2 , ym+2]].
If a and b are 0 we have proved the theorem. So suppose that a or b
is greater than 0. If all of the coefficients of A are in Rn+3nn+3 then
w~ n+3&A(xm+2 , ym+2) # R n+3 and we can conclude the proof of the
theorem using the arguments of the end of the proof of Theorem 4.9. So
suppose that no all of the coefficients of A are in Rn+3 nn+3. Write
A=: ,i xaim+2 y
bi
m+2
where all ,i # Sm+2 mm+2 and
ai &(xm+2)+bi &( ym+2)<aj&(xm+2)+bj &( ym+2)
if i< j. Let L be the field obtained by adjoining all of the coefficients ,i
of A to Rn+3 nn+3. We will conclude the proof by induction on r=
[L: Rn+3 nn+3]. r< since Rn+3  Sm+2 is essentially of finite type
(Theorem 1 of [HHS]). We can perform MTSs Rn+3  Rn+4 and Sm+2
 Sm+3 where Rn+4 has coordinates (u~ n+4 , v~ n+4 , w~ n+4) and Sm+3 has
coordinates (xm+3 , ym+3 , zm+3) defined by
u~ n+3=u~ b
1
11
n+4v~
b112
n+4, v~ n+3=u~
b121
n+4v~
b122
n+4 , w~ n+3=w~ n+4 , (2)
xm+2=xb
1
11
m+3 y
b112
m+3 , ym+2=x
b121
m+3 y
b122
m+3, zm+2=zm+3 , (3)
so that
A=x:m+3 y
;
m+3(,1+,2x
a12
m+3 y
b12
m+3+ } } } )
in Sm+3 mn+3[[xm+3 , ym+3]]. Note that Rn+4 nn+4=Rn+3 nn+3 and
Sm+3 mn+3=Sm+2 mm+2 .
u~ n+4=xm+3
v~ n+4=ym+3
w~ n+4=x:m+3 y
;
m+3(,1+,2x
a12
m+3 y
b12
m+3+ } } } )+x
a1
m+3 y
b1
m+34.
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If &(x:m+3 y
;
m+3)&(x
a1
m+3 y
b1
m+3), we can perform MTSs Rn+4  Rn+5 and
Sm+3  Sm+4 of the form of (2) and (3) to get an expression
u~ n+5=xm+4
v~ n+5=ym+4
w~ n+5=xa
2
m+4 y
b2
m+4((,1x
a11
m+4 y
b11
m+4+,2x
a12
m+4 y
b12
m+4+ } } } )+4)
so that the conclusions of the theorem are satisfied. Otherwise, &(x:m+3 y
;
m+3)
<&(xa1m+3 y
b1
m+3). We can then perform MTSs Rn+4  Rn+5 and Sm+3 
Sm+4 of the form of (2) and (3) to get an expression
u~ n+5=xm+4
v~ n+5=ym+4
w~ n+5=xa
2
m+4 y
;2
m+4((,1+,2x
a12
m+4 y
b12
m+4+ } } } )+x
a2
m+4 y
b2
m+44)
where a2, b2>0, and Rn+5nn+5=Rn+3nn+3 and Sm+4mm+4=Sm+2mm+2.
Now perform a MTS Rn+5  Rn+6 where R n+6 has coordinates (un+6 ,
vn+6 , wn+6) defined by
un+6=u~ n+5 , vn+6=v~ n+5 , wn+6=
w~ n+5
u~ :2n+5 v~
;2
n+5
&,1 .
For t arbitrarily large, Rn+6 has coordinates (u~ n+6 , v~ n+6 , w~ n+6) such that
un+6=u~ n+6 , vn+6=v~ n+6 ,
wn+6=w~ n+6+Qn+6 with Qn+6 # (wn+6)t k(,1)[[wn+6]].
We have Rn+6 /Sm+4 and Rn+6 nn+6=Rn+3 nn+3(,1). There is an
expression Qn+6=xtm+4 y
t
m+4 9 in Sm+4.
u~ n+6=xm+4
v~ n+6=ym+4
w~ n+6=(,2xa
1
2
m+4 y
b12
m+4+ } } } )+x
a2
m+4 y
b2
m+44&x
t
m+4 y
t
m+4 9.
Some finite number of the ,i generate L over Rn+3nn+3. After repeating
the above series of transformations Sm+2  Sm+4 and Rn+3  Rn+6 a
finite number of times, we will thus either reach the conclusions of Theorem 4.9
or reach a point where all of the coefficients of A lie in Rini . Then we can
conclude the proof of the theorem as in the end of the proof of Theorem 4.9.
Now the conclusion and the proof of Theorem 4.10 are valid, even when
k is not algebraically closed, with the above modification of Theorem 4.9.
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Valuations of Rank 2, Rational Rank 2 with dimR(&)=0
As in Chap. 5, & is composite with a rational rank 1 valuation &$ and a
rational rank 1 valuation &". Let p be the center of &$ on R. We may assume
that dimRp(&$)=0.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 in Case 1 (dimRp(&$)=0 and dim(Rp)=1) is
valid for nonclosed k. We must only replace all occurrences of k in the
proof with Sm.
Now suppose that dimRp(&$)=0, dim(Rp)=2, and &" extends to a
nondiscrete valuation of rational rank 1 on the quotient field of R pR .
After MTSs of R and S we may assume that there exist coordinates
(u, v, w) in R and (x, y, z) in S, such that the center of &$ in R is w=0, the
center of &$ in S is z=0, and R(w)  S(z) is birational. There is a unique
extension (up to equivalence) of & of rank 2 to the quotient field of R which
dominates R since otherwise there would exist an extension of rank 3, by
(2) of Theorem 1.9, which would necessarily be discrete by Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 5.3 must be changed to
Lemma 7.9. Suppose that f # S, and
f = :

i=d
Ai (x, y) zi
in S , with Ad {0. Then after a MTS
S  S1  } } }  Sl
along &, where S i has coordinates (xi , yi , zi) and Si has coordinates
(x~ i , y~ i , z~ i) which are related by
x0=x~ 0=x, y0= y~ 0= y, z0=z~ 0=z
xi=x;i+1i+1 ( yi+1+ci+1)
;$i+1
yi=x:i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1)
:$i+1 (1)
zi=zi+1
for 0il&2,
x~ i=xi , z~ i=zi
y~ i=yi+Qi with Qi # ( yti) k(c)[[yi]],
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where t can be arbitrarily large, and a transformation
x~ l&1=xl , y~ l&1= yl , z~ l&1=zlxml , (2)
we can put f in the form
f =xnl z
d
l unit
in Sl .
Then as in the argument following Lemma 5.3, we can reduce to the case
where
u=|xn, w=z
in S, where | is a unit in S.
A simplification of the first part of the proof of Theorem 7.5 shows that
we can construct a MTS along &, S  S1 , where S 1 has coordinates
(x 1 , y 1 , z 1) such that
u=a(x 1)*
v=a1(x 1)n1+ } } } +ah(x 1)nh (c+ y 1)+z 1 Q$
w=z 1
with 0{a; a1 , ..., ah # S1 m1 ; c # S1 m1 ; n1< } } } <nh ; and S1 has coor-
dinates (x1 , y1 , z1) such that
x1=|1 x 1 , y1 #y 1 mod (x 1 , y 1 , z 1)2, z1=z 1
for some unit |1 # S 1 , with |1 #1 mod m1 S 1 . Define S1  S2 by
x1=x2 , y1= y2 , z1=xr*2 z2
where r is chosen so that r*>nh . In S 2 we have coordinates (x 2 , y 2 , z 2)
such that
x 1=x 2 , y 1= y 2 , z 1=|r*1 x
r*
2 z 2 .
u=a(x 2)*
v=a1(x 2)n1+ } } } +ah(x 2)nh (c+ y 2+z 2F )
w=|r*1 x
r*
2 z 2 .
Perform a MTS R  R0 by
u=u0 , v=v0 , w=ur0w0 ,
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to get w0=(|r*1 a
r) z 2 . By Lemma 7.4, we can construct MTSs R0  R1
and S2  S3 along & such that R1 /S3 , R1 has coordinates (u1 , v1 , w1),
and S3 has coordinates (x3 , y3 , z3) such that
u1={xl3 , v1= y3 , w1=z3
for some unit { # S3 . By Zariski’s Main Theorem (Theorem 1.18), R1=S3 .
Now suppose that dim(Rp)=2 and &" extends to a discrete valuation
of rank 1 on the quotient field of R pR .
After replacing R and S by MTSs of R and S, we may assume that there
exist coordinates (u, v, w) in R and (x, y, z) in S such that the center of &$
in R is the prime (w), the center of &$ in S is the prime (z), R(w)  S(z)
is birational, and &"(u)=1, so that u is a generator of the value group of
&", and uvw is a SNC divisor in S, with
u=x, w=xcydz unit.
Set b=&"( y)<. There exists a monoidal transform S  S1 along & such
that S has coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1) and S has coordinates (x~ 1 , y~ 1 , z~ 1)
defined by
x=x1 , y=xb1( y1+c1), z=z1
for some 0{c1 # k and
x~ 1=x1 , z~ 1=z1
y~ 1=y1+Q1 with Q1 # ( yt1) k(c1)[[ y1]]
for t>>0. We have
u=x~ 1 , w=x~ c+db1 z~ 1 unit.
Define a monoidal transform R  R1 along & by
u=u1 , v=v1 , w=uc+db1 w1 .
Then R1 /S1 and w1=z1 unit in S1 . Hence we can assume that R has
coordinates (u, v, w), S has coordinates (x, y, z) such that &"(u)=1,
&"(w)=, u=x, w=z, and R(w)  S(z) is birational. Write
v=_(x, y)+zQ
in S . R(w)  S(z) is birational, which implies that the natural map
Rn[[u, v]]  S (z)$Sm[[x, y]] is an inclusion, so that _  Sm[[x]].
Lemma 5.4 must be modified to:
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Lemma 7.10. Suppose that (x, y, z) are coordinates in S, such that
&"(x)=1, &"( y)<, &"(z)=, and _ # Sm[[x, y]]&Sm[[x]]. Then
there exists a MTS
S  S1  } } }  Sl
along & with coordinates (xi , yi , zi) in S i and (x~ i , y~ i , z~ i) in Si , defined by
x0=x~ 0=x, y0=y~ 0= y, z0=z~ 0=z
xi=xi+1 , yi=x:i+1i+1( yi+1+ci+1), zi=zi+1
for 0il&1,
x~ i=xi , z~ i=zi
y~ i=yi+Q1 with Qi # ( yti) k(ci)[[ yi]]
for t>>0 such that
_=a1x~ n1l + } } } +ag x~
ng
l (c+ fy~ l+{)
in S l , with n1< } } } <ng , 0{a1 , ..., ag , f # Slml , c # Slml , { # (xl , y2l ).
With the notation of Lemma 7.10, perform a MTS along &, Sl  Sl+1 ,
where Sl+1 has coordinates (xl+1 , yl+1 , zl+1) defined by
x~ l=xl+1 , y~ l= yl+1 , z~ l=xngl+1zl+1,
and perform a MTS R  R0 , where R0 has coordinates (u0 , v0 , w0) defined
by
u=u0 , v=v0 , w=ung0 w0 .
Then
u0=x~ l+1
v0=a1 x~ n1l+1+ } } } +agx~
ng
l+1
(c+ fy~ l+1+{+z~ l+1Q$)
w0=z~ l+1.
By Lemma 7.4 we can construct a MTS R0  Rm such that Rm+1=Sl+1 ,
and we have proved the theorem.
Valuations of Rational Rank 3 with dimR(&)=0
Theorem 6.1 and its proof are valid for nonclosed k.
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8. PROOFS OF THEOREMS A AND B
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose that & is a valuation associated to V. By
Theorem 1.15, applied to the lift to V of a transcendence basis of Vm& ,
there exists a MTS along &, R  R1 , such that dimR1(&)=0. Let m1 be the
maximal ideal of R1 . trdegRm(R1 m1)=dimR(&) and dim(R1)=dim(R)&
dimR(&) by the dimension formula (Theorem 15.6 of [M]). By Theorem 1.14,
there exists a MTS S  S1 along & such that S1 dominates R1 . Let n1 be
the maximal ideal of S1 . S is essentially of finite type (a spot) over R by
Theorem 1 of [HHS], since dim(R)=dim(S) and R, S are excellent, normal
domains. Hence S1 is a spot over R1 . By the dimension formula,
dim(R1)=dim(S1)+trdegR1m1(S1n1)=dim(S1),
since trdegR1m1(S1 n1)dimR1(&)=0. Hence
dim(R1)=dim(S1)=3&dimR(&).
If dimR(&)=2, R1=S1=V and we are done. If dimR(&)=1, dim(R1)=
dim(S1)=2, and there exists a factorization of R1  S1 by quadratic trans-
forms by Theorem 1.16.
Now suppose that dimR(&)=0. The rational rank of & is 3 by Theorem 1.1.
Rational rank 3 is Christensen’s Theorem (Theorem 6.1). Rational rank 2
is proved in Chaps. 4 and 7 (rank 1) and Chaps. 5 and 7 (rank 2). Rational
rank 1 is proved in Chaps. 2 and 7 (nondiscrete) and Chaps. 3 and 7 (discrete).
Proof of Theorem B. If K is a field containing a ground field k, and v
is a valuation of K, trivial on k, then the transcendence degree of Ovmv
over k is called the dimension of v(dim(v)). We have
rank(v)rrank(v)trdegk K.
(See the corollary and the note at the end of Chap. VI, Section 10 of
[ZS].)
Suppose that & is a valuation associated to V. By Theorem 1.15, applied
to the lift to V of a transcendence basis of Vm& , there exists a MTS along
&, R  R1 , such that dimR1(&)=0. By Assumption, R1 is a localization of
k[ f1 , ..., fm] for some f1 , ..., fm # K, such that &( fi)0 for all i. By
Theorem 1.15, there exists a MTS S  S1 along & such that f1 , ..., fm are
in S1 . Hence S1 dominates R1 .
dim(R1)=trdegk(K)&trdegk(R1 m1)=3&dim(&)
and dim(S1)=3&dim(&). If dim(&)=2, R1=S1=V and we are done.
If dim(&)=1, dim(R1)=dim(S1)=2, and there exists a factorization of
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R1  S1 by quadratic transforms by Theorem 1.16. If dim(&)=0, dim(R1)
=dim(S1)=3, so the theorem follows from Theorem A.
9. PROOF OF THEOREM C
Let k be a field, X be an integral finite type k-scheme. Define M(X ) to
be the set of pairs (X1 , f1) of proper birational morphisms f1  X1  X.
Theorem 9.1 (Zariski). There exists a locally ringed space Z(X ) with
morphisms
h(X$, f ) : Z(X )  X$
for (X$, f ) # M(X ) such that
(1) if (Xi , fi) # M(X ) for i=1, 2 such that f &11 b f2 is a morphism,
then h(X1 , f1)=( f &11 b f2) b h(X2 , f2), and
(2) if Z$(X ) with maps h$(X$, f ) : Z$(X )  X$ for X$ # M(X ) has the
property (1), then there exists a unique morphism g : Z$(X )  Z(X ) such that
h$(X$, f )=h(X$, f ) b g for all (X$, f ) # M(X ).
Z(X ) is called the Zariski manifold of X (cf. Section 17 of [ZS], [L], or
Section 6 of Chap. 0 in [H]). The formulation of Theorem 9.1 follows
[H].
Z(X ) can be constructed explicitly as follows (cf. [ZS, L]). Let ‘ be the
generic point of X, K=OX, ‘ . Define Z(X ) to be the set of valuation rings
V of K such that OX, p /V for some p # X. The basic open sets U of a topol-
ogy on X can be defined as follows. Suppose that f1 : X1  X is a birational
morphism of finite type. Let ‘1 be the generic point of X1 . f *1 induces a
identification of OX1, ‘1 with K. Set U to be the set of valuation rings V of
Z(X ) such that OX1, q /V for some q # X1 . Z(X ) has the structure of a
locally ringed space, by defining
1(U, OZ(X ))= & V # U V
for open sets U of Z(X ).
Given a proper birational morphism f : X$  X, we can define h(X$, f ) :
Z(X )  X$ by h(X$, f )(V )= p if V dominates p. p exists by the valuative
criteria for properness (cf. Theorem II.4.7 of [Ha]).
Theorem 9.2 (Zariski). Z(X ) is quasi-compact.
This is proved in Chap. VI, Sect. 17, Theorem 40 of [ZS].
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Definition 9.3 (Hironaka [H], Chap. 0, Sect. 6). Let f : X$  X be a
finite type morphism of integral k-schemes. f is complete (or X$ is complete
over X ) if:
(1) The morphism f is surjective.
(2) for every point x$ # X$, there exists a 4-tuple (U, X $, f , j) consist-
ing of an open dense subset U of the underlying topological space of X$
which contains x$, an integral finite type k-scheme X $, a proper morphism
f : X $  X, and a morphism j=X$ | U  X $ which induces an isomorphism
of the same to the restriction of X $ to an open dense subset of its underly-
ing topological space and such that f b j= f | U, and
(3) every point x # X admits an open neighborhood V in the underly-
ing topological space of X such that X | V is a finite type k-scheme, and if
we identity in a canonical way the Zariski spaces Z(X $, f &1(V )) for all
4-tuples (U, X $, f , j) of (2) and call it Z(X$ | V ), then the underlying
topological space of Z(X$ | V ) is equal to the union of h(X $ | f &1(V ))&1
( j(U) & f &1(V )) for all (U, X $, f , j).
Theorem 9.4. Let f : X  Y be a complete morphism of integral,
finite-type k-schemes and suppose that X is nonsingular. Let A be a valuation
ring with quotient field L and suppose that there is a commutative diagram
of morphisms
spec(L) w X
spec(A) w Y.
Then there exists a morphism spec(A)  X making the induced diagram
commute.
Proof. There exists an open affine V=spec(R)/Y such that the image
of spec(A) is contained in spec(R), and V satisfies the conditions of (3) of
Definition 9.3. Let ‘ be the generic point of X, K=OX, ‘ . Let spec(S)/X be
an open affine subset such that the image of spec(L) is contained in
spec(S), and
L w S
A w R
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commutes. Let p be the kernel of S  L. Sp is a regular local ring. By
Lemma 1.3, there exists a valuation & of K such that O& dominates Sp and
O&m&=Sp pp . Let C=(Sppp) & A, a valuation ring of Sp pp . Let
? : O&  O& m& be the natural map. B=?&1(C) is a valuation ring of K.
Hence (since Condition 3 of Definition 9.3 holds) there exists a proper
morphism f : f &1(V )  V, and an open U=spec(D)/f &1(V ) such that
D/B, and the natural morphism
spec(A)  spec(B)  spec(D)/X$
makes the induced diagram commute.
Corollary 9.5. A complete separated morphism f : X  Y of integral
finite type k-schemes with X nonsingular is proper.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 9.4 and Theorems II.4.3 and
II.4.7 of [Ha].
Proof of Theorem C. Let Z(X ) be the Zariski manifold of X. Given
V # Z(X ), let R, S be the local rings of the respective centers of V on Y and
X. By Theorem A, there exists a local ring T, dominated by V, and finite
products of monoidal transforms R  T, S  T making
T
R ww S
commute. Hence there exist rings A, B, C, essentially of finite type over k,
such that XV=spec(B), YV=spec(A), ZV=spec(C) are affine neighbor-
hoods of the centers of V on X, Y, Z respectively, the natural diagram
ZV
XV ww YV
commutes, and :V : ZV  XV , ;V : ZV  YV are finite products of monoidal
transforms.
ZV is an open subset of a proper k-scheme Z V , with a birational
morphism onto X. Hence there exists a canonical map ?Z V : Z(X )  Z V .
Let ?&1Z V (ZV)=WV . V # WV by construction.
The [WV], indexed over V # Z(X ), are an open cover of Z(X ). There
exists a finite subcover, which can be indexed as [W1 , ..., Wn], since W is
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quasi-compact (Theorem 9.2). Let Z1 , ..., Zn be the corresponding ZV , with
maps :1 , ;1 , ..., :n , ;n .
Let Ui be the largest open set of X such that :i : :&1i (Ui)  Ui is an
isomorphism. We have isomorphisms
:&1j b :i : :
&1
i (Ui & Uj)  :
&1
j (Ui & Uj)
for all i, j. Let Z be the scheme obtained by glueing the Zi along the open
sets :&1i (Ui & Uj).
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